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‘river, and the designation of three young
men for this work took place at a most
spirited and enthusiastic meeting a few

days before the usual gathering in Exeter
Hall. The King of Congo had received
kindly the deputation sent out last year
to ascertain whether a mission in that region was practicable; and there canbe

littledoubt that a new center of light and
truth will shortly be formed whose influence will be increasingly useful and salutary on the ‘‘ dark continent,”
Tuoymas GoADBY,
ry

BY

SONG OF THE LARK.
BY

FLORA

PRESTON
es

(Adapted from

HOGBIN,

‘the German).

Up in heaven's bluest hight
Song of Lird is swelling;
What the flowers said last night,

Loud the lark is telling,
What the wee folk softly sung

To the May bell's ringing,
All the birds is told among

By the tell-tale’s singing.

". Snowy clouds that idly float,
Tinged with golden glory,
List to catch each silver note

Of the gleeful story.
But the poet far below,

‘In the morn’s first gleaming,
Cries,‘ O prophet thou dost know
All that I’ve been dreaming!”
Lewiston, June 16, 1379,
———
el

ENGLISH

CORRESPONDENCE.
CHILLWELL COLLEGE,
ENG.,Juned, 1879,

|}
|

The annual meetings of the Baptist Un‘jon of Great Britain and Ireland were
held in London as usual among the earlest of the spring anniversaries; — The
chairman of the Union this year is tit
Rev. Geo. Gould, of Norwich, who, in
his inaugural address took a general survey of the position and work of the denomination. The report of the Secretary
spcke of an increase of 7,512 in the number of members in the churches of the
Union during the year, the church rolls
showing

now a total of 276,348.

This is,

however, not the entire number of Baptists in the country, for the Strict Baptist
Society still exists and still in its own
quiet way flourishes,
The work of the
Baptist Union is rapidly becoming practical and evangelistic.
The British and
Irish Home Mission has been taken under
the control of the Union, and the funds
for augmenting pastors’ incomes and providing annuities for superannuated minislars

are

Union.

managed

and

Moreover,

sustained

evangelistic

by

BARTON?

«If you wish to train up your child in
the way he should go, justskirmish ahead
on that line yourself,” said wise Josh Billings, and if he was not addressing fathers and thinking of boys, he ought to

25, 1879.

JUNE

BESSIE

the

work by

prominent ministers is an important part
of the Union's operations. Services have
been held during the year in about seventy different places. and most encouraging
results are reported. The movementis a
revival under a new form of the aposto!ic labors of * messeng: rs of the churches,” who acted as bishops and evangel.
ists more than a century ago; or, indeed,

it may be said to be a reproduction in
England of the * protracted meetings”
of America. Very wisely the Union refusedto appoint special agents for this

God has given

a

son,

that

she

do

the.

same? No; with equal justice it might be
demanded of every woman that she write

books like Mrs.

Stowe,

entrance large

audiences like Miss Willard and Anna
Dickinson, or be a brilliant newspaper
correspondent like Mary Clemmer.
What weight has a mother's word when

weighed against a father'sexample? The
mother says, ¢ My son, do not smoke, it
is bad for the health, bad for the purse,
bad for the morals,and the pleasure it af-

fords is trifling confpared

to the evil. it

works.”
*“ What does ma know about smoking?”
reasons the boy; ** she never smokes, pa
smokes, and I am going to.”
“Don’t spend your evenings about
the bar room and village store,” pleads
the troubled mother,

‘‘ the

conversation

there is not such as I wish you to listen
to.”
:
‘What does ma know about bar room
talk? ‘questions the boy ; ‘‘she is at home,
rocking the baby or darning stockings;
pa is there and I'm going.”
One outspoken ten year old boy said,
¢ I like my mother well enouzh, butI
think pa is a great deal smarter;" and
he expressed the feelings of the average
boy when he enters his teens.
Now,

which parent is likely to have most influence in forming the character of that

have

son ?
«I'll take what pa takes,” said the boy
at the hotel dinner table, and boys are
taking what their fathers take, all the
world over.

their

traveling

expenses

paid. The great evil and scandal
to religion occasioned by unsuitable mer engaging in special evangelistic services,
and by unsuitable means being: adopted
by them, seems to call for more persistent and systematic efforts on the part of
men who are of unquestioned moral
worth and who do not travesty and caricature the great truths they preach;

A father and son were clambering
the rough,

steep

sides

up

of a mountain,

when the father paused to decide which
of many paths to take, the boy said, ** Be
sure to choose a good path, pu, for I am
At the same time that the Baptist Un- coming right behind you.”
ion assembled, the annual meetings of
Fathers, upon the hill-side of life, be

some of the great Baptist Societies were
held. Foremost among these is the Foreign Missionary Society.
Lord Northbrook, formerly
Governor-general of
ing and gave a noble testimony in favor
of missions. He spoke of the good feel”
ing existing in the minds of tha natives of

sure you choose a * good path” for your
sons are just behind and almost certain
to follow in: your footsteps.
If the bewitching voice of pleasure entices you
into the by-paths of self-indulgence and
sin, remember that where you trip he
will stumble, and the same foul mire that
soils your raiment will engulf him.
But

India towards missionaries, of the

if you choose to walk

India, presided at the Exeter Hall meet-

confi-

dence now felt that the goverument had
no wish to force Hindus into Christianity,
and of the gradual, yearly increase of the
influence and spread of the gospel in
India. The church of the future, in Lord
Northbrook’s opinion, will not be exactly

a copy of anything in Europe,

and

the

theology of that church will not be hampered by the restrictions or shaped by the

historical conflicts which so deeply affect

our European dogmatic faith,

The Soci-

ety reported only a very slight decrease
in its funds,—an income

‘of

£46,000, as

against £50,000 last year.
The zenana
work still goes on, twenty-three European

ladies and forty-two natives being engaged in it, and there is a Home for the

ladies

Homes,

in Delhi
also,

in

and will presently
Benares

be

and Calcutta.

The venerable Rov. J.-Aldis and a returned missionary, Mr. Sampson, had visited
India to see for themselves what ‘was going on at some of the stations, and the
report they gave was full of interest.
New missionaries are opening out the dis-

tricts'of Africa that lie along the Congo

ever achieve” :
‘* Paul could say even to the esthetical and cultured Corinthians: * I came to
you not with excellency of speech and of
wisdom, declaring unto you the testimony of God ; my speech and my preaching
was not with eaticing words of man’s wisof the

spirit

and of power.” And yet Paul knew, like
a still earlier preacher, how to use language, no one will doubt; how to ¢ seek
out acceptable words, ’ as well as how to
wield strong-welded and invincible logic.
But he

knew

much

more

thun

thi.

Hence his‘ speech and his preaching’
have been.
The writer was present once | were so mightily
effective while he
at a social religious meeting, when a very lived; and not less so through all the
large man, with a very large nose, and, centuries.
:
no doubt, a very large heart, also, arose
‘The very conception
and ideal of
and used his space of time to tell what a theological institutions of learning to
good mother he had and how her influ- train men to preach the gospel are alence had guided him, and finished with together modern. Born of this century,
an exhortation to all mothers to make
along with other grand births, they are
good men of their boys.
yet necessarily inchoate and imperfect.
Two divines followed in a similar strain To too large an extent they are hanand ended with the same exhortation. dled and direeted; instruction is givAll the brethren settled themselves more
en in them by men who either never
comfortably into their seats and all the were in the active pastoral ministry, or
sisters bowed their heads with meek who,from any extended experience could
fuces as if sweetly taking up the heavy thence know much of its deep, underlyburden thus flatteringly laid upon their ing necessities.
Acute, learned, somefrail shoulders. No, not all, for one sat. times logical, strong in mind, in religious
bolt upright, too indignant for speech, to aud doctrinal conviction, they may yet,
see those great Dbroad-shouldered men
in too many instances, lack that best of
thus calmly shirking the greatest respon- all qualifications which corses from pracsibility God ever called them to bear.
tice in the actual preaching of the Word
Because some mothers,
blessed with
to the perishing. Their selection to the
mighty faith and powerful will, have places they accupy may too often be unborne their sons triumphavtly over the der another law than this higher one of
quicksands-of -youthful temptations—and practical power. Tt wad not thus a full
planted their feet firmly on the pleasant generation ago. But with all the other
upiand of righteous manhood, shall it be giowths of the times, have we not reapdemanded of every frail woman to whom
ed something of this—the placing of an

work, but still desired to secure that pastors of churches should continue it, and

simply

Massachusetts, as

result than either alone, or combined, can

‘dom, but in demonstration

FATHERS AND SONS.

; The Horning Star.
WEDNESDAY,

A Al

‘THE HOMILETIOAL IDEA.
We take the following from an editorial inthe Watch Tower. The idea is advanced that while the true preacher will
contemn neither learning nor logic, yet he
“ will make both tributary to a higher

the pleasant high-

ways of temperance, virtue and Christian
manliness, he shall keep even step with
you and at last dwell in peace at your
side.
¢ The just man walketh in his integrity ; his children are blessed after him.”
“ One man
found,”

among

a thousand

saith the writer

‘‘ but'a woman among
found.” A man worth
rare; a woman worth
more rare. Surely,the

have I

of Ecclesiastes,

all those have I not
counting was very
counting was still
centuries have not

been fruitless. It would be a sign of folly
rather than‘of wisdom to, apply the remark
of the ancient moralist to modern society.
Noble men are not so sgarce as they were,
and there is a pretty fair crop of noble
women ; though nobleness is not the rule
with either sex, and there is something
more than a sharp point in old Mrs. Poyser’s remark:

“I knaw

women are

fools,.

—the Almighty made them so to match
the men.” But nobleness in either sex
helps to make it easier in the other.—
Christian Register,

altogether higher estimate upon certain
kinds of learning and acquirement, than
they are entitled to receive?
‘* Where the wrong ideal of preparing
men for the ministry, from whatever
cause it springs, comes to be adopted as
the true one—at least as the ruling ideal
—the disaster and mischief. which ensue

are unspeakably great.

They eat out in-

has

been

stated,

but

centuries ago in Germany.
In 1517, one
Sigismond de Diettrichstein formed the
Order of St. Christopher, which pledged
its members to refrain from toast-drinking;

while 25 Dec.,

of Hesse

1600, the

formed

a society

Landgrave

called the

Order of

Temperance, which pledged

members

not to drink

morg

than

its

seven

glasses of liquor at once, and that not
oftencr than once a day.—Congregationalist.
As we said last week, there

is no reason

why any man or body of 1aen should not
declare that
Congregationalists
are
Evangelical, if any one is so unversed in
ecclesiastiual history as to be in doubt of
that fact. But the body which undertakes
to declare what they must believe in
order to be Congregationalists can not
certainly be one which,in its very utterance,

axiom that an
not make an

authoritative declaration.— Christian
ton.

:

Un-

:

fitted for such a work, on account of his
native modesty
and self-distrust; his

gentleness of manner and his long-established habits of scholarly seclusion in his
study and

recitation

room,

who,

when

providentially and most reluctantly

forc-

ed into the field, at an hour of unequaled
business depression,
has developed an

extraordinary genius for the task, and
secured a success doubtless as astonishing to himself as surprising and grateful
to his friends.—Zion’s Herald.
0-44
ro-e

N,

MISSION WORE:
CORDUCTED

THE

BY

REV.

ONENESS

G.

OF

C.

=

THE

All Christian work is one in spirit and
purpose. There is a tendency in some
minds to separate it into parts, and sometimes to magnify the relative importance
of one part to the manifest disadvantage
of another. - We hear of one person who
is ‘all for Foreign Missions,” while
another is ¢¢ all for Home Missions,” and
another is *¢ all for Education,” and still

The commission is, ** Go

ye into all the world ;” the streets and
alleys of great cities in our own land, the

neglected rural districts of old States, the
opening regions and

fast-filling districts

of new territories, as

well

as into

far-off

islands and continents. Go everywhere.
It is of some advantage that one man
should devote himself mainly to a specific
work and care especially for its interests
and welfare;

this

is in

accordance with

the principles of sub-division of labor, and
true economy ; but no

one

should

allow

himself to exclude other interests from his
heart, or to withhold his hand from helping any good cause, so far as he may be
able. The work is one, and, in this field
or that, is always important. One may,
it is difficult to suppose that it can ever | perhaps, be at liberty to consult his own
reach such a position as to entitle it to be tastes or qualifications in deciding just
regarded as the representative church of what particular branch of the work he will
the United States. But a sojourn in devote his own labors to, but most of us
America somewhat-disinclines a spectator should take them all into our hearts and
to attach too much importance to vast prayers, and work for them all.
numbers, whether in the statistics of
It is often noticeable that foreign mispopulation, or money, or distance. * Sige,’ sloharies are most intensely interested in
said Professor Huxley, in addressing un the prosperity and success of home

intellirent and sympathetic audience at
Baltimore, ‘is not grandeur.’ We are
rather led to hope that there, as in the
older countries. of Edrope, the future will
be nitimately in the hands, not of the least

educated, but of the most educated por-

tions of the community, and in that portion the Episcopal church of America

will have a considerable part to play if it
only remains faithful to the liberal
ciples on which it first started.”

prin-

lation is toward

a dangerous laxity,

missions,

temperance,

and othef benevo-

lent and Christian work.
Earnest hard work in any part

of the

field is likely to deepen one's interest in,
and sympathy with, faithful toilers in
other parts of the same field, and enlarge
one’s idea of the true scope of Christian
work. Let us beware of narrowness of
sympathy. Let us cultivate a broad piety
that shall cover in its feeling and effort
the whole field, for it is all the Master’s.

EXCHANGE NOTES AND QUOTES.
The general tendency of divorce legisand

the same is true of its administration,—
Independent.
There can be no doubt that the Saviour
requires every redeemed soul to make the
extension of the kingdom of Christ the

SPECIAL WORK

FOR

We clip the item below from the
Congregationalist :
* Why not make this an unprecedented
year in home mission work? A little
forethought

and

wise

planning,

a

self-

sacrificing spirit in the churches, would
secure for this cause a larger income than
ever before, and permit an advance along

perform this duty?

exhibit in the matter of giving to home

form

ourselves

gle

individual,

and

consider

absolved from the duty imposed
by simply ministering to his

ourselves

upon us
physical

wants.— IU, Christian Weekly.
If we would only bear
each

new perplexity is

judging

by our

Rhode Island,

in mind,
upon

us,

when
that,

past experiences, the

trouble can not be so

great

as it seems,

we should be more ready to look and wait
for the bright light which is in the clouds,
and which will sarely be made clear
when the wind passeth and cleanseth
them. ¢ Here. is the patience and the
faith of the saints.”==S. S. Times.
The new not-to-get-drunk society in
New York, bad its parallel or progenito
(or whatever) ndt merely years ago in

The States make this

missions, reckoned per church member :
Maine,
N. Hampshire,
Vermont,
Massachusetts,
Connecticut.

$1.19
54
.60.
1.11

New York.
Ohio,
Minnesota, *
Dakota

1.41 Colorado,

Es

alts

30
24
a2
JD

in the

matter,

nor

JEREMIAH

PHILLIPS. -

from

brother, we learn that while the

this

severity

of his sufferings has been lessoned since
coming to Midnapore, there is no prospect of any permanent relief while remaining within the tropics. His nervous
system 1s so completely exhausted that it
refuses to rally in that debilitating climate, and, with his wife, he

Sr

The

is

still

at

sea.

legislative bill as passed by the House,

when it came

to

be

and

marked

Wednesday.'

analyzedin

gallery,

Senatoria! bad

legislative confusion
ll-night

session

The

Democrats

on

generally

of the

Senate

on

had consumed

the time in speeches al] day upon the
bill, and the Republicans became soured

army
when

passage.

com-

they saw an effort to force a vote on the
A

Jong and

tedious

final

wrangle

menced at 7 o'clock over Senator Blain's

par-

liamentary point regarding Senator
Eaton's
vote. Both sides were getting tired and angry, when a culminating scene was reached at

about midnight, greatly to the discredit of that

body.
Senator Conkling had charged
bad
faith en-the
other side.
Mr. Lamar, of Miss.,
pronouncedtbe New York
Senator's. siatement as regarding him, * to.be a filsehood.”
Then ensued a general sensation and all eves
were turned upon Senator Conkling walking
buck und forth behind the outer row of chairs.
Amid a dead silence, he advanced to his seat
“If the
considerably agitated, and replied:
Senator from Miss., except in thé presence of
the Senate, should charge me with a falsehood. !
should declare him to be a blackguard,a coward
Then followed applause and
and a liar.”
even hisses. The scene and its incidents were
The- prohighly disgraceful to the Senate.
ceedings of that body, this time on, to ten
minutes of 12 o’clock Thursday noon, was, in
a measure, a struggle ou the part of Senators
to keep awake, and
a most lamentable
attempt to convince this countrv that statesmen
The whole -proare controlling its destinies.
ceedings were Fume and sport for the hetro-

? Seat
geneous assem ly in the galleries.
PBESENT CONDITION OF LEGISLATION.

Legislation, by these remarkable proceedings
has been delayed,and up to this hour of closing,
the condition of affairs
(Thursday evening),
The judicial bill passed
stands as follows:
the House at 2 o’ciock by a strict party vote,
This, together
and now goes to the Senate.

with the army bill, awaits

action of

the

the

upper House, The Legislative bill has gone
to the President, and . will be returned, approved, before Saturday.
In the mean time,
the people of this country have an opportunity
to decide for themselves how much and how
little this Congress deserves of their approbation.
ELLIOTT.

tO

,

EDUCATIONAL.

Baccalaureate
sermons were preached ar
Dartmouth, Yale, Trinity, Wesleyan, University of Vermont, Bates, Maine State, and Wellesley colleges last Sunday.

BATES COLLEGE.

WASHINGTON, D. C., June 19, 1879.
A NOBLE PARTY.
Congress

noisy

A crowded,

temper

will sail for

this country in a few weeks, expecting to
arrive’in the early autumn,

This Democratic

was happy again and the discussion went
with no action.
A MIDNIGHT SCENE IN THE SENATE.

the Senate,

proved to be incongruous and confusing in
many of its provisions.
One Democratic Senator in charge of the bill, when questioned
somewhat closely, admitted that he could not
explain certain provisions, nor the amount
they appropriated.
Senator Windom asked
with much seriousness if he (Senator Beck),
could tell how much certain clauses ealled for,
within 4 or $5,000,000, or so! whereupon
the
grave Senators became quite merry.
The bill
is either intentionally confusing,or blundering-

Asannounced in the programme, published
last week, baccalaureaté exercises at Bates
College took place, Sunday afternoon, at the

Main street Free Baptist chureh in Lewiston.
The order of exercies consisted of a voluntary
by the choir, followed by an invocation by
Professor Stanley, and reading of the Scriptures

and

singing of hymns, after which

from

the associated

press dispatches to the

ly constructed and had been carefully examin-

Boston papers, as also that of Professor Fullonton’s sermon found belgw:
There are three sources of knowledge respecting the object of worship,—nature, man, .

ed by the Secretary of the Treasury and

his ac-

and

God revealed

in

prob-

who

seem

in the

counting officers,
ably make
‘provisions.

the

who find that they can
proper

payments

under

its

support

of

the

United

States

courts

passed the Senate on Monday by the usunal
party vote and as laid down by the Democratic caucus.
It is assuredly one ofthe bills that
will return unapproved.
The law now prpvides for the appeintment by the Federal

courts of supervisors;
&.

This bill does not

repeal that law, but its whole

animus

is dis-

covered in this proviso:
‘And no Department or any - officers of the
Govt. shall, during said fiscal year
[the coming year now being provided for], make any
contract or incur any liability for the future
payment of money until appropriation sufiicient to. meet such contract or pay such liabili-

ty, shall have first become a law,” and provides of course a penalty.
The question appeared at first to be: What
harm is there in appointing these

supervisors,

&c., and let them execute their duties, even if
there be no appropriation for them? But in the
nature of things no man expects to be

cer under Uncle

Samuel

an offi-

unless he gets

pay

for it, so it comes under the head of a contract

or a liability. The case would then be, provid.
ed tkis supplementary bill should go in force,
that a law stands upon the statute-book unrepealed, while to carry out its provisions is a
violation of law, and incurs a penalty!
It is
related that at one time, Roman Senators
could not meet and look each other in the
face without smiling.
The time has come

when American statesmen should laugh out.
right. There is one saving olause, however,
that was

inserted

before

the

final

vote,

which the Democrats hope to satisfy the

the

Statutes

which allows officers of the army and navy
to make contracts
portation.

for

subsistence
1

and transe

POLITICAL ASSESSMENTS.

House and an acrimonfous discussion consumed
of Tuesday’s

session.

Many

a

V

is

Itisa

prohibiting any officer or employe
Govt, from contributing in any way,

©

weaver.

Her

men

bill

of the
for any

the

hand-

wonderful,

as disconnected

and

uncer-

tain. But God was very near. He scattered
the snow and hurled the thunder blast.
The
whole earth, the theater of his

works

bounded

by the visual horizen and the sky was
workshop.

The rise

of

modern

as

science

one
was

like the adventof the inventor, transferring the
“web from the hands of the weaver

and

multi-

plying it a thousand fold in the titanic fingers
of machinery.
Science enlarged the heavens
to boundless space. It multiplied and magnified the stars into an infinity of worlds. - It

lengthened the life of the earth into unlimited
geologic ons, and it showed the same neverchanging forces, obeying unvarying laws and
producing always the same results—in all these
countless worlds and in all the varecorded ages.
nature

reveals God

to man as power and wisdom, it does not reveal a Father for our loyal and filial worship..
Not till men look down upon nature and up to--

ward its Author from the high standpoint of
their own spiritual capacities, can they discern
God as a being of compassion and sympathy—

wordhip. ofhis -

intelligent creatures, and demanding
thas they
should regard honor and truth as the supreme excellence.
But in the soul of men the evi- dence of this becomes

clear.

learned from this source

What
. may

be -

of knowledge, from.

man’s spiritual being, was shown at: Athens. .
necessary political campaign purposes, whethwhere man’s intellectual development attained
er they choose to or not. There may
be
in certain directions & degree ofiperfettion as.
grave doubts as to the expediency of enforced - yet unsurpassed.
There: it was. taught that
contributions, but it is a novel policy that men
God has not only powenangd. wisdom: bit also
shall not do what they are willing, possibly,
retributive justice, that is.nat.; capricious nor
to do. Of coursethe whole thing is aimed at vindictive, but impartial and benevolent. Phil-

osophy had attained the idea, as Plato’ express- es it, that < God is the. beginning, middle, and /

be” i

irrepressible, pronounced it an infamous meas-

end of all things.”

Itisto the

suggestion concerning the way in which
the interests of the cause are to be pro-

* Forethought” and *¢ wise plan-

ning,” are just as necessary in connection
with Christian benevolence as anywhere
else, and just as necessary as the * self.

sacrificing spirit.” Too many people,good
people, too, give by impulse, or by aceci-

ure, and an “ insulting attack upon the
cal party.”

Mr. McLane, of Md.,

politi-

replied, and

among other things said, * that nothing but
a corrupt political motive deterred gentlemen
on the other side from considering the bill.”
Mr. Conger, with great gsperity, exclaimed:

“ That is an infamous assertion,and I say it to
him here inmy place.”

Then a great hubbnb

arose,
Mr.
McLane’s and
Mr. Conger’s
words were taken down and read by the of
ficial

reporter,

both

gentlemen

presenting a

ludicrous exhibition of mimic heroes in a
quixotic mock tragedy. The Pickwickian decision

was made by the

Speaker,
\

* that

the

1§ suwithat

God could not

be adequately represented. by all the complete
systems of heathen pliars; temples and sacrifices; but it could put nothing .in.the place of

worn-out idolatry. . The, best it could. da was.
to erect yet apather altar inscribed with the
melancholy confession

unknown God;

of ignorance,

‘“ Te' the

wet this was a long. step in.

advance of the naturalism whieh cannot know
whether there be, any. God. , Augustine. ac- .
knowledged (his, when he said: “ Plato. made
me know the true. God, Jesus Christ showed !

ma. the way, to.him.”
the
|

When

we

1

2

Formerly, na-

regard

processes, however

were looked upon

|

A man may

marvelousness of the creation, the more they
need the complementary knowledge of God reas

:

1s a

LE

and spiritual realities have little worth, The
more men know of the vastness and order and

ture was regarded

|

of na-

learn to steer a ship by the stars, and become a
very skilful pilot, knowing every channel and
and harbor on the coast, and the position of the
stars for every hour of the night, and yet
suppose that the starsare only little holes in
the sky.
Thereare books and a science that °
might correct’ his notions, but
neglecting
these, all his knowledge of navigation will
never teach him the magnitude and relations of
the stars. So man may be very learned in
referenceto the nature and use of material
things, and yet his opinions in regard to Ged

ceived through other channels.

|

persons

very focus

a being craving the grateful

A buncomb and cheap statesmanship meas
ure was sprung by the Democrats
in the
the whole

being,

by- ‘It is manifest that though

Ex-

force

of section 3732 Revised

man.

to pray on Gerizim, or elsewhere.

EXPENSES BILL.

This supplementary bill for the maintenance

und

be

ture's light remain uncertain whether God
personal

THE JUDICIAL

to

i

Professor

B. F. Hayes, acting president of the college. .
delivered the baccalaureate sermon, from the
‘text, John 4:23. ‘““We know what we worship."
We clip the following abstract of his discourse

the voming Congressional) and Presidential
elections next year. Mr. Conger, who is still

that paper is connected ; but it is not that

moted.

OF REV.

a letter just received

words did not apply personally to any member
in his representative capacity.” . Everybody

95

The figures in the table refer, very
likely, to the. denomination with which

to which we ask attention.

HEALTH

By

provisions

the whole frontier.

We

planning”

too rigidly reduce it to practice. This is
just the object of all the labor expended
of late in behalf of systematic contribu-

ecutive and save a veto; it keepsin

HOMg& MISSIONS.

great business of his life. But how do we

into churches; delegate the labor to a sin-

of “wise

WORK.

tion and effort.

THE AMERICAN EPISCOPAL CHURCH.
In an address delivered ia ¢.-n College
by Dean Stanley cn ‘“ The Historical
Aspect of the American Churches,” we
find this paragraph:
:
* What may be the future fortunes of
the American Episcopal church it would
be rash to predict. ‘When we consider
the vast numerical superiority of the
Presbyterians and Congregationalists,and
still more of the Methodists and Baptists,

cause and

WASHINGTON OORRESPONDENCE.

WATERMAN.

suance

it may

the

TSDC.
it, 50. Soe
RRA

another, * all for Sunday-schools,” when
in reality all these ought to be included
in the sympathies of every Christian, and
each should receive a fair share of atten-

of an ideal more Grecian,

with them ; if not,

its claims are very likely soon forgotten.
If, in the presentation, their feelings are
not moved, or their fancy pleased, they
give little or nothing. The thing needed
is a careful study of the claims of the
different interests and then ‘* wise planning ” to save money, that we may have
it to bestow upon such as are really deserving and in such proportion as their
respective claims demand.
The majority
of contributors to the funds of benevolent
enterprises belongs . to the classes who
have to save in order’ to give; to whom
forethought in the matter is a necessity,

All ministers have not the same fycil- tions, and is the design of the machinery
ity for church building or debt raising; known among us as the ‘ Card System.”
but no pastor should consider himself It is good; it is helpful; it will be successful if faithfully looked after hy sonie
released from such a duty when it stands one willing to practice ‘¢ patient condirectly across the path of success. No tinuance in well-doing.” Try it, steadily,
one knows his undeveloped resources of faithfully, and don’t be discouraged by
this character until he has made a resolute small success at first; plan wisely and
exercise forethought, afterthought and
and persevering effort. We know an ac- all kinds of thought, except the thought
complished Christian educator, who of all of giving up, and, as our contemporary
the men in the circle of our acquaintance says, there will be an advance all along
we should have pronounced the least the frontier.

to all directions; und at length they eat
away too much of what should be the very
substance of godliness. - When in purbe, than Christian, we cross the line that
separates from this world ; or, by various
methods of inculcation and practice, linger pear it, the dangers thicken and Decome imminent.”

money

Tt -and we can not too soon learn the science

declares itselfto be without authority.

may be safely taken as an
unauthorvalive body can

dent, rather than by intelligent principle.
When the claims of any cause are presented eloquently and forcibly, they respond generously, if they happen to have

have traced

degrading influences of idolatry, the blind
(Gent'vued on the eighth page.) ;
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TAKE UP THE DOQTRINES.

8. Bepartment. -

S$.

Doctrine means teaching.
And why
should’ not a teacher take hold of the
teachings of his school and people?

Sabbatl- Schoet Lesson.-July 6.
AND

QUESTIONS
(For

BY

NOTES

Questions

see

PEACE

Lesson

WITH

DAILY

\

HOWE.

J. A.

PROF.

Christian doctrine is the careful and
correct statement of what the Scriptures

GOD.

READINGS.

. Justified through Christ. Rom.
3 :24—31.
Abraham justified by faith. Rom. 4 :1—16,
, Children of God by faith. Gal.3:15—29,
Peace with God. Rom. 5:1-10,

TEXT:

** Therefore, being justified
peace with (rod, through
Christ.’—Rom. 5:1.

Romans 5:1-10,

Notes and Hints.

The epistle to the Romans was written
from Corinth, by Paul.
It is one of the
most important, if not the most important
of the epistles. In it the doctrine of salvation by faith in Christ receives its most
complete Biblical statement.
+ * Therefore.”
In view of what has
before

shown,

viz.,

that

all

have

sinned, that,none can therefore be justified

as righteous, that men can be justified only by grace through faith, that thus Abraham was justified.
«« Justified.” Accepted with God. *‘By
Jaith.” The condition of acceptance with
God. The Jew thought God accepted
those who kept the law. Paul says since
none have kept it, all must be saved by
grace, through faith in Jesus.
See how
simple the way to the favor of God.
Faith is the intrusting of one’s self to
Christ.
.
¢¢ Peace with God.” As opposed to'enmity, like that noticed in verse ten.

The

peace. of reconciliation to God is precious.
« Through our.Lord.” Christ is the author of our reconciliation. He diedsto remove all hindrances to the pardon of be*
lieving souls. Through him alone man is
restored to God.
*« We have access.” 2 Either to the state
. of justification, or to

God.

The latter is

shown by Tholuck to be the probable
meaning.
Info this grace.”
Grace
means undeserved favor.
d shows sin_.ners an unmerited favor in/freely saving

"them.

Christ has not literally paid their

debts ; otherwise their salvation

would be

due them.
We have obtained the access
to God by faith in that grace wherein we
stand.
*¢ Rejoice in

hope.”
In hope of the
glory that God will give, orin hope of
participating in the divine glory.
¢ We
glory in tribulations also.”
Glory is

from the same word as that just translated rejoice.

Hence, ** we rejoice

in trib-

ulation,” a most difficult thing to do when

our hearts are not set on receiving the
love of God.
.
:
*« Worketh patience.”
The patience of
steadfast endurance is meant.
‘¢ Experience.” Approval.
Endurance of trials
secures approbation.
‘* Hope.” As the
natural result of having endured and been
-approved, we hope in God.
¢¢ Maketh not ashamed.” Will not disappoint us and so shame us. “Love of God,”
nntlove

for God,

but from God.

¢ Shed

abroad.” Is diffused or poured forth in our
hearts. We shall be saved after death,if we
have the love of God before death.

*¢ The Holy Ghost.” The Holy Spirit is
:all about us, influencing all hearts, and
imparting to believers in Christ the sense
of God's love. It is the pledge .of their
acceptance with him.
.
‘«« Without strength.”
orally weak,
and unable to save ourselves.
Sin cuts
vs off from salvation, unless God helps us.
¢ Due time.” The fullness of time, the
appropriate hour in the history of the

world.

* For the ungodly.”

*‘ For us,

the ungodly,” is meant.
Those who
¢ were without strength” are the same as
the ungodly. Mark the love-and mercy
here held up.
« Righieous,”
The
man free from
moral offenses, whose private life and
character are pure.
‘4 good man.’ The

benevolently good,

a kind

benefactor.

Tholuck and others make this distinction
between the righteous and the good man.
Meyer contends that no distinction of the

kind is meant, that the terms are parallel.
The former view is more consonant

with

the sequel, and aceords with the classical

- distinetion between the just

man and the

good man.

«« Commendeth.”
proves it to us.

Displays

his love, or

** While we were yet sin-

ners.” ‘Before we had heen justified by
faith. Paubdoes not limit the benefits of
the death of Christ to believers, but he is

here speaking to believers.
7 + Much more then.” Having done this,
he will all,the more do that for which
this. was done.
‘Justified by his blood.”
That is, accepted with God through the
deathof Christ, notwithstanding the. sins

we were guilty of.
*¢ Saved from wrath through him.”

“ihe futare world.

In

Sincé God has pardon-

ed us,he will all the more save us through
Christ. Lnemies.” Sin is. hostility to
God
; sinners
are foes of God's will. ‘‘Reconciled by his death. By the death of Jesus brought back to God and recbn“eiled.
:

© & Saved by
_£hrist

his life,” © The

will secure of God

that

living

which

he

‘begun to secure by his death.
Dying he
‘reconciles, livinghe sanctifies and saves

us. All cores from him. He loves us,
he dies for us, he lives for us. God commends his love to us through
no other way.

him

as in

.

. Truth requires neither study nor art.—
Ammian.

:

n

Communications,

** Tl tut his old head off with my ma's
shissors and stamp it
Dot.

HOW DOT AND DAISY LABORED
WITH THE RUMSELLER.,
BY

ol

ZABETII

HARP.

Sometimes a little child may find a *‘remainder”

of

conscience

to def,”

in a hardened

shrieked

;

Two deaths were none too many for
this man to-die,in Dot's estimation. The:
rumseller now noticed ‘there were some
temperance people in the room, and
wanted to end the scene,

so he

made

an

RECOLLECTIONS,
BY REV. D. WATERMAN,
The first General Conference I attended
was held in Byron, Genesee Co., N. Y.,
in Oct., 1835. I was appointed by the
Kennebeck Y. M., now Maine Central.
Public travel was then by steamer from

He never letsme do anything I want to!
I just hate every one of ‘em, Ido!"
Well!
The child is soothed or spanked,
as the case may require, and nobody

repeats as an item of

news,

or

even

re-

wembers, the angry, foolish, childish
words. But, unfortunately, this is not
always the fact iwhen the same idle,
unjust, foolish, childish words are uttered

by the grown-up child. Other grown-up
rail to Providence, thence to N. Y. by children may be at hand who seize upon
these words and, with eyes as big
as sausome sense of his moral delinquency,
steamer over the Sound, thence up the cers, and with tongues that ig
omit these teachings?
those
and
show
him
for
a
moment
the
yawning
river Hudson
‘* But would you have us go into those
to Albany, by rail to of the most imaginative child, ‘manufac.
gulf
into
which
he
is
helping
to
plunge
dry dogmas, when there isso much need
Schenectady, and thence by canal-boat, I ture any particulars that may be wanting,
of practical instruction?”
Yes, thatis his fellow-men.
think to Brockport, where we left the retail them right and left with Satan's
own energy and
Dot and. Daisy were two little towjust what we would have you do, and
canal and took private teams to Byron, child does not readilyindustry. The little
grasp
the idea that
headed children, six and seven years old,
consuming more than one week's time, in others can be actuated
for the very reason that the world has
By. any motives
«I
won’t
touch
it,”
eried
Dot,
and
the
and their father was a drunkard.
They
what
could
now
be
accomplished
in
two
‘which he does not himself feel or under:
need of practical instruction. If we know
dime was flung down disdainfully, as he days. On board of the steamer on the stand. The childish
had seen stogmy scenes at- home; ‘ ma”
man or woman
anything about practice, it depends upon
crying, and ¢* pa” raving about like a ordered Daisy to drop hers; ¢ what dood Sound, a passenger pretended that he has just the same difficulty in finding the
principles.
maniac, talking loud, bad words, and will a dime do?” he added, with a con- had been robbed, so, for the credit of the true motives influencing some of the acts
Most swift railway trains, so far as we
of those about him. If he sees that Mr,
dashing the chairs about in a crashing temptuous sneer on his little red lip«.
bout, we were locked into the cabin, till a A., by word or deed, shows disapproval
have observed, run upon carefully grad“You are a pretty imperious young
style. It all seemed very dreadful to
police , officer came on board to search of some conrse taken by Mr. B., he at
ed roads, and well laid tracks.
We do
them.
They had heard their mother chap,” said the bar tender; ‘* what is it the boat. It turned out that the robbed once concludes that Mr. A. is actuated by
not recollect any great buildings which
say what a curse rum was, and how the that you demand? if I may ask.”
against Mr. B. He judges Mr. A.
man was the robber, who was taken into aby spite
have stood firmly, and for a long time,
himself and he does not know that
*¢ New shoes,” said Dot, ** for me and
men who sold it ought to be dealt with,
custody, -and the rest of us discharged. there is such a thing as struggling to
without a solid foundation.
This is the
So Daisy, and new dishes for my ma to set This made us too late for the morning
reascn why we recommend the doctrines. and made to stop the wicked traffic.
maintain an abstract principle, not beone night when *¢ pa” came home rather her table with, ‘cause pa has kicked it boat to Albany, and we spent the day in cause one's own selfish interests are to be
They are eminently practical.
They are
wilder than usual, and pulled their hair, down, and broke ‘em all, and you made
New York, sight-seeing. On the canal advanced thereby, but because the safety
the roadway and the track.
If they are
and kicked the table over, and pushed him, and spilled all the dood soup, and boat we obtained permission of the Cap- of society at large, or the very perpetuiin order, you can kindle up your fires and
‘“ ma” against the stove funnel and burn- Daisy and me so hungry this minute for tain to have worship, and Bro. Elias ty of our best institutions depends upon
turn on your steam; or, to change the figthat principle being maintained, no mated her face, these two children felt that our suppers.”
Hutchins preached
a good
sermon. ter at what cost of popularity or influence
ure, as hinted above, the doctrines ave the
*¢ Two modest young peopie you are,
things were getting desperate, and someEarly Sabbath morning we went ashore, among the throngs of grown-up children.
foundation of the Christian life.
Not
thing must be done. So, in the midst of upon my word,” the bar tender said, and spent the Sabbath in the sanctuary of
complete in themselves, it is true. We
Putting away
childish things is a
the hubbub, while ‘ ma” was putting a rather losing the good nature he had God, and then pursued our journey. The
prefer to live not in a foundation, butin a
patch of cotton and molasses on her worn tillnow; ** do you expect me to Generel Conference was one of intense characteristic mark by which we recoghouse. Yet, who would despise the founnize the Christian.” St. Paul laid it down
smarting cheek, and ‘‘ pa” swearing at feed and clothe you two saucy, ragged interest. Elder Samuel Whitney presid- in words not to be mistaken. ** When I
dation ?
the top of his voice, because the man he brats ? I see how it is; your mother has
ed. The
principal subject of interest became a man, ‘a man in Christ Jesus,’
Teach the doctrines, even though some
I put away childish things.” In the
taught you your parts, and sent you here
worked
for had complained
that he was
one does call them ** dry.”
Some things
was the Printing Establishment.
It had character of our great example, Christ,
are better for being dry.
*‘* Dry goods” ¢ jrregular” and turned him off, Dot,a lit- to extort money.”
been four years in the hands of Bro.
as exemplified in his life and teachings,
may be very good goods.
But if it is tle boy,
“It is a lie,” said Dot, no whit daunta year younger than his sister,
we find nothing narrow, nothing petty,
Marks
as
agent,
and
at
this
time
arrangemeant that the doctrines are uninteresting, said:
ed, ‘* my ma don’t know where we are.
true Christian
ments were made for it to be transferred nothing childish. The
we reply ‘ that depends.”
You can
will néver remain in a mental and moral
¢ Tome, Daisy, itis time for us to do Daisy and me just said to-night, things
make them very interesting.
If you earby him to a board of trustees. A very childhood. If the Christianity of a man
nestly feel the value of the matchless somethin’. Things tant do on this way.” tan’t do no more further. We must labor general interest was felt on this subject.
or woman does not broaden and mature
with the yumseller.”
Then the two children started off, bareteachings of which you are the champion
him or her, visibly lifting above and out
and exponent,
you will make the docHere a temperance man stepped for- The amount of property belonging to the of the old childishness, there is room to
headed, ragged and dirty, to find the saBook
and
Printing
Establishment
was
trines very interesting.
loon of the liquor seller.
They knew ward, and told the company in the saloon
doubt its genuineness.
““ And yet, in spite of my best, the docestimated at $10,246,060, the debts of the
I said, when I began, that [ wanted to
trines will be uninteresting.”
Perhaps the way pretty well, for they had looked that he knew the father of these childrer, Establishment £6,222,48, leaving $4,024.talk
about what you ought to do and
in
at
the
great
glass
windows
a
good
and
that
what
they
said
was
undoubtedly
so, though we still hope your efforts will
The subject
succeed better than you expect.
Buteven
many times, and seen the array of tum- true. It was well-known that the father 12 as its estimated value. In assuming the to be as Christian women.
if they are uninteresting, so is the multi- blers and decanters on the counters, and spent most of his earnings at this saloon, trust,the board made themselves personal- is a very broad one. I certainly can do
no more than touch upon its poe: Big but
plication table,so is the scale of A-minor
customers
coming
snd
going, thathe was unkind to his family, and ly responsible for the debts of the Estab- I have such a sense of what should be the
relative to C-major.
But does any teach- the
lishment, obtained a loan
and adopted
influence of Christian girls and women,
of
er of mathematics or music omit these and the smiling, rubicund visage of the that they suffered for the necessaries
the
cash
principal
as
the
basis
of their I can see so clearly the work that they
things? They may do their utmost to in- portly bar tender. The saloon seemed life. He advised them to make up a
The results are well known. might do if they rightly understood it,that
vest such essentials with real interest, bat a very grand place to them, and as they purse for the children on the spot, and operations.
Being if not the youngest member of the my whole soul is stirred with anxiety
they teach them at any rate.
If not, approached it to-night, they found it
he would take them home, and put the
would you have such an one teach your
Conference nearly so, I took little part in that there shall he no misunderstanding »
lighted
up,
and
half
filled
with
men
and
gift
in the hands of the mother, or use it the discussions, and formed but little that they shall be rightly trained from
child? You would probably be a little
the first in their duties and responsibilities
tried by a preceptor, who, under the plea youth. Daisy’s courage began to fail, but to buy some necessaries, and present |
aequaintanee with the members.
1 was us Christians. There is nojlead weight
of “practical teaehing;"’shoudd- keep
Dot said, stoutly,
them to her. A hat was passed ronnd,
8n society, there is no dead
Pveight on a
your boy counting oranges, and reckon¢ Tumryight along, Daisy; no matter and with rather ill grace, the patrons of appointed Chairman of a committee of school like that of professed Christians
ing their cost at three cents apiece.
Why
three to prepare a circular letter to the
if the .yumseller is a big man, and has the saloon made their contributions.
who do not
study to understand the
not be equally wise in regard to the highchurches. We divided the labor into three | responsibilities which their profession endot
on
a
clean
starched
bib,
he
must
be
While this scene was being . enacted in
er matters of the gospel of life? —S, 8,
parts, each writing one, and then I was tails upon them. Look abroad over the
Teacher's Quarterly.
labored with.”
the grog shop, the mother at home was
required to unite the three, which was evils of our social condition. Look at
Poor little Dot’s heart swelled with the picking up the broken fragments of crockmore difficult than to have written the the wrong, the vice, the crime finding
their way into every community. Look
Tue BisLe Sttpy WE NEED.
What- thought of the misery at home, and, as ery, and restoring things to such order as whole.
at the influences that are molding the
ever real strength there is in the demand inthe case of many an older person, she could around the poor apartment.
Ofthe original board of trustees of the young boys and girls of our towns, our
crushed
by
some
pitiless
misfortune,
after
She
pretty
soon
missed
Dot
and
Daisy,
for a revival of catechetical teaching is in
Printing Establishmentonly one remains
villages, and our schools, and say if
an undefined desire for a course of in- a period of intense agony, unknown and but thought they had only slunk away in amember, Rev. 8. Curtis, who nas missed there is not urgent need of strong, intellistruction that shall be less historical and unsympathized with, there will be an ac- the shed somewhere, as they often did the annual meeting of the board but once, gent, reasonable and reasoning Christian
:
chronological and more practical
and cumulation of moral force sufficient to to escape the fury of their father when be and that from sickness. One other, Rev. women.
reel
ly A
spiritual. We do not want to go back break through conventional forms and came home in drink; so. she was sur- D. P: Cilley, in feeble health, still lingers
A GOODLY SIGHT.
from the Bible, which is a record of vital ‘make a way for itself, so it was with the prised to see them come in from the street on this side the river; the ‘others, I belittle
boy.
There
rose
before
his.
childish
Our
Methodist
brethren are wellwith
a
companion,
bearing
packages
in
spiritual experiences,to a catechism which
lieve, have long sincg Jgone to their reknown
to
be
thoroughly
attached to
is a collocation of dead dogmas ; from the vision that squalid, wretched home, their arms.
wards.
:
their own branch of the universal church,
« 0 mamma,” Daisy began, ¢ I've
RNG REE
Scriptures to a. Gemara, even of the nine- with the infuriated father abusing the
and it is good to see them believing so
teenth century ; from the words of Christ poor mother, and here stood the man who beeh an angel, and went to labor with the
had
wrought
all
this
mischief
and
ruin,
REV.
WILLIAM
V,
HARPER.
thoroughly in themselves that they are
rumseller.”
:
to the philosophical glosses of a modern
as Dot believed, and should he be afraid
[A very brief obituary of this clergyman apspirited to great works for the Master.
«t Not much of an angel,” said Dot, deNicodemus and Gamaliel.
We want to
peared in the Star recently.
We are in reto
speak
?
No,
he
rather
ached
for
the
Here
is a paragraph from an editorial in
preciatingly, ¢“ for angels don’t cry, and ceipt of the following more extended account
know what the Bible teaches,
not—what
chance to be-at him.
Zion's Herald :
of
his
life,~ED.]
you
just
boo-hooed
right
out.”
:
the theologians think it ought to teach.
So the two children entered the saloon.
Rev. William V. Harper was born in
We
have a form of interpretation of
But we want this teaching in its relations
« I wasn’t eryin’,” said Daisy half ofThe
men standing about looked at them fended; « I was preachin’.”
Coffee Co., Tenn., Jan. 20, 1824, and died the Gospel system that can be heartily
to character. Let the committee take the
Preachied everywhere. We have a singuFeb. 28, 1879.
Ten Commandments as a basis, and give as they went along toward the counter.
« Angels don’t preach,” persisted Dot.
arly natural and magnetic habit of religThe
bar
tender
waited
as
if
to
hear
their
Brother Harper professed religion in ious expression. Our modes and forms
us two or three Scriptural lessons on
« They do,” said Daisy.
errand,
when
Daisy
burst
out
erying,
and
each commandment; designating Seript« They don’t, "said Dot, ¢ they just his 21st year and joined the M. E. church, have grown providentially during the last
ure passages to be studied—first, on the said, in a shrill, broken voice,
where he remained as a licensed exhorter centuries out of the spiritual necessities
sing and fly, don’t they, mamma ?”
¢ What do you mean,-you awful man,
nature of &xod ; second, on the essentials
until 1876, when he concluded that the of the times. We have neither theologi“Yes, I guess so,” said the mother;
of true worship; third, on the duty of sellin’ rum to my father,and then he shakes
cal nor philosophical chains upon our
« but where have you been, children?” doctrines of the F. B. church were more
reverence for sacred. things; fourth, on
apprehension of God’s love to man,
me
half
to
pieces
when
he
comes
home,
faith in the Sabbath, etc.; or let them
¢“ We have been to labor with the ynm- in harmony with the sentiments of the Christ's present ability to save, or man’s
take Peter’s outline study of man (2 Peter and I ask him if he has bought me and seller,” said Dot, with the air of one who Bible, und he united with the Mt. Zion possibility of full redemption. We were
1:5--7), and indicate a line of Biblical Dot some new shoes so we can go to
ro in a revival, and all our moral
church. He was licensed to preach in
study on faith, virtue or courage,
knowlschool, and kicks the table down, and has made an effort and. achieved; ‘ and Feb., 1878, and,in May following he was machinery was set to constant, aggressive
edge, temperance or self-control, etc. ; or spills all the good soup my mother has itis all yight now. I have told him what
spiritual work. Inthe unceasing neceshis sity of nurturing’ spiritual children, our
Jet them take ene of the New Testament
he may spect if he don’t stop sellin’ yum called to ordination. He served
got
for
our
supper”—
:
country as a soldier in the 3rd Ill. cavalry means of grace have been singularly
creeds— Titus 2:12—15, for example—
to my father.”
:
:
*“ And me and Daisy so hungry this
and indicate a course of lessons in the Bifor three years, but the hardships and adapted to such a work of Christian cult«
Andwe
have
got
new
shoes,”
said
ble on the four great themes there indi- minute,” put in’ Dot, making his way
exposures of the camp life broke his con- ure, even amid the heat and struggle of a
Daisy, displaying them.
cated—sin and its consequences, duty and
reformation. There isno church,
resolutely close up to the counter, ‘ and
strong and constant
-¢ And I have got new jacket and trous- stitution, though naturally
its obligations, the gospel as a hope and
when its offices are all faithfully used, that
pushes
my
ma
against
the
stove
and
the gospel as a redeeming power.— Chris,
ers, so now I can go to school,
Tother robust. He was troubled with palsy, and nurtures stronger, holier, or more conburns a great hole in her cheek; apd me
Union.
day, when I beat Dick Jones playin’ ba- it was supposed that he received a secrated disciples, than ours, or fills its
and Daisy tan’t stand it any longer, and ser ball he twitter-itted me cause I was a second stroke which caused his death, as columns of Christian biography with
——
more triumphant deaths. New England
so
we have tum to labor with you, sir.”
‘a yag bag, and he warn’t goin’ to have he was found dend near his residence on needs our church to-day as really as she
The convention season is at hand. In
Here the bar-tender laughed and the
the
28th
of
Feb.
We
have
no
parting
now confesses she did when Asbury and
no drunkard’s brat comin’ no such mean
choosing topics, or in speaking on them,
by-standers joined him,
games over him. But now I've got a word from Bro. Harper whilst out on the Lee rode into her pre-empted districts and
feel no need of trying to prove that Bible
¢“ The prosecutors are on your track,
billow, yet he lives in the memory of were accounted intruders and imposters,
study is important, or that the Sundaynewer
waistcoat than his'n, and
my
school is a ** glorious agency.”
And do look out,” said a voice in the crowd, and pa ar’n’t goin to be a drunkard no more, many ofus, as he leaves many warm bat proved themselves to be holy men of
God, sent by a divine commission, for’
not waste time in describing the charac- then there was another boisterous shout
friends, who mourn his absence. He the accomplishment of a mighty and perteristizs of a good superintendent, or of laughter, and Daisy began to cry ‘cause I've labored with the yumseller,
manent spiritual reformation.”
and times is changed, ma.
It is all leaves a lovieg, affectionate wife behind,
showing the importance of consecration,
4-0-0
living for heaven, and who has often o
"40-4
prayer, and study to a faithful teacher. again. The bar tender took some con- yight now.”
Some things. may be considered as settled fectionary from a box, and said,
awaited
his
return
whilst
he
was
away
I am sure you all hope the little felWHAT WILL THE END BE?
in the minds of those who attends conven¢¢ Here, sissy,
here, bubby, here's a
toiling for she Master through heats and
We commend these words of the
tions. The call is for practical counsel to stick of candy apiece. Now take it, and low’s happy expectations were realized. | cold and storms, and has often seen. him
Christian
Intelligencer to the attention of
The
temperance
man
who
came
with
the
those who are doing the best they know
related
to the
mother the return ; but she will see him return to her those who fear a free discussion of rehow, and want to do better. If you can run right heme like good children, for children,
don’t know you are scene in the liquor saloon, and left her no more. But when she meets him again, ligious matters :
tell whasought to be done, and how to I'm sure mamma
do it, you are the mun for the ¢ dele- out.”
with the balance of the collection, which oh, blessed immortality, parting is no
“ The discussion of religious topics
gates.”—8. S. Times.
The little girl reached out her hand,
she used to buy school books for her more. The funeral sermon was preached goes on with unabated activity and interest. Scarcely any kind of publication is
but the boy seized the candy from her,and children.
So a few dollars of liquor by.Bro. T. O. McMinn.
without it. It is inthe “newspapers, and
flung
it
back
on
the
counter,
his
face
red
J. W. PHELPS,
The Central Congregational church of
dealers’ money was redeemed from evil
magazines, and reviews; it crops out in
with
anger,
and
his
great
black
eyes
Brooklyn (Dr. H. M. Scudder’s), which
uses.
:
.
novels, is gravel conducted in histories,
is justly famous for conceiving and cxe- flashing fire.
When the intemperate father learned THE WORK OF CHRISTIAN WOMEN. and occupies a arge'space in scientific
«1 won't touch it,” cried Dot, * nor what his children had done, he stayed
cuting various excellent plans of ChrisThe following extracts are from a treatises. By some it¥is regarded with
alarm. But are not their feurs ground.
tian work, has<ust added another to the shall Daisy.”
away from that saloon for a considerable lecture given by Miss M. B. Phillips, the less? Has such discussion ever been inlist in the shape of a ‘“Teachers’ Reference
¢ Why, how is that ? You are a savage
time,
and
at
length
moved
on
to
a
farm
Principal
of
the
Ladies’
Department
of
jurious in the past? Is it not unspeakably
Library.” A fund of $800 has been se- little ehap, your manners have been negin the country where his habits were bet- ‘Hillsdale College,to her pupils, and whic
better than religious stagnation, than incared as afoundation, and each teacher
difference, than the ignoring of theological
‘in the Sunday-school is to bring in the lected, I see, but ¢ like father like child’ ter.
.
:
is published in the Herald :
questions ? Has truth anything to fear
name of some book of reference, which is is the saying;” the bar tender added,
One characteristic of the child is that from
the most searching invest{zation ?
thought desirable,and which is afterwards
¢¢ perhaps you would prefer a glass of |he
is
sensational
in
the
highest
degree.
God delights in joy; and his desire for
the evangelical churches are holding
purchased. In this way a useful and val- toddy.”
You know how, with eyes as big as sau- If
his people is that they should be trustful cers, he will narrate the most remarkable anything that is untrue, anything unuable collection of books for consultation
¢ I'l] throw-it in your face if you offer
is made, and an oft-felt. want among Sunand joyful—and
this both for their own occurrences, delighting hugely in the righteous, anything not merciful, can that
day-school teachers is -supplied.
We it to me,” fairly shrieked Dot, *¢ and Ili sakes and for his glory. God needs vig- prousphitess and abundance with which be ascertained too soon? Is :it'mot best to
out as soon as possible whatever may
would hint that the idea is not copyright- kill you, sir, if you don’t stop sellin’ yum
is imagination responds to the draft find
orous workers; and he can only have
be harmtul in belief or practice,and to cast
ed.— Congregationalist.
to my father.”
which
he
makes
upon
it
for
facts.
You
these by bestowing on them a joy adeit out? There is, we are persuaded, no
The mite of a fellow doubled up his quate to the greatness of the - work. In remember the boy whose father sifted reason to fear the present fearless considThe London Sunday-school Union’ emdown
a statement that move than five eration of the doctrines and claims: of
ploys ten missionaries in promoting and tiny fists, and looked resolute’ enough to joy the Apostles went forth to work for hundred dogs were in the street that aft- Christianity.”
:
establishing evangelical Sunday-schools do the threatened deed on the spot. The: God, and they found that the joy of the ernoon, till he reached the bottom fact
that
¢*
our
Towser
and
another
saloon
keeper
was
in
a
roar,
and
the
dog
were
Lord was their strength. Itis joy, then,
throughout, the ‘continent of Europe.
Nothing more hinders a soul from comthere, anyhow.”
When the child is out
Schools have been e~tablished in the fol- noise drew in some outsiders.
not sorrow, that is our strength; and of temper or ill-natured,
ing to Christ than a vain love of the
how
_surprisinglowing countries: France, Switzerland,
« Bravo, bub,” said one of the men,
they that have done most for God, have: ly wicked, unkind, and abusive according world ; and till a soul is freed from it, it
Germuny,
Austria,
Holland,
Sweden,
*¢
there's
a
spirit
under
that
ragged
jacket
been those who have had most joy in to his own account, is everybody who has can never have true love for God.—
Norway, Den rark, Italy, Spain, Belgium
anything to do with him. © ¢ My teacher Bunyan.
of
the
sort
Bonapartes
are
made
of,
but
God.—H. Bonar.
and Greece. .
;
don’t like me!
She just hates me!
how
are
you
going
to
manage
the
job,
roe
She
Loyalty to Christ's spirit and work is the
i
a a Se
My best commentary, and the only one that
A man’s* heart "deviseth his way: but is just as partial as she can be!
bub? How do you propose to kill’ the
What one sees and can not see over is
mother don’t like me at all! * She is real can make Christ altogether clear to us.—
the Lord directeth his steps.
big man yonder in the white apron?”
as good as infinite.— Carlyle.
mean!
My father just tries to be hateful! Collyer.
\

of man.

All alike related to God.
Rom. 2:12.
. All are sinners.
Rom. 3:1—23.
. . Christ or the Law.
Gal.3:1-14.

by raith,we have
our Lord Jesus

J

teach, and of what trom them the church
teaches, in regard to the grea‘est concerns

Papers.)

.

been

at
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GOLDEN

es

Why, then,

should the

teacher

old liquor dealer, and canse

him

to

feel

efidrt to slip a dime into Daisy's hand,
but Dot was too quick for him.
* What's that in your band,” he demanded.
** A dime,” said the bar. tender, * and
here is another one for you, if you will
be a good little boy.”

Bath to

Portland, Portland to Boston, by

’

i

Fal

\

N

Celtic

and on the western
Itis interesting to

observe how soon these lands,

from paganism, became

Christian influence.

the

redeemed

centers

of

The fervid zeal

of

St. Patrick and St. Columba communicated itself to their followers, it permeated
the churches which originated in their
labors; There was an enthusiasm for
missionary work. Perils ‘and hardships
were disregarded, and they sought the
most rugged fields, among the barbarous
tribes of Switzerland and Germany.
The appearance of these Celtic missionaries must have been calculated to
attract attention. They wore the tonsure
on their shaven crowns, their long locks
flowing behind. Their outfit was a pastoral

staff,

a

water-bottle,

leathern

wallet, and case for their books.
traveled and laboredin companies.
crossed the seas, and penetrated

ests.

a

They
They
the

for-

Having decided on a field of labor,

they obtained

a

grant

they settled down.
selves

the

of land,

They

‘soldiers

where

called

of

them

Christ,”

and

cheerfully submitted to the most rigid
discipline, and gave the most implicit
obedience to him whom they chose us
their leader.
This method of work
might not suit us, with our democratic
ideas of equality, but there is no

doubt it

greatly increased their power, and, perhaps,at that period there could have been

no other effective plan.
to

build

the

little

huts that gave them shelter, and the
chapel
with its round tower, which
served as a place of defense in time of
need. They obtained a frugal support
from the soil which they wrested from
the wilderness; and from these monasteries they went forth, preaching the
word, healing the sick, and teaching the
heathen tribes a more excellent way than
the worship of Odin and of Thor.
St. Columbanus was one of the earliest and most eminent of these Celtic mis=
sionaries.
He was born in Leinster,
Ireland, A. D. 561, just two years before
St. Columba sailed for

“yp

a

his

island

home

lulf, king of the Lombards, who, with his
queen, Theodelinda, received him cor-

trinl, oh! how that face upbraids us; as
Jesus seems to say: ‘Could ye not

of

ing the festival of Easter. He addressed
dially. Agilulf bestowedon him a tract
them a letter in which he asserts his inof land, situated in a defile of the Apendependence with pathetic dignity. He’
nines between Genoe and Milan. Here
says, ‘‘ I came a stranger among you in
behalf of our common Lord and

Master,

Jesus Christ. In his name, I beseech
you, let me live in peace and quiet, as I
have lived for twelve years in these:
woods. Choose ye which rule ye will
respecting Easter,
remembering
the
words of the apostle, ¢ Prove all things,
hold fast that which is good ;’ but let us
not quarrel with one another. Regard
us not as strangers, for we are members
together of one Body, whether we be
Gauls, or Britons,

or

'Iberians..

fore, let us rejoice in the
the faith,

and

in

the

There-

knowledge

of

revelationof the

Son of God, and let us strive earnestly to
attain together unto a perfect man, ‘unto
the measure of the stature of the fullness
of Christ.’ ”

)

Near this time, his bold and solemn
reproof of the licentiousness of the royal
family of Burgundy brought on him the
displeasure of that court. Th¢ preaching
of Nathan to David was not more fearless and pointed than that of Columbanus to the profligate king, Thierri, and
his infamous mother,

perated,
to drive
fused to
cept by

Brunehaut.

Exas-

but not reformed, they resolved
him out of the country. He releave his home and his work excompulsion. By the orders of

the king, he and three of his companions

Their first work was generallyto clear
away the forest, and

some irregularity in the time of observ-

Agi-

well be stirred by every act of disloyalty
to him. And when we have come back,
ashamed and disgraced, froma cowardly

Alps, and repairedto the court

were seized, conveyed to a seaport,

put on board a ship bound
But it was not the

purpose

for Ireland.
of God

his servants should - be forced
France. When
while at sea a
they were driven
dry on the coast
the missionaries
shore, did

the

and

out

that

of

they had been a little
great storm arose, and
back, and left high and
of Neustria; and not tiil
had been put safely on

walters

return,

and

float

the ship out to sea.
Again in France, they traveled through
Neustria
and Austrasia. In both of

these kingdoms they were received

with

respect, and entreated to stay; but Columbanus had resolved to preach to the
"tribes of heathen Suevians, that inhabited

were the ruins of a Christian church,
which, with “the aid of the companions

who quickly joined him, he restored, and
rededicated to the worship of the true and

living God.

Soon after,he added to it the

monastery of Bobbio, which, ‘through the
wars and vicissitudes of twelve centuries, remained a memorial of his

labors.

Here he labored during the remainder of
his life,

and

here

he

died, A.

D.

most

dreaded

of

theiv heathén foes, was very sick,and believed to be possessed with a demon, In

this affliction che father

remembered the

persecuted missionary, and besought him

to come and heal his child.

He went,and

in the all-prevailing Name, through which
the disciples found devils subject to them,
he commanded the evil spirit to leave
her, and she was made whole.
This
miracle, as it wus believed to be, wrought

a complete

change.

once hated intruder

Gunzo
with

loaded

presents,

the
and

besought him to remain in his country.
Gallus distributed all his presents among
the poor.

Among them was a silver cup,

that his disciples begged him Lo keep

for

the service of the altar, but he would not
consent. He said, ‘“ vessels of brass suffic-

ed my Master for the sacred feast. They
are sufficient for me. Let it be givento the
poor.”
;
f
Assisted by brethren who
gathered
around him, and by grateful converts
from heathenism, he cleared a site in the
wilderness, ang laid the foundation of the
monastery that still bears his name.
This monastery was for several centuries

the asylum of learning, and one of the
most celebrated schools in Europe. There
he closed his life of self-denial and labor,
in the year 627.
He is known as the

“in Iona. He belonged to a noble family, the mountainous regions that border on apostle of Cwitzerland, and his name is
justly: romembered with reverence and
and, being inclined to study, he was al- the Rhine.
Accompanied by a favorite
:
lowed every privilege that the schools of brother, whose Irish name was Calleck, gratitude.
In reviewing the lives of Columbus
his country afforded. He was early im- but who is known in history as St. Galpressed with the conviction that his life- lus, or St. Gall, he ascended the river as and Gallus, we should not fail to notice
work must be among the pagan tribes on far as Zurich. There they proclaimed that their fields of labor were among the
the continent of Kurope.
His friends ‘their message amoeag the pagans, who most rugged and unprowmising portions of
opposed his purpose, but he resisted were described as fierce and cruel, and Europe. On the borders of the Black
Forest, and among the wild mountains of
their entreaties, and, at the age of thirty,
we should judge that their zeal outran
with twelve companions who were ready their judgment, for Gallus set fire to a Italy and Switzerland, they planted the
to follow and obey him, he bade farewell temple, and threw the idols into the lake, seeds of Christianity and civilization and
learning:
to his country, and sailed for France.
and Columbanus broke one of the vats
He found the kingdom of the Franks whence the beer was to be drawn for a
NEW TESTAMENT MAN.
nominally Christian, but their Christiani- sacred festival in honor ef Woden.
The fearful responsibility of those who
ty was little more than a name. The ‘These acts roused the wrath of the Sue‘nation was disteacted by furious wars, vians, and they drove the missionaries profess to represent the principles of
Christ's religion—New Testament piety
and the church neglected by the clergy from their neighborhood.
—is a subject which the pulpit is constant
who thought oaly of their own aggran<
Leaving Zurich, they proceeded to ly seeking to press upon the attention of
dizement.
| Bregenz, on the scuth-eastera extremity professed Christians, but the pulpit can
Columbanus
and
his
companions of Lake Coaustance.
Bregemz occupied never too earnestly or too repeatedly im- traversed the country, preaching boldly | the site of am old Roman camp, and con- press this responsibility. A recent conversation with an individual, in which the
against the prevailing sins of the clergy | tained the ruins of a churck.
Columba- name of an upright ynan was introduced,
and people.
They passed theough Burnus beheld with grief and indignation reminds us of this responsibility with
gundy,and the reigning prince, Guntram, this place, once dedicated to the worship tremendous force. The man mentioned
one of the grandsons of Clovis, received of God, now defiled by heathen ceremo- is no stranger in this country ; and relatives
and 3 large circle of warmly attached
them gladly, and besought them to re- nies. Fixedto the ruined wall of the friends
in this and other towns of the
main, but their mission was to the hea- church were three images of brass,which
county will recognize him when we say
then,and they pressed on till they reached were worshiped as the presiding deities he is a man who, many years ago,
the wild and desolate range of the-Vaos- of the tribe. He resolved, at whatever howorably failed in business, in this section of the county, losing every cent. His
ges. This region had once been colo- peril, to remove these idols.
creditors knew him ; and not a cent would
nized by the Romans, but all traces of the
Availing himself of a great festival, have been expected or demanded by
civilization ‘which they had introduced when the people came together from the scarcely any of them, for they knew if he
had disappeared before the barbarous surrounding country, he and his compan- had it they would get it.
The man who failed might have simply
tribes that had swept ower it, and who
ion, Gallus, addressed the multitudes,
one on again, and done the best he could
still held it in possession. Here they reasoned with them on the absurdity of for himself and his; for people trusted
paused, and settled down amid the ruins
idolatry, ard proclaimed to them the one him, and no dishonor would have attuchof the ancient Roman castle of Anegray. true and living God. The people were ‘ed itself to his mame. But instead, he
went te workto pay that which he owed.
Their number rapidly increased, and
astonished, and when the strangers pro- He
worked at anything and everything
soon another monastery was founded at ceeded to tear down their idols, to break that he could earn a dollar by.
He did
Luxeuil.
:
them in pieces, and to throw them into work—this intelligent, refined, Christian
The boundaries of the missionary eolo- the lake, they were so awed by their business man—at which our *‘ labor reny were duly marked out. The forest boldness that they made no resistance. formers” would turn up their noses. And
was cleared, and in thie fields, reclaimed Some, seeing the inability of their gods every dollar, aside from the few he had to
use to.support in the most frugal fashion
from desolation, the seed was sown. to defend themselves, believed the words his family, went to his creditors,year by
The sunshine and the rain matured the of the preachers, and were joyfully bap- year, until after along and a hard, hard
golden harvest, and the brethren reaped tized ; but the heathen party went away pull he had paid them all up, one by one.
This man was a professing Christian, and
with joy and thanksgiving.
filled with anger, and meditating re- practiced what he professed. He did to
The rules that Columbanus imposed venge.
others exactly as he would be done by.
on bimself and his followers were very | Here, in spite of the hostility of the When his name was mentioned, as we
severe. They were bound to self-denial, greater part of the people, they proceed- have said, in the presence of a prominent
to poverty and chastity, to the punctili- ed at once to clear the forest, and to es- man of this ocounty,—(a grand-souled,
big-brained, manly man, but one whose
ous observance of devotional exercises,
tablish. a monastery. Their hardships faith in religious profession has been soreto incessant toil, and perfect obedience
and perils were very great, but the lake ly tried)—the skeptic’s face brightened
to superiors. ‘‘ What are the limits of supplied them with fish, and on this they visibly,and he answered: ‘‘Yes, he is
worthy of his title, that of a Christian.
obedience?” is asked, and he replies, were contented to subsist.
He is the only New Testament” man 1
‘“ Even unto death, for
unto death
We are told, among other marvelous know.”—
Windham County Transeript.
Christ submitted himself unto the Father stories that abound in the record of their
RE
a
a.
for us.” Though insisting on this severe lives, that Gallus was ome night fishing
discipline, he taught his disciples thas in the lake, when he heard the Spirit. of
KEEPING THE EYE ON JESUS.
true religion consists notin the outward the mountain’ call to the Spirit of the
Even at this moment, a large painting
humility of the body, but of the heart.
waters,saying, ‘¢ Arise and help me! Be- of the majestic face of my Saviour hangs
But that
He Was wont to say, “ If Christ be truly hold,strangers have come, and driven me before me on my study wall.
in us, we can not live to ourselves.’ If from my temple. Hasten to my aid, and is mere pigment. Ten thousand-fold more
real, more inspiring, more soul-rousing
the Creator of all things died for us, that
help me to expel them from the land !” isthe image to iny eye of Him who ever
he might redeem us from sin, ought not
To whom the Spirit of the waters re- says; ‘¢ Look at me ; learn of me.”
es, and how earnestly he says to all
weto die to sin? Let us live to Christ,
plied: *“ Lo! even now one of them is of us: Live for me!
That face meets
that Christ may live in us.”
busy on my surface, but I can not injure
of us who profess to be his followers,
The mysterious and godly life of these him. Oftentimes I have desired to break all
in all the multiplied places, scenes, and
strangers awoke a profound interest in his nets, but as often have I been baffled emergencies of our brief lives.
Somethe hearts of their heathen neighbors, by the invocation of an all-prevailing times we recoil from a disgreeable duty
and multitudes flocked to them for in- Name which never fails to cross his lips. or a painful load. How Prompuy those
struction. They taught them not only Thus defended, he despises my snares.” lips of our Lord seem to be speaking to
us: ** Whosoever. will not take up his
the truths of the Christian religion, but ‘We may regard this story with increduli- cross and come after me is not worthy of
At another time, we are cast down
showed them, by their own example, that ty, but we perceive in it this truth: the me.”
happy homes and abundant harvests are name of Jesus, which these early mis- with disappointment ; perhaps a chill of
despair is settling over our hearts. Just
the fruits of peaceful industry.
sionaries took with them, was then, as it then the dear Divine Face draws very
Neither the depth of the solitude into is now,—** the all-prevailing Name.”
close to us, and we hear the warm words :
which he had plunged, nor the fervid
Columbanus continued his work in *¢ Let not your heart be troubled ;neither
zeal with which he. labored, secured this place for three years. At the end of let it be afraid..Lo! I am with you alway.
When
Columbanus from. ecclesiastical inter- that time the hostility of some of the My grace is sufficient for thee.”

we are tempted to a resentful word

»
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or a

Evermore
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Classical.

A movement

is on foot

to

erect

a

col-

Vineyard will be held this year ‘from the
10th to the 17th of August, under the lead

of the Rev. C. H. Spalding.
Under the will of Mrs. Catherine
liams, $13,000 is bequeathed

lin Avenue Presbyterian
yo.
y

to the

Rev. J. N. Waddell, D. 'D.,

of Wittenburg

Seminary, has accepted

‘from the §alem
Pa.

charge,

has

Southwest—
at Clarks-

ville, Tenn.

Rev. E. H. Dornblaser,

Brook-

LL.D.,

been elected Chancellor of the
ern Presbyterian University,

Theological

Wil.
Frank-

Church,
:

Clarion

The Episcopal Bishop

of Jerusalem, Dr.

Gobat, is dead.
He had held his position
for thirty years,and had reached his eightieth year.
The annual meeting of the American
Missionary Association will be held in
Chicago, -begincing October 28th. Rev.
R.

8.

Storrs,

D.D.,

of

preach the sermon.
The

Brooklyn,

South (Congregational)

Middletown,

Conn.,

has

of

the pro-

posal of the pastor, Rev. C. J. Hill, to
have his salary reduced $500, and at an
enthusiastic. meeting cleared up all deflciencies.
The large hall of Cooper Institute, New
York, has been leased to an Evangelistic
Committee (Mr. James Talcott, chairman),

for

the

.benefit

of

¢¢ non-church-

Sheldon

Jackson,

and

and

Sore

B

cifie

for this

prevalent

ness,

br

and

Eyes.

of

Alaska.

a

8 a

iasey ang

during

the

of

Mr. Spurgeon

last: year,

3,124

them

states

the

The

Congregationalist

are

cle has the words * Pond’s Extract,” blown in the glass,
and Company’s trade-mark on surrounding wrapper.
It.

per cent. cost in

expenses

the Secretary

nine

the two shall not
Thereis

a

for

the

another

exceed $3,000.”

difficulty

in

St.

former
bill
of

have gone
complaint

to
court.
Their
urges
irregularity

in the election of
twelve
vestrymen
on Easter Monday, and further, that the
High Church respondents endeavor to
place the worship in said church under the
charge of the Society of St. John the
Evangelist, of Cowley, Eng.,
and they
have called, or are about to confer on the
Rev. Oliver S. Prescott the position of
and

desire

of worship,

to

introduce

contraryto

the

novel

usual

of the Protestant Episcopal church

of the U. 8. A., and to allow the inculcation of strange doctrines and ritual not in
accordance with the canons of the said
Episcopal church. The complainants pray
that a receiver may be appointed.
Value

As in a fire the loss greatly depends upon the time required for efficient aid to
arrive, so the result of catarrh greatly

throat or lungs, Dr. Pierce's Golden

THE LAUNDRY JACK.
is a simple device for holding the board whileiron.
ing. Instantly attached to a table, it firmly holds
any ordinary board, elevated above the table, giving space between for the looge portion of the gar:
ment, while ironing on the board, Ada
to
ironing Ladies’ Skirts, Shirt Bosoms and
Infants’
Dresses. At a, very trifling cost it takes the place
of all clumsy and expensive inventions heretofore
known. Try one and prove it. Price 75 cents,
47

25 cents

:

If the order

a time, the

The Book of Worship
only
a few copies left, All
postage, 10 cents.
;

charge

detail, the

The astonishing success of this Elixir, ana
its superiority over all other remedies of the
kind, for

Lung and Throat Affections.

England.

Telegraphy

a

held

CENTRAL

Ph.

specialty.

D.

Best

INSTITUTE.

— Pittsfield,

Maine.
College Preparatory, Normal, Classical, Scientific courses of study fof both sexes.

Full board of teachers. Expenses low.
Winter
Summer term begins Monday, Apr. 14, 1879.
Fall term begins
Monday, Aug. 18, 1879. Send
to

the Secretary for a Catalorue.

ARSONFIELD

SEMINARY.

Rev. T. F. MILLETT, Principal, with competent

assistants. College Preparatory, Normal, Classical
and Scientific course of study for both sexes.
Board, including room rent, from $2 to $2.50
per
week.
Rooms from $2 to $4 per term.
Tuition
-and room rent free to thos¢ preparing for the
ministry.

Summer term begins May 6; Fall term Sept. 2;
Winter term Nov. 25.
!
For further information address the Principal.
COLLEGE.—Michigan.

Collegi-

ate, Scientific, Theological, Commercial, Preparatory, Music and Art
Departments. Elective

studies.

Admits both sexes.

fluences.

Thorough

in. the

and

st of religious in-

cheap.

Northwest.

Finest

nition,

college

incidental

arship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30.
Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
Hillsdale, Mich.

USTIN ACADEMY.—Center Strafford, N. H.
Rooms for self-boarding and board in private
at reasonable

rates.

Two

full

courses,

English and Classical.
For further information
address the Principal, Rev. S. C. KIMBALL, A. M.
REEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY,
TERBURY CENTER, VT.

Two

courses of study.

i

|

Conference

form at the close’

of the first sixteen sessions.

ZF

;

in church-building.

It 18 published

Wa-

Instruetions thorough.

by au-

pose

Our Faith and Covenant
18 a confession of 17 articles of faith and a de. sirable church covenant.
Minister's Manual,

just issued, designed especially for ministers.
but useful for all church members. It contains
Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen
different meetings; Formulas and Suggestions.
‘Ihe Rules of Order are comprehensive, and yet
very concise and well airanged; stating in fifteen
pages all the important, parliamentary rules of deiberative bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 75
cents;
.
Rules of Order.
5
are the same as those in the Manual, thick
paper covers, 10 cents,

Sabbath School
estion Books
are for adults and children.
LESSONS for Every Sunday, ,I8, postage ,02
STORY of Jesus,
nL
WONDERFUL Works of Jesus, 15,
“
02
Butler's Commenta
by the same author, Prot. J. J. Butler, con.
tains: two

volumes, one

on

the

Gospels,

and the

other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians,
It is an
excellent @elp for Sabbath schools and family
reading. $1.00; postage, 12 cents,
The Register
contains, in addition to the usual Calendar,
the

names

of all Freewill

Baptist

churches,

ar-

ranged in tneir appropriate Quarterly and Year)
with

ministers and
of our

their statistics;

the names

of

their post-office addresses, officers

benevolent

societies,

an

account

of our

literary institutions. obituaries of deceased min.
isters, &c., &c.
Price, 10 cents a copy; 96 a:
dozen, $7 a hundred. Postage, 1 cent per copy.
Lectures
ON THE

TRUTH

OF

THE

lent book for ail who would
tures.”

Twenty-two

BIBLE;

an

‘search

lectures

portant points of Bible

cts.

For Catalogue address,

1amilies

General

study,

on

excel-:

the Serip-

the

most

1.00; postage,

im-

9

Tracts
were not stereotyped till within the last few
years, and we can furnish only the following: 7
ots. per dozen ;50 cts. per hundred.
Denominational,
which contains a historical statement, and
a brief notice of our doctrinal basis,church polity ana institutions,
The Sacred Melody
.
is a small book of 225 hymns and severa¥
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings. 30
cents;

postage, 2 cents.

:

Expenses low. Students in this vicinity give us
your patronage.
For further informatoin ad.
ress, .
Lizzie COLLEY, Principal.

Blanks
Marriage
Certificates,
10 ets. doz.
CQ M. Cor. Messengers’ Certificates, 6 *
¢¢

ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work
of the school is to prepare the students for col.
lege, and every effort is made to do this in as thorough a manner as possible. Expenses are moderate. Send for a Catalogue.
:
A. M. JONES, Sec.,
Lewiston, Me.

Engravings
Of Dr. 6. T. Hay

Church Members’

Certificates,

« «J, 'L. Phillips,

Gh

rm

25 cts.

25 and
35 cts. |

Printing Establishment
is a brief historical statement, &c. Publish
ed by order of the General Conference, and fur
tuitous distrib ution.

NR

won

SEMINARY.—Northwood,

N. H.

J. H. H
HINS, A. B., Principal, with a
complete board of assistants, For further partie
ulars address the Principal, or E. TASKER, Sec:
re

TF

.

APHAM INSTITUTE.—North Scituate, R. I.
For particulars address the Principal. GE

W. 8: STOC.
:

he above named books are sold by the dozen,
at 20 per cent. discount for cash with
the order,
Fs
the books.
or on receiv
Send your
orders to

I. D. STEWART, Dover, N, H,

Northwood Ridge, N. H., Dec. 3, 1878
No Scituate, R. I.

$

questions -

contains a brief statement of the doctrines
by
the denomination,
and our general

meetings,

ILLSDALE

all the

thoruy of the General Conference. 25 cents;
tage, 1 cent.
:

teacher of Penmanship in the State. EXpenses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms
of 10 weeks each. Winter Term begins Nov. 1b,
Summer Term begins Apr. 21. Summer Term
closes June 26. Send for Catalogue to
:
REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.
"AINE

2

cents; postage, 9 cents.
The Treatise

principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
courses of study for both sexes. Connected with
the Institution 1s the best commercial college in
New

is a valuable little work, and every Christian youd be benefited by reading it. 25 cts; postage
ots.
Butler? Theolog

nsages

Meservey,

i
2

are published in pamphlet

IXSTITUTION.—New HampB.

§

denominational

-

the proceedings

& TIFT, Cincinnati, O.

A.

of our

of eyery session, and the hound volumes embrace’

Gouatiomal.
Rev.

events

$1.60 postage, 12 cents.
The Minutes of the

1yl

H.

|i

«fdectrinal theology, and the autho
views are those generally accepted by the denomination. -

Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches,
Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, etc, FULLY
WARRANTED.
Catalogue sent Free,

N.

early

$0.75; postage. 10 cents.

discusses briefly, But clearly,

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY

ton,

i
;

Memoir of George T'. Day.
contains a Narrative of his Tis e, Letters, Sermons and Lectures. Price 75 cents,
ts
The Church JMember’s Book

the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of

EW HAMPTON

of

The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century of our existence
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerab’'e™

;

history.

VANDUZEN

edge, $1.00.

cents.

Whooping Cough,
. And other Lung Affections,

5
gilt

David Marks, - - - $1.00, post,10 cents.
william Burr, - - 0
”
0%
Daniel Jackson, - - - .50
nia
John Stevens, - - - - 50
”» 04
”
Christian Baptism
a book of 113 pages, Price 25 cts,; postage?

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,

Med-

‘ical Discovery should be used with the
Catarrh Remedy.
These two medicines
will
speedily cure thé most stubborn
case of catarrh.
See the People’s Common Sense Medical Adviser, a work of
over 900 pages.
Price, $1.50.
Address
he author,R: V. Pierce, M. D., Buffulo,

-

sively used.
Large book, in Sheep, $1.00; Morocco, 81.10; Morocco Gilt, 1.5; Turkey Gilt, 2.00.
Postage 9 cents each. Small, Morocco, 86 cts;
postage 4 cents.

de-

pends upon the speedy use of efficient
remedies.
For over a quarter of a century, Dr.Sage’s Catarrh. Remedy has been
the standard remedy.
The positive cures
it has effected are numbered by thousands.
Each year has witnessed an increased sale.
Its reputation is the result of superior
merit, If the disease has extended to the

- 385 cents,
one ad-

-

of the International Series, for both adulis
and children, are printed HORNS, at therate of

DRUGGISTS.

and library fees, only $15 a year. Board, $2 to
$2.25 a week.
Room, 40 to 75 cents a week.
Sehol-

of Time.

utifully illustrated
size, but the LITTLE
of readers than the

will be at the rate of $7.00.per hundred. Paxmen in advance. Discontinued when He AD
pires. Sample copies sent free.
Tke Psalmody
is the denominational Hymn Book, exten-

buildings

The

\

Sample copies sent free.
Lesson Papers

Timothy's

Episcopal church, Philadelphia,
between
the Low and High church parties, and the

it

papers, printed alternate

is for less than four montks at

and

amount for

in

$2.50
$2.20

100 copies to one address for $6.00.

* While

was

Treasurer

and

year, one-third, or so that

custom

each.

ey sent,

London,

Massachusetts

nine-tenths in 1868 and only four and fourtenths in 1878; though in the latter year it
had28 more fields to look after. We understaid that the Executive Committee recommend the reduction of the salaries of

pages,

Payment always in advance, discontinued when
time expires, and no commission allowed on mon-

JPOND’S EXTRACT CO.

Home Missionary Society has made some
grave mistakes, we are glad to learn that
its field produced, in 1878, $59,949.28
more than in 1868; its expenses in 1878
were $782.44 less than in 1868, and the

rector,

Sabbath:school

dress,

5@c., $1.00, and $1.95.
PREPARED ONLY BY

persons

says:

of the

paper of eight

weeks, on superior
paper,
Both papers are of the same
| STAR is for an older class
MYRTLE.
Terms : single copy, each,
* Packages of ten or more to

is never sold in bulk.
None other is
genuine. Always
insist on having Pond’s Extract.
Take no other pre_paration, however much you may be pressed.

were added to the churches.

administration

forms

Beds,

large religious

The Memorials of the Free Bapiisls
ive.the rise and progress of this body of
Christians in New York, till the time of their
union with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00.
The Little Star and Myrtle

CAUTION.
POND’S EXTRACT [itn
imitated
The genuine
arti

were baptized by 294 ministers who had
been students of the college, and 3,882 persons

advanta-

Grande, Gallia

Terms per year
«
=
grees
hs
advance
.
Postage is paid by the publisher,

mission in

four hundred

.

2

fifty-third volume,
It is able, literary and pro
gressive.
communications, should be
ade
dressed to Dover, N. H,
?
i

need be called in for the majority of female
diseases if the Extract is used. The pamphilet which accompanies each bottle
gives
directions how it should be applied.
Any one can use it without fear of harm.

too severely lampooned.— Independent.

- preaching,

A.

y

peculiar

COLLEGE.—Rio

Zac Morain

Female Com plai nts. tion

that ¢‘ we have known several cases the
past year which have come dangerously
near being the occasion of scandal.” These
grasshopper pastors or candidates, jumping where the feed is richest, can not be

now

Secretary,

Wilton Junction, Iowa.

Freewill Baptist Publications.

Ben eg i

efficacious, and mothers who have once used
it willnever be without it.
H
. No phy-

cepting or seeming to accept one call, and
then withdrawing the acceptance, so as to
go elsewhere for a larger salary.
It says

that

for he coming year.
particulars addréss the

Biographies

in Baptist churches.

ELIHU.

courses, viz. : Classical and ScientificBoard,
(including room rent)
$2,15 per week.
For further information appiy
to A. A. MovULTON, A.M., Rio Grande, Gallia Co., Ohio.

The Congregationalist has a very judicious suggestion to ministers aboufac-

are

or

Commercial, College Preparatory and two College

Dr.

The record of the pastor's College connected with Mr. Spurgeon’s Tabernacle
shows that 438 students have entered the
ministry, of whem the greater proportion

rinci

principal,

Co., Ohio.
The college Jean consists of four
terms of ten weeks each. Fall term beginsAug. 26.
The
courses
of
study
are
the
Normal,

Henry Kendall, of the Presbyterian Board
of Home Missions, have been appointed by
the Government to examine into and report®upon the condition of the Indians in
Alaska. They are already on their way to
Sitka. The Presbyterians have in contemplation the establishment

the

TILTON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE. —Wilton, Muscatine Co., Iowa. Special arrange-

] 10 GRANDE

For Broken Breast, Sore

ALL

-

For further

es. For particular information, send for a circuar to Rev. W, COLEGROVE, A. M., President.

¢uring when other medicines have failed,

BY

ddress

fi

=F the Red Rs

Principal.

offers to students important and

Faceache. rum hoa
ie ding

SOLD

SCHOOL.

-

Wi
VIRGINIA
COLLEGE.—Flemington,
Taylor Co., West Virginia. This Institution

to directions its effect is simply wonderful.

York and

schools

Iss AE

YES, Sec. Trustees.

mente
- For

Earache, Toothache,and

New

scientific

rticuls

MupGE,

It can be used without the slightest fear of
harm, quick)y allaying all inflammation and
soreness without pain.
:

Prices

aL

D. D., or Prof. JOHN Fur-

W. Lebanon, Me., J uly 25, 1878.

heat and pain itis Surivalled, and should be
kept in every family, ready for use in case
of accidents.

Nipples, 28h

THEOLOGIC

information

CHENEY,

D. D., Lewiston, Maine.

RR

Burns and Scalds. "2";

ly

7

li
1,
Co., N. Y,

J. A. HOWE, Sec.

cured with astonishing rapidity.

Piles, Bu

further

EBANON ACADEMY-—Pupils

Sores, Ulcers, Wounds
and
Bruises. fig ang sesasong.
The most obstinate cases are healed and

or Sore

COLLEGE

—For

LONTON,

distressing complaint ickly relieves cold
in the head, &o. Our asal yringe is of
éssential service in these cases.

Inflamed

ATES

ident, O. B.

t
Used as a gargle and also
roat. applied externally asdirected, in the early stages of the diseases it wifl
surely control and cure them. Do not delay
tryin it on
appearance
of first symptoms
0 Lory a
diseases.
yup
.
The Extract is the only spe-

Catarrh.

st an
Sen for Catalog e.
J. 8, GARDNER, Princt
Whitestown, Oneida

Terms moderate.

Th

+

-

nes ro a tl Bt

fale
Syringes and
ers are ma
ads
in cases of internal bleeding.

goers.” The sum of $6,000 has been subscribed to meet contingent expenses.. Mr.
C. W. Sawyer is to conduct the services,
and Mr. Thatcher will have charge of the
singing.

The Rev.

ins

0OF tne
B8cortalnty
OFof suc
sucetss.Torforr Nasal
blosling
it is invaluable.
and Fee

Diphtheria

Co., New

No primary instruction. With three ond].
care.
fully arranged courses of study. The Classical,
Semi,
and Englich Course. For full catalogue.
address
the Princ}
IRVING B. SMITH.

tion.

free
use of the
will cure as

vu:

Wu. REED,

g
schoel was never in bel
thorough work in AGIs

on for doing

external or internal, it is always reliable,

will

¢hurch

declined

IKE SEMINARY .—Pike, Wyoming
York. This

0 other medicine

Hemorrhages.

county,

thirty-five

cured
by the

are
ty

a call

Fifty years ago, Tennessee had a population of 420,000,and no Episcopal clergyman
in its borders. To-day it has a population of
nearly 1,250,000, with between
and forty Episcopal clergymen.

Ridgeville, Indiana.

‘Neuralgia, Aloeot me

RELIGIOUS MISOELLANY.

lege in Leiscestershire as a memorial of
Wycliffe,
The Baptist grove-meeting at Martha's

ust. 0, IE
of
’ English and

Catalogue. Address,

W. BANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,
Lyndonville, Vt.
IDG EVILLE COLLEGE.-The
ose
Ma;
}
ommen
ay 29. For cataloghe cam Théradays ’

No other known
Rheumatism.
preparation has
ever
h
» of
this
sease in its various forms,

0-0

The Japanese government has granted
the right of Christian burial, a point hitherto jealously guarded.

hres
Scientific,

Bend for

oy

is

that Divine Monitor and Model
before
our eyes, teaching, rebuklog, inspiring,
encouraging, comforting, and guiding us.
Let me fasten my gaze on him! Let me
open my ears to him! Let me be ever
clinging to his garments and treading in
his footsteps, that wherever he is I may
be also!—Dr. Cuyler in Independent.

615,

aged seventy-two years.
When Columbanus left Switzerland
his companion, Gallus, was
prevented
from accompanying him by severe illness.
On his recovery he found his way opened
for farther work in that country. The
daughtervof Gunzo, the

desertionof the right in an hour of sharp

watch withme one hour?”

A
first-class school.
study,—Collegiate,

ours may

A

the

.

IE

churches in Ireland
shores of Scotland.

of

not in the house of my friends.”
As
Peter's tears were started by a single

look of his grieved Master, so

LITERA

RY INSTITUTE.—J
Leow, A+ M., Principa
l, with competent Fall term
uj
’

AREA

rise

YNDON

rebukes

‘¢* Wound me

a

the

his zeal and self-denial. They convened
a synod, -and summoned the intrepid
missionary to answer before thém for

Germany, but, forbidden by a dream to
undertake this mission, he crossed the

the countenance

us with the admonition,

tact a

.

first he thought of going among the
Sclaves who inhabited a region north of

dishonest deed,

a

chapters,

ha-

pagan chiefs had become so great that
he resolved to seek another field. At

Ee

GALLUS.

We have briefly noticed, in the preceding

severity of his discipline, excited the

ence and worldliness were rebuked by

T—

Ir.
COLUMBANUS AND

the

A

.

and

tred of the French clergy whose indiffer-

V. G. RAMSEY.

»

The purity of his life,

aa

BY MRS,

ference.

A

SOME OF THE GREAT MISSIONARIES
OF MEDIEVAL EUROPE,

Ll

For sale also by
FAIRBANKS & C0. 46 Madison St., Chicago,
lil.
PENFIELD & CO., Hillsdale, Mich,
:
» 'D, LOoTHROP & CO., 32 Franklin 8t.,Boston,
a88,
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"THE MORNING STAR.

EER

And this prepares the mind to take in the
significance of that other great fact that
the whole human

WEDNESDAY,

race is one ;that when

ong person commits a sin, be

JUNE 25, 1879.

woman, it carries vibrations
G. ¥. MOSHER,
a

Editor.

All coramunications designed for publication

should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &ec., should

be

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H,

Who hath ears to hear, let him hear!
Is not this exclamation full of a searching
and revealing power? Its reverberating
echo reaches even unto the hardened
heart and tells it that it has an ear by
which it may receive the gospel message.
This is the voice that is to-day’ crying
amid the wilderness of souls

the world:
him hear!”

all

through

‘Who hath ears to hear

ihe sake of mending them, nor to create
doubts to show how cleverly we can quiet
them.”

There istruth in

this

and

it man

or

of suffering

to the whole human family ; that so long as
slavery exists evenin the darkness and obsecurity of mid-Africa, the invisible shackle

is on the wrist

of the

English or the

American freeman ; that while women

in

general dre deprived of the means and
opportunities of becoming what the Lord
intended them to be--the peers of mon in

moral greatness,—why, men themselves
will never reach that moral greatness.
President Seelye declares the change of
public sentiment in regard to woman’s
education the most wonderful revolution
of the age. As Dr. Storrs expressed it in
the oration which followed, ¢¢ the push

of

let centuries is behind it.”
.
Dr. Storrs’ oration on the same occasion
is printed in full in the papers, acd is

* *1t is never worth while,” says SpurZeon, ‘to make rents in a garment for

deep

38
BH .0

"

am a
—d

\

\

The Warning Star.”

EE

J UNE 25, 1879.
—

highly

praised.

It contains

fine points and
makes

some

some

platitudes.

no superfluous soul,”

very

* God

is a

grand

sentence ; and while speaking of the need
of general intelligence among women, he
gives an illustration which of itselfconfers
high merit on the effort :
With it [general intelligence] she exalts the community, as the American and
Evglish women have been doing in their

apd who thereby make

their vows

and

good preaching, than are filled with hearers.”
Notwithstanding all this, we do not believe in
closing the house of Cod for a vacation.
Let
us have the houses open at.any rate,whether
there are any public services or not. A devout soul is not at a loss how to worship God
in his temple, even if he be the sole occupant.

pledge their integrity, and faithfulness to
the Master. Itis distinguished from infant sprinkling or immersion. The latter
is practiced by the Greek church and the

former by Pedobaptists generally among

across, and

at

last

you

.come

into

the

| gorge, and see the might chasms that
the mighty
It is sometimes given to men to utter have been cloven through
i
hills.
There
is
the
power
that
has
done
truths greater than themselves. This is
it, flashing even in the shadow, music in
ihe thought that accompanies the reading , its ripples. That little stream has made

GREATER THAN

MEN.

of 4 sentence in a newspaper report

of a

its sphere, and woman's
will make its own.

the same day, or

whether

the

candidate

shall go from the Lord's Supper to the
water, or from the water to the Lord's
Supper. The last is the general custom,
but we fail to find any sanction for making baptism a prerequisite to the commun-

Mass.

Referring to those who fifty years

ago inaugurated that institution for the
education of young ladies, the speaker remarked that they emphasized the truth
that the aim of all culture was to glorify

God and enjoy Him forever.
Such words as these fall rather flatly on
those who live in an age of specialties,
and when whole truths are aptto be forgotten. It is an easy matter to arouse an
enthusiasm over a specialty in

medicine,

in law, in agriculture; in business, and
even in one-sided views of spiritual and
moral life. The points of a specialty are
easily explained, and because of its one
striking feature it is easily remembered.
It is so much easier for the mass of people to go to work in earnest to outroot the
¢vil of ram-drinking than for them to try
to initiate into their lives temperance as a
principle, to be temperate in gating and
drinking, in their work and

amusements.

A whole truth requires calm thought on the
part of him who would receive it; and
this age is chary of the moments given to
meditation. Moreover, a whole
truth
ever assumes the form of a stumbling
block or that of foolishness to those who
are not willing to forego self in admitting it to their hearts. Thus it is that
while half-truths fascinate the intellect,
only whole truths permeate the character.
The mental and moral, the physical and
.

spiritual diagnosis of woman’s nature has

been elaborated by innumerable experts.
From these childish ‘ hypotheses it has
tickled people to construct baseless theo-

ses as to woman's sphere and how to get

Lex into it.

:

The fathers saw the great truth which
- govers the case,

although they

were

far

tists. This,
we believe,is in accordance with

the Scriptural meaning of the Greek word
baptizo, and with the practice of the early
Christians. With scholars this is generally admitted to be the exegetical signification of the

word.

Prof.

Stuart,

than

whom we know of no better authority,
when asked by a student if we could not

get the

idea of sprinkling

from

the

word baptizo, replied ‘‘ No, it has no such
meaning ;” and he went on to say that

Immersion was practiced for the three
first centuries.”

He said this as a philo-

logical interpreter.

Don’t think them too trivial or

too personal in their nature;
the family.
—
rere

But at the same time

BRIEF

it’s all in

NOTES,

‘Mr. John B. Gough should come home fur a
rest. It is announced that he has lectured one
hundred and fifteen times since he bas been

in England.

>

Germany seems to be a good place in which
to start a Baptist newspaper. One is now pub-

lished in Hamburg in the German language,
and four thousand subscribers were secured
before the end of its first quarter.
When the Christian Union calls a catechism a * collection of dead dogmas,” the
Christian Intelligencer ventures the reply:
“ Very lively corpses
in
our judgment.”
There is here evidently a difference of opinion.
:
;

The General Assembly of the ree

church

of Scotland, is showing good sense as well as
doing its duty in urging upon its ministers to
discountenance rafiles or bazaar lotteries, and
like methods of raising money for religious

he attempted to justify his own practice purposes.
i
by telling a ridiculous story of candidates
After fifty-three years of a pastoi’s life, Dr.
for baptism on an alarm of fire running Tyng says: ¢“ My deliberate conviction is, that
out of a church in Constantinople in a the whole hope of the Christian Church is the
state of nudity. What an argument in simple, plain, practical, intelligible preaching
of a Saviour to the young, the, feeble, and -the
philology !
ignorant.of the flock.”
Prof. Stuart in his early exegesis attempted to argue against immersion in , Joaquin Miller has proved himself capable
of writing sensible prose, as witness this senthe passage concerning John's baptizing tence of his in the Independent: * Yet you
in Enon near Salim ‘ because

there

was

much water there,”by translating ¢* much
water,” “many streams,” for the convenience of man and beast; but in his ma-

can not come to love the beautiful in a day, or
to understand Nature utterly after having
gotten her from your birth.”
The

Congregationalist

pronounces

forthat

turer scholarship he retracted and gave “ the day of © fooling’ in sacred matters ought
his testimony in favor of the common trans- to have an end; and that the wisest course for
those whose studies have led them away from
lation—*¢ much water?” for immersion.
our creeds, is to go to their own place.”
GenNow if a man is a F. Baptist with con-- tlemen, do you understand?
victions on this point—that a rite is a
Smith College celebrated its first Commenceform which loses its significance by sub- ment on Wednesday, and claims that for the

stituting

another

form,

con-

first time in the history of the country, a class

If it is by him-

of young women have been given a degree of a

self and others, how can he be anything
else than a Baptist? Can he favor sprink-

course “ fully equal” to any which the colleges

science to be regarded?

ling

to-day,

sprinkling

immersion

again the

is

not his

‘to-morrow,

next day?

and

If he

does, what becomes of his convictions?

In the matter of baptism, then, we have

from seeing its application to this subject, a right to an existence independent of all
that the true aim in life, is to glorify God

brethren.

cultured’ nature

recent address by President L. C. Seelye,
>r0-+o
«of the Smith Female College. The oc-«casion was the semi-centennial celebra- BAPTISM AND THE LORD'S SUPPER.
ion of the Abbott Academy at Andover,
On the question of baptism we are Bap-

those

denominations,

which

practice

and enjoy Him forever. Sex does not sprinkling; an! while we admit to them
touch this underlying principle; its dis- the rights of conscience and private judg-

of the land offer to young men.
The Christian Intelligencer

laments

the

lack of references to the doctrine of man’s accountability to God, in the preaching and the
writing of these days, “‘The fact is. involved

no doubt,” it says, * in much that is said and

written, but is not distinctly

presented as a

reason for obedience to the Divine

will.

Is

it

well to present the service of God only as a
privilege? Is it well to be one-sided?”
Closing city churches in summer is what the
Observer calls “the chronic theme of discussion

tinetions are trivial and ‘superficial

in

comparison with it.

accord the same privilege to us. We are and ‘complaint, about this time of year.” The
is Baptists from principle, and our: denomi- same
paper goes on to show that the church-

Paul himself herald-

ed the great truth that in Christ there

ment, we expect

them

as

courteously

to

nor free, neither male nor nationalism’ demands thut we maintain our
_ neither bond
vfemale. Man's sphere is ever to ‘do the
_wext thing in the line of duty. (Woman's

sphere is nothing else.

This is the whole

~ truth that must be repeated over and over

position in accordance with our conscientious belief in the truth.

30 called special needs of men or women.

es which are shut up are those mostly

ized by people

who

take

vacations

patron-

and

house of worship is nearly deserted when

the
they

absent; that usually arrangements are
We believe that baptism according to” 'Wre
made by which several churches unite in keepScriptural doctrine and practice, as! a ihg open one house of worship between them;
symbol of moral purification effected by and that, moreover, “ there are always on the

again until it becomes the first consideration, before we can safely look into the divine grace, is applicable only to those
who make a profession of faith in Christ,

Ohio Yearly Meeting.
The Ohio Y. M. assembled with the

Denominational News.

Clifton Ave, church, in Springfield,

Th8 Morning Staris distinctively a Free

church

Christ and about religion.

Lord's day, in the great cities, more evangelical churches open, with regular service and’

A permanent organization was made by
choosing Rev. Lark O’Neal moderator and
Rev.B. W. Nash
clerk.
The statistics
presented show 71 churches, 68 ministers
and 2887 communicants.
The Mt. Moriah
Association and the Pee Dee Conference are
by far the two largest bodies represented
at this meeting.
The next session of the
Southern Baptist
Association will convene at Mt. Moriah church, Pickens Co.,
‘Ala. The pamphlet also contains a series
of questions and answers illustrative of

free communion,
held by

the

articles of faith as

the body and its constitution.
The

Sacred College.

Half of the Sacred College
in Rome are
now foreigners. Ten of the foreign cardinals are

Frenchmen,

four Austrians,

four

news,

since

the adoption of

June

6—8; and organized by electing Rey. R.
J. Poston, moderator, and V. Milhouse,

us. With our ideas of the ordinance,it beBaptist paper; the organ of the Free
The Rev. Dr. T. DeWitt Talmage must be a
longs only to those who have come to the happy man. A special cable dispatch to the Baptist churches, and to it Free Baptists,
years of discretion and believe and aot for New York Herald relates that he preached at ministers and laymen, must look almost
themselves without a sponsor. While we the Islington Presbyterian church, Colebrooké” wholly for denominational news. Other
cheerfully give others the right to do as road, London, Sunday week; and he had * an classes of religious matter might be obthey please, we claim here the privilege enormous congregation.” The report goes on tained from other religious papers, but
of independence from all those who prac- to say that ¢“ much: curiosity was evinced by this class but seldom. That it is the
the people to see the famous American preachtice what we believe here to be inconsistprovince of the Star to supply such reader; a'dense crowd blockaded the streets leadent with the teachings of Christ and the ing to the church. The enthusiasm was im- ing, no one will for a moment question.
apostles.
But the inquiry, *‘ How shall they hear
mense.
Half a mile before the Presbyterian
We recognize two rites left by Christ as church was reached, the carriage of the rever- without a preacher? " is applicable to the
obligatory upon all Christians, viz., bap- end gentleman was hfted from the ground and situation of the managers of the Star. It
tism, of which we have just spoken, and carried bodily to church. It was one of the is evident they can not range the whole
most tremendous ovations ever paid to an
the Lord's Supper. The latter separates
denominational field in person, gleaning
American minister in London.”
We could
us from those Baptists who believe and hardly pick out a man in all America that items of news from
the churches.
practice close communion.
The Bible would, in our opinion, enjoy this sort of thing This work
must be done
by other
enjoins both ordinances upon all. But it any better than Dr. Talmage. And vet with hands
if done adequately
or
at
does not say which shall be attended to all his sensationalism, this preacher is prob- all. It is just to say there has been a
ably doing more good than many an orderly
first, whether both shall be attended to and esthetic preacher who talks finely about commendable increase in this matter of

THE RELIGIOUS OUTLOOK.
sadness, too. There are glorious compensations in losing an arm or a leg in
Connecticut Congregationalists on
Divorce,
tighting for one’s country,buthe would be
a sorry and pitiful creature who should
The Congregationalists of Connecticut,
ion.
Hence, we consider it the Lord's
in the recent annual meeting
of their
<0 limping ti:rough life, just because he
table, free for all his children, and we can
State General Association, held at Hartonce wished to let people know that he nations for centuries past, and without it
not conscientiously or consistently debar
ford, adopted a resolution ‘ that a comcould fight. Our reverence for truth she debases and pulls down the strongest
them from the privilege. In short, we mission be established, its members to be
should be increased until nothing short of state. No instance in history has been,
are open communionists from principle, chosen annually by the General Associathe very call of God should induce one to and no instance can be, more signal in illustration of that than the instance of the and we must claim the privilege to differ tion, whose duty it shail be to enter into
meet the forces of error in intellectual Ottoman empire. Planted by people of a
from our close communion brethren with correspondence with the various bodies of
warfare. Character is the every day strong stock, monotheistic in their religgood reason to maintain our indepen- Christian ministers in this State with
weapon of the Christian against the sub- ion, on the most fertile and famous pordence.
reference to devising concerted action for
tion
of
the
surface
of
the
earth,
with
the
tleties of the adversary.
Kindness, hon:
—
eA rn
ocean inviting them to commerce, with
procuring a reformation
of the divorce
esty and truth; the rugged but blessed the treasures of the hills and of the plains
i THE
Missionary Helper for July
legislation of the State of Connecticut,
way of self-denial ; the constant faith in ready to fill their coffers till they could
comes along in good geason. Among the and to report upon the same to the Gener(God,and in the power of his Spirit toreach not shut the lid, bursting upon Europe
cheering signs in mission work which its al Association.”
the human heart, with'a sure hope that with a power which carried them up to
editor notes is that of the dedication of
thie
gates
of
Vienna,
why
is
it
that
that
reaches beyond the grave—these are the
- ATemperance Effort in Boston.
nation bas so lost this strength that it Myrtle Hall, at Harper's Ferry, on May
effective weapons of spiritual warfare, has become
It
is well vo keep temperance principles
the pauper
and
the 30, and the opening of the Bible School in
and these do not require the power of pariah of the European nations, that it is
in agitation.
On this ground,
if en no
India, May 1, the latter promising * to
only held together for a time by the rivalman's wisdom to make them efficient.
other, we would say a good word in beadmit
women
as
well
as
men.”
May
it
ries and antagonisms of states which can
half of the effort of the Boston Woman's
The great need of this country to-day is not determine how most satisfactorily to make good its promise. Mrs. E. C. Jen- Christian Temperance Union, in trying to
its lands and ifs waters shall ness writes of the conquering power symgospel work.
We have exalted the intel- themselves
induce temperance
people
to patroni
be divided? It has not been-interior revlect long enough; now, let us put our olution, it has not been the storm ane bolized by the suspended eross which none but temperance grocers, restaurants
hearts together and go to work for the pressure of outward assault. It has been led Constantine to adopt the watchword,
and hotels.
They will bring the matter
Master. Half the trouble why people the harem that has brought that power, “By This Conquer”; Mrs. E. S. Burlin- before the ministers’ meetings of every deIn
don’t go to meeting is with the churches which once threatened all Europe, down game gives a brief but pointed exposition nomination, and ask for co-operation.
to the level of degradation and of weak- of the Master's command to go into all their hunt for strictly temperance places
themselves. If it is the duty of people to ness cn which for the present it lies.
the world and preach the gospel to every they have discovered a number of unattend the stated services of a church ei
When the Doctor begins the talk that creature ; Mrs. M. M. H. Hills contributes licensed liquor sellers, and they are trying
in a house of its own; it is pre-eminently
some women have been worse than men,
another of her interesting Reminiscences to have them punished.
the duty of the church to carry their meetand accounts for the assumption by repeat- ofthe first years of the Freewill Baptist
ings to the people. Good is accomplished
Southern Baptist Association.
ing that ** it is only the angel fallen who
India Mission; a Bible exercise is conby delegations sent out by some churches
The printed Minutes of the 2d annual
makes a fiercer devil”—why, we can not tributed by Mrs: A. E. Penney
;—but we | session of the Southern Baptist Associato hold meetings in mission districts in
refrain from calling it a platitude, and have not space to enumerate
the other tion, which convened with the New Hope
ities and in school-homses in the coun- |
:
citiesandl in seh
WiSe
| would much rather speak of it as mere good things in this number,
.
try, but the Lord is not satisfied with delChurch, Williamsburg Co, South Carolina, are before us.
egated efforts. The church as a body ' bosh. There is also a milder vein of this
———
Fe
RE
| same
notion
running through other |
The following Associations, Conferences
should be a mission organization and not
DENOMINATIONAL NEWS: We hope no
parts of the oration ; but here are two or
and churches belong to the Southern Bap
try to satisfy its conscience by putting out
one
will
miss
reading
what
Rev.
J. H,
| three sentences which are capital :
tist Association:
Mount Zion Associaits Little finger (in the shape of a mission
Durkee has to say in regard to de- tion (N. C.), Piny Grove Association
'
One
of
the
most
foolish
questions
ever
branch), to help the weak, to bring in the
asked is, What is going to be the’ sphere
nominational news.
(N.
C.),.
The fullness of this (N.C.), Pee Dee Conference
fallen, to give hope to the disconsolate | of
woman
when she is so cultured?
Moriah Association
(Ala), Ogeedepartment depends largely on the efforts Mt.
and the outcast.
When the church takes Sphere! If she den’t make her own, we
chee
Association (Ga.),
Lynch's Creek
hold of this work with her whole hand and may stop prophesying ! You see the little of our readers.
Not the least element in
Association
(S.
C.),
Texas
Assorill
among
the
Alps,
a
thread
of
water,
puts her whole soul into the movement,
binding us together asa denomination is ciation (Texas),
Mitchell Hill Baptist
then, and not till then, will she become a and you find that it is arrested “by rocks,
and you see how more and more it fills to know each others’ names and items of church (8S. C.), Bristol Baptist church
ospel church.
the chasm behind them till it cuts its way church work. Send along the items, (Va.), Union Baptist church (Va.).
I
ne PT DE
TRUTHS

Benommational Hebos,

assistant

moderator.

Reports

from

the

:
hy letter and

Q. Ms. as follows :
Miami Q. M. reported

delegate, as being in a rather low

state,

as none of the churches have a pastor
and only a part of them are supplied with
preaching. Very little increase in numbers, but some decrease in all the
churches. Very fair Sunday-school is
sustaived in each of the churches. But
little done for missions and that in an in.
formal way.

Two

of the

adopted the Card System,
Warren & Clinton Q. M.
delegates, as having some

churches

have

reported by
additions to

nearly all of the churches, and the majority of the churches

good cocdition.

were

reported

in a

The Sunday-school

in-

terest in some of the churches, very good,
but two were reported without any school.
Not much done for. missions except the

the

present admirable system of arranging
the items by States. And still more might
be done, if all the friends of the denomination and the cause of Christ would interest themselves in this matter.

two churches that have adopted the
System.

Card

The state of religion is not as good as
at some other times ; though we realize it
There is, however, another legitimate « might be much worse.
Considering the
channel through which news from the opportunities, we think the Y. M. in
a rechurches is communicated to the Star. lation to the work to do a great dea!
of
It hasever been a custom for the Quarterly good if the church
es will make a faithMeeting clerks to report to the Star the ful use of the means
of grace, and wisely
transactions of each session of their readapt themselves to the work which the
spective Q. Ms. To this column scores of Lord has given our people to perform.
the readers of the Star eagerly. turn every
The session was very interesting and
week. One who is justly esititled to be profitable. Business was transacted harconsidered one of the * Fathers " of the moniou
sly. The delegation was small.
denomination, and whese experience is Dr. Ball, of Buffal render
o
ed us some
worth a hundred theories, said,some time wise counsels and efficient labors in the
since, that he always read the entire Conference, and preached some
grand
column of Q. M. reports. But that column and spiritual sermons ; which added much
is meager to what it ought to be. Some to the interest of the session, and very
clerks report every session, some oc- much edified all that heard, and inspired
casionally, some never report. This is them with increased courage. Meetings
not said in a spirit of fault-finding, but well attended. Five persons were bapfrom an eager desire to hear from the tized Sunday afternoon, and with five
churches. The clerks probably feel that others received the hand of fellowship in
their reports become in some sense mo- the eyening.
notonous; but it would seem that each
The following brethren were appointed
session would give some feature worth delegates to the Ohio Free Communion
mentioning. And if all the clerks would Baptist Association: R. J. Poston, A.

follow this example of a few, and in re-

let us have

denominatiorial

from the churches.

news,

and — Halfield. Besides the regular
routine of business, the following rereports of committees were submitted and
adopted :

news |

MISSIONS,

J. H. DURKEE.

a

Kitchen,

A.

Sutton,

M. Simonton, J. A.

porting give the State in which the meeting is held, it would save the reader the
time of turning to the Register in order to
read the report understandingly. Brethren,

Resolved, 1.

SO

That we feel the need

of

more of a missionary spirit in our part of

Oentral Ohio Yearly Meeting.

| the denomination,and that we endorse the

Card System of contributing to the cause.
2. That we highly appreciate the
Sister Nellie
| services of
Phillips in
| behalf of this work, and feel that it has
been the means of doing much good in
the churches where she has labored.
3. That in the absence
of Sister
| Phillips.
from this work, the denom-

The last session of this Y. M. was held |
with the Rome church, June

6—S8.

ference was called to order by

Con-

the clerk,

Rev. B. F. Zell, who resigned, and Rev.
Ci A. Gleason was chosen to fill the
vacancy.
Rev. S. D. Bates was chosen

moderator.
Encouraging

reports

from Harmony,

Lorain,

were

received
Sencca & Huron,

Marion,and Richland & Licking Q. Meetings. Allthe Q. M's have enjoyed accessions during the past year, and some
of the churches have been blessed with
glorious revivals. A fixed determination
was expressed to follow on in the path
the Master has marked out, and endeavor

‘to extend his kingdom here on the earth.

The report of the committee on the state
of the Y.M. elicited an interesting dis-

cussion, which resulted in the

conclusion

that a more earnest consecration on the
part of ministers and churches, together
with more system in carrying on our
work were necessary. Rev. C. A. Gleason was appointed to aid. unsupplied

ination in the State of Ohio is suffering a
| loss: and that we advise the Executive

Committee of the State Association te procure the services of some competent
person to take the field in behalfof missions
at the earliest convenienve.
4.

That we require the pastors

of our

churches to preach at least one sermon
each year on the subject of missions and
urge upon their congregations the im-

portance of contributing to this cause.
~ TEMPERANCE,

Whereas, intemperance, in its various
forms and with its gigantic powers, is one
of the greatest evils of our land; and
whereas, our legislative bodies so much
disregard our rights as citizens to sup-

press this evil in their legislation, there-

tore,
Resolved, I. That we recommend total abstinence from all intoxicants.
2. That since prohibition is not an

churches in the Y. M. in securing pastors. available law at

present:

but much

de-

Appropriate resolutions were passed on
the 8. 8. work, temperance, missions and

sired; we would
recommend the local
option as presented by petitions to our
late legislature as a practical and efficient

and profit.

years; we in this unite

the ministry.
remedy.
. The Y. M. has ‘during the past year |
The following resolution, upon the
made extra efforts in these different featfrom America, Cossica, Belgium, Germany,
¢ Southern panic or colored exodus,” was
Bavaria and Poland.
We quote from the ures of Christian work, and the efforts: unanimously adopted :
:
New York Tribune:
‘The College is have been successful in a large degree.
Resolved,
That
we
deeply
sympathize
now restored to the number it counted It is to be hoped that all our churches will with
the colored people of the South in
when Pius IX. died; but the foreign ele- ‘efigage in these causes with that zeal, their effort to escape from tyranny
and opearnestness and spirit of devotion that pression, and we trust that the liberality,
ment, it is believed, was never so large as
now.
It is related of Mgr. Pecci, the new
should characterize the people of God. so largely manifested by Northern i
cardinal, that when his brother was electThe Y. M. voted in favor of the proposed during the prevalence of thé yellow fever
ed Pope he tried to get from him a promin the South, may be extended to this
amendment to the Constitution
of the poor persecuted race. We would suggest
ise that he would never make hima cardiGeneral Conference.
nal, and it was with difficulty that he was
All the pastors that the churches composing this
body
induced to go aud live in the Vatican. He with one exception were
present.
Rev. should,so far as consistent with their abilwas accustomed to go about Rome silently
ity, hssist in this humane and Christian
and alone, to frequent old book sales, and Father Baker, one of the pioneer preachwork of contributing of their means to
his garments were
often worn at the ers of the Y. M., was present and exthese destitute people in this their time of
seams. He had a dislike of ceremony and hibited the same zeal that made him
a sore need :
of vbsequious attentions. He cared little power
for good in former years. We
whether men bowed
te him or not—
The following preamble and resolution
preferred that most people would not do bave been lately reinforced by Rev. Adso—and he had a dislike for those other dison Jones from the Close Baptists, who upon the death of Rev. J: F. Tufts was
deferences which he knew would be given is now
the pastor of the Marion chiirch, also offered and adopted :
him if he lived in the Vatican with
his
Whereas, our Heavenly Father has calland
Bro.
J. J, Mills, pastor of the Rome
brother.”
ed to his rest our beloved brother, Rev. J.
church.
F. Tufts,who has been an active and leadForeign Missions.
The session was one of great interest ing minister in this Y. M. for about thirty
Spaniards, three Englishmen, three
garians, two Portuguese and one

Huneach

Amid the much catering to the debased appetites on the part of many newspapers, it is encouraging to note the place
that religious news and comment
is oc-

cupying in the secular press.
From an
editorial in the New York Z@mes, we clip
the following:

¢¢ The

number of Foreign

Mission Societies in the world is’ seventyfive or

more,

and

receipts are counted
ciety

alone—the

the

aggregate

annual

by millions,
Church

of

One soEngland—

The

power

of

the

Holy

Spirit was manifest at each coming together™ The kind people of Rome and
vicinity, without regard to denominational

names, opened their hearts and homes,

and entertained the ministers and delegates in a way that won the esteem of all
who enjoyed their kind hospitality.

The Ministers’ Institute, held in connection with the Y. M., was pronounced

gathered in 1877-78 more than a million of

by those present the best they ever at-

dollars, and several others receive half a
million and upward yearly. . Societies fre-

ried out,and the discussions were

quently expend much more than they receive,
‘but their appeals
are
always
responded to ' and. the
deficits
made

up.

For the great missions just begun

Central Africa,

the

Nyassa,

000 were asked

for

and

the

in

Tangan-

yika, and the Nyanza, special sums of $50,readily

obtained.

These amounts, large as they are, were
.only sufficient for a beginning. These interior missions, the latest and greatest of
missionary enterprises, will

sands of dollars

yearly

require

for their

tenance aud extension,and yet

have no fear that their requests

for

addi-

The programme was

fully

car-

charac.

our esteem for him as an able and

excel-

lent preacher of the gospel, and a truly
noble and Christian man. He was patient,
unselfish and kind, prudent in counsel,
gentle in rebuke, wise to direct, and yigorous to execute, All who knew him
loved and honored him, and delighted

cherish his friendship.

to

As a preacher, he

was logical, instructive, forcible, and per-

suasive ; as a pastor, attentive,social,gentlemanly and hopeful ; as a friend, firm and
considerate ; as a hugband and

father

example worthy of imitation, therefore,

an

Resolved, 1. That wedeeply deplore his
death in the strength of his manbood, and

terized by harmony, good feeling and
brotherly love. The pastors all return to
their fields of labor encouraged to toil on
in the vineyard of Him who hath called

our consecration to the work for the Lord,

;
:
session.to be held within the

children, and the church to which he min-

them.
Next

bounds of the Lorain Q. M.
C. A. GLEASON,
Nn

thou-

main-

thesocieties

tional fands will not be granted.”

tended,

with feelings of

deep sorrow and bereavement, and record

Rev. A. L. Houghton

in Weld,

Me. ‘We

are glad

in which he took delight.
2, ‘That for his: bereaved
istered, we

offer fervent

Clerk.

SE

is at his parents’ home

health is somewhat improved.

humbly submit to the stroke,

to learn that his

feel

a

prayers

deep

for

and

renew

widow

;

and

sympathy, and

them,

trusting

that the Saviour will be the solace of the
afliicted family; and raise up a pastor,
after his own heart, for
has left.

the

churches

he

Resglved, That in the death of Rev.

D.

REV. D. V. ROSS.
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STATE ASSOCIATION.
Resolved, That we request the Association to consider what steps ard necessary
to elevate the standard of the Christian
ministry and increase
the efficiency
among the churches.

Next session to be beld within

the

bounds of Miami Q. M., Friday before the
first Saturday in June 1880,
A. M. SIMONTON,
reel

Clerk.

Ape

Illinois Yearly Meeting,
The Illinois Y. M. held its session for 1879,
with Fatt church, Fulton Co., May

30—June

1.

All the Quarterly Meetings

were represent-

ed but Boone Co. and McLean.

The delegation

was not large, but came up prepared to work
for the Master. The utmost harmony prevail
ed throughout.
The reports in the letters
from the Q. Ms. show some zeal in the work

«of the Lord.
That from Fox River says: ‘We desire to be

efficient workers in the vineyard of the Lord.”
“Two churches have pastors and two are

with-

to secure such as

In the Prairie City Q. M., four is

three

are

without.

have

Fiatt and

Middle Grove churches have enjoyed good revivals, and Cottonwood Grove and Colfax are

steadfast.

The

others,

having

no

regular

preaching, are on the back ground.

The Stone Ridge church in the Rock River Q.
M. has disbanded.
Of the four remaining
<hurches, three have pastoral labor, and the
fourth is supplied, until they can secure a pastor, by a Methodist local preacher.
Three
have made extra effort, and the membership
has been somewhat revived, and three have

flourishing Sabbath-schools.
Walnut Creek reports: Two churches,
wanee and Mineral, are without pastors.

other

three

enjoy

such

labor.

Burns

Liberty have held extra meetings, which
resulted in the revival of the membership,
at Liberty in a few hopeful conversions.
«whurches seem less hopeful than one

KeThe

and
haye
and
The
year

obtain,~provided

and

Bren

i

The third anniversaryof Rio Grande College occurred June 12, 1879.
The examinations showed faithful work on the part of both
instructors and students during the past year.
The orations, seven in number, and one essay,
were well prepared and delivered in a very
creditable manner.
Thereis yet room, however,for improvement,both in composition and
delivery, and friends will expect the exercises
of next year to excel this as much as this did
last. Three graduated from the preparatory
department.
It will probably he two years
before any graduate from the college proper.
Prof. R. Dunn, of Hillsdale, Mich., delivered-a
very instructive lecture on ** Manhood.”
The
Professor deserves the thanks of all the friends
of the college for the deep interest he has mani-

very

to fill

college

and if

wiselyit will soon be the chief educational cen-

in

the

are

flattering

its

The Mt. Vernon (Lowell) 8, 8.

of the

friends

act

ter of southern Ohio.
Mrs. Permelia Wood who,
husband,
Deacon
Nehemiah

with her first
Atwood, gave

the munificent sum that erected

the buildings

Constitution of General Conference,which was
lust year referred to the Yearly Meetings, be-

and supports the school, is enjoying good
health for one of her age, and takes great in-ing again under consideration, the following terest in the affairs of the college.
We pray
preamble and resolution were adopted :
God to prolong her life many years to see the
Whereas, it has been our custom as ¥. Bapgood results, under God, of her benevolence
tists from the beginning, to make no distineand thoughtfulness.
.
tion between ministers and laymen in the matSadness mingles even with joy. Rev, I. Z.
ter of representation; and whereas, we now
Haning, who more than any other one, except
heartily endorse the principle of mixed delegation therefore,
the -generous
donors, was instrumental
in
Resolved.
That
we disapprove
of any
founding the institution and was the natural
<hange in our present
constitution, which
leader ofevery benevolent enterprise inthe
shall place us on record, before the world, by
implication or otherwise, as having ever fa- Ohio River Y. M., died within the year, and it
vored or practiced, exclusive ministerial deleis feared no one can successfully fill his place.
gation.
Ve are in favor of the constitution as | The college, like all other new institutions,bas
it is,
u great many wants; the most pressing one at
Brethren D. C. Miller, J. 8. Dinsmore, and
present is apparatus. Will not the friends of
B. A. Gurney were appointed a commitiee to
education remember this growing institution?
SRR
A
a
le
groanisating
of
NeAs
0 Sey
ale
ZAtToHo1
Aid it by sending your sons and dJaughters
the Yearly Meeting as a body corporate.
Resthere to be educated; by handsome donations
olutions were presented as follows:
while living; and in their wills when preparSTATE OF THE COUNTRY,
ing to exchange worlds?
Whereas, in the present unsettled state of
Tuomas E. PEDEN.
affairs in our country, and the anxiety of government to extend charity to those who have
Be
SL Ch See
been in the rebellion, which Anxiety is, in a
good degree, commendable, the disloyal eleA Word or Two of Thanks.
anent seems to be
getting the reins of power
The sentiment embodied in an editorial in
iinto its own hands, and, whereas, sofn¢ of
--our Northern men seem to be dis;
5
to a recent Star, respecting the * hospitality”
truckle to tunis element and lend their influence
which “ comes so freely” at our ahnual and
sto help on their designs; und whereas, this
It was
state of affairs seems to threaten the safety of other gatherings, I wish to emphusize:
our country, therefore,
illustrated so nobly at our late meeting in LaResolved, 1. That we do not hesitate to say
«that we consider that these Northern men are conia, and was so very conducive to theenjoyselling the blessings purchased by the blood of ment of all, who, from abroad, shared it, that
for one, I wish to most heartily thank the toil-our fathers, brothers, and sons, for the paltry

consideration of personal Infuence,

and their

churé for the untiring efforts made by them

avert the danger that threatens our country,
-And causg
those in authority to see their duty,

for our entertainment,

and meet the obligations of the hour.

3. That we
give our influence wherever
-and in whatever way we deem proper, to
bring about a better state of things.
4.
That in our opinion, it is the object of

many persons—and

are trying
-of political
er of the
of State

many

of

these

persons

to carry out their designs by means
organization—to so cripple the powgeneral Government, that the hererights may become universal, and

thus they be uble

to accomplish

On Temperance, the Conference reaffirmed
‘the resolutions of last Yearly Meeting to encourage every organization whose aim is the
suppyession of the traffic in ardent spirits: (2)
“To encourage the young to take a pledge to

It was

remarked

by

Winisters and Churches,
Eastern.

gor is prospering finely under the efficient
labors of Rev, R. L. Howard.
Union prevails
and additions are quite frequent....Kive persons were received into the fellowship of the
2d church in Bangor, June 8, Rev. A. W.
Reed, pastor.
The church is also well united
and is looking towards prosperous days.
Mr. J. Q. Adams of Bates Theological
School, will supply the pulpit at So. Montville
during
his vacation, Rev. L. Given
will
preach with the church in Green the coming
year.....Rev, E. Manson, pastor of ‘Gardiner
City church, preaches every Sabbath a. M.,

with

.' Resolutions were adopted on missions,calling
on our ministers to present the subject to

their congregations, and take such measures as
may seem best to raise funds for that object;
(2) urging systematic giving, and recommend.ing the weekly envelope system; (3) recom-

mending the circulation of The

Missionary

Helper, and the Morning Star.
On the state of the Yearly Meeting
resolutions were adopted, (1) deploring the practice
of many of our churches of calling as pastors,
or regular supply, ministers who have no
denominational sympathy with us; (2) in love
requesting’our churches to cultivate a thorough acquaintance
with our denomination,
and labor together for its upbuilding, and honor God with our influence, life and means; (8)
recommending that our ministers use all hon-

its an-

its

the

church

in

Hal.owell....Rev,

Longley, and D. A. Goodwin,
and by Rev. B. B. Byrne,

Mr.

Free Baptists,

Methodist, and Rev.

W. G. Wade, Christian. The
rendered efficient service.

Newport

choir
-

August.

The

brethren

hope to be able to

secure a pastor in good season for the fall and
winter campaign.
They have a good house of
worship, well situated, in 25th street; one of
the best organs in the city; as good a choir as

one ever need to hear, and in connection

with

Pennsylvania.
Greenwood,

of ordaining to the work of the gospel minis.
try, Bro. Thomas Armour.
Rev. Dr. F.Janes
was chosen moderator,and Dea. James Dawson,
clerk. Bro. Armour gave an account of his
Christian experience, call to the ministry, and
views of Bible doctrine.
This being satisfacto:
ry, the council voted to proceed with the orduining exercises, which
were as follows:
Reading of Scripture, sermon, ordaining prayer, and charge to the candidate by Rev. Dr,
¥. Janes; Right hand of fellowship and address to the church by Rev. B. H. Fish; benediction by the candidate.
In the afternoon the
pastor, Rev. Thomas Armour, baptized nine
converts in the presence of a large congregation. In the evening
a sermon was preached
by Rev. B. H. Fish; the pastor then gave the
hand of fellowship te ten new
members,
After this the Lord’s Supper was celebrated,
leaving solemn impressions on church and
people. = Others
will soon unite with
the
church by
baptism. Rev. T. Armour came
from the
Methodist
Episcopal church, in
good standing with them, a man of piety,
and was baptized by Rev. B. H. Fish in Philadelphia last Qctober.
He is a relative of Rev.
Dr. Castle, an eminent Baptist
* minister in
Some years ago, when. a Method ist,
Canada.
Bro. Armour labored at Willistown, his present

New Hampshire.

field of Jabor,and the people having a knowledze
of him invited him, last winter, to come and
hold a revival meeting, which has resulted in
forming
a Freewill Baptist
church.’ * He
hus the good
will of the people.
Two
Episcopalian ladies have presented the church

‘greatly revived, and June 1, five were

ed by Rev. M, A.

Quimby....The

baptiz-

church at

Gilford has lately had additions by baptism,
and more will follow soon....The church at
Lower Gilmanton is without a pastor, as Rev.

with

a

beautiful

communion

service.

The

church proposes to unite with the Harrisburg
Q. M. The church has been incorporated and
received its charter.
Bro. Armour and his
Milton Three Ponds....It is now confidently
hoped that the church at Franklin Falls will people will be happy to have the brethren of
the denomination who may be passing through
soon lift its debt and save its heuse of wor| the place give them a call.
Ship.
5

C. L. Plummer

has

gone

to

the

church

at

.

$25,13.

Next session at Albany, which will occur
August 29—31, being held over the Sabbath.

Rev

The subject of Home Mission was earnestly
talked up, and by x unanimous vote the Q. M.

pledged 50 to the fun I, to be paid quarterly.
This Q. M. needs one or two more ministers
very, very much; young mea who could take
mission stations and build up churches to the
denomination and to God.
The salary would
be small, still they could get a comfertable living. Any one wishing
to come West can
learn of some of these fields by corresponding
with Rev. D. D. Mitchell, Money
Creek,
Minn.
H. A. Corey, Clerk.
WASHINGTON Q. M.—Held its June session
with the Spring Creek church,
Opening sermon by Rev. A. Losee, Cor. Mes.
from Crawford Q. M.
Conference opened by electing
Rev. Whaley, moderator.
Letters were presented and read from Rockdale,
Pageville,
Sparta, Spring Creek and Luke Pleasant. A
lurge delegation present, nearly all the church.
es being represented... Rev. Whaley was apointed Cor. Mes. uw the Crawford Q. M., and
ev. — Barr to the French Creek Q. M.
Bros. Wm. Jobuson, E. H, Baldwin and W,
Parker were appointed delegatesto O. & Pa,
Y.M.
Votedto renew the license of Bro.
Warren Stewart of the Pageville
church,

last month, Miss Nellie

case

Phillips,

2
:

LAME

BACK.

WEAK

BACK:

BENSON'S CAPCINE

Western

Hillsdale,

unless

In Hatley. P.Q., Viay 14, by Rev. 0. Roys. Mr. Henry

ADVERTISEMENTS.
MEDICAL
HOME AND RETREAT
FOR
INVALID®~.
A private, first class institution for

the treatment of all Brain Sickness, Spinal ani
Nervous Diseases, Paralysis, Epilepsy, Hysteria,
&c., 208 Shawmut Ave.,
Boston, Mass.
DR. GEO. W. RHODES, Resident Physician.

Send stamp for circulars.

JUST PUBLISHED--SENT FREE
Complete History of Wall Street Finance, containing valuable information for investors.
Address Baxter & Co., Publishers, 17 Wall Street,
New York.
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Quarterly Meeting
& WAUSHARA

Q.

SHILOH Q.M., Pomeroy,

Aug.

A programme

of subjects

11-13,
T.dJ ,FURGUSON.

exercises

will

be

The annual meeting of the Alumni Association. of
the Theologica: Sem inary of Bates College will be he'd
at the college chapel on Tuesday, June 24,at 2, P. M.
for the election of officers and the transaction of other
busir-ess.
24
C. F. PENNEY, Sec,

The Trustees will meet at their office on Tuesday.June
814 P.M.
5. C. LEWIS, Sec.
22:

PROGRAMME of the Penobscot Y. M., to be held with
the Essex St.church, Bangor, commencing Avg. 19.
TUESDAY.
2, P. M.. Social meeting led by Rev. E. Harding.2 1-2,
Organization

and

business

conference.

7 1-2,

W. PARKER, Clerk.
its last session,

closing

June 1st, with the Oswego church. Most df the

churches were represented,
and agood degree of
interest was manifested. The prayer and covenant meetings excellent.
The sermons were
listened to by a large and attentive audience.
Next session with the Warren church, Warren Center, Aug, 22—24,
2

G. W. Mayuew, Clerk.

LISBON
Q. M.—Held its last session with the
church at Franconia, June 6—8. The churches
‘were mostly represented by delegates.
Conference harmonious. Conference voted to renew
the license of Bro. E. T. Page, of Coneord,
Vt., and also the license of Bro. C.. E. Davis,
from Littleton.
The church at Woodstock re-

quested the conference to examine and

ordain,

it expedient, Bro, Levi
H. Winslow.
A committee was chosen, and after a thorough examination the ordination was attended to at the
close of the PP. M. service, Sunday, as follows:
Sermon by Rev.G. H. Pinkham; Reading of
Scripture by Rev. N. 8. Palmeter; Ordaining
Prayer by
Rev. B. Minard; Charge by Rev.
8. 8. Nickerson; Right hand of fe owship by
Rev. H. Lockhart.
We were blessed with the
presence and labors of Rev. Il. Lockhart, delegate from the Wheeloeh Q. M., also Rev. 8. 8.
I

$30

perl100;

ONLY, PAPER COVERS,
£5 perl);
6 Cents by Mail.
by

Booksellers

everywhere.

& MAIN

Publishers.
76 East Ninth St.,
NEW YORK.

FOR

LAX

S

OF

aN

i

made
New

Amnsements,

CLERGYWNEN WANTED
To supply City, Country and Seaside pulpits daring‘ vacation.
Exchinges negotiated.
Manuscripts placed, if available to any publisher. Ad.
dress PULPIT
EXCHANGE,
WILLETT J.
HYATT, Manager, 37 Park Row, New York.
2(26
Casewll’s

Melinda Pills a Sure

Soeial

Cure

fer

CONSTIPATION.
These pills are purely vegetable, being made of
the resineoids, or

Institution.

The annual meeting of the corporators of the New
Hampton Literary and Biblical Institution will be
beld at No, 4, Chapel Hall, en Wednesday, June2j, at 1,
P, M., for the election of officers and the transaction of
all necessary business,
E.C. LEWIS, Sec.
New Hampton, N. H,,June 10, 1879,
2A

?,
:

HOME

Clerk.

MISS, 80C,

Hampton

as No.

Members, Money, Savings, and Spendings are
clearly dealt with in fas«-inating style, full of
anecdote and wit. For full description and
extra terms, address
J. C. MeCURDY & CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
;
Jteow26

All money contributed for mission work in Maine
should be sent directly to Rautus Deering, Portland,
Me.
6250
Per order of gEx. Com,

The New

HYMNS

The COMPLETE

e done Friday, in order thal tne programme be filled,
ME. F.B. HOME

by

The Morals, Health, Beauty, Work,

sent to the churches inthe OQ. M, Let the delegates be
projupias it will be necess: ry tia! the regular business
CHAS, RUNDLE,

in

used

L 850 to $100 PER MONTH easily
selling Mrs. Julia
McNair Wright's
Book entitled

19.

Notices.

and

already

profitably

35 Cents by Muil.

EMPLOYMENT

Be

are

pre-emi-

in 3 vels., designated
3.
Price for each:

BIGLOW

CHEMUNG
Q.M.
with the Elmira church.
Cor.
Messengers from the Trofs Tuscarora, Rechester and
Genesee Q. M's will be with us, also Prof. 8. F. Huntley.

Be

73 Randolph Street,
CHICAGO.
24tf

M. Lincoln, Sept. 5, at 7,
W. PHILLIPS, Clerk.
July
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use,

Sold by all druggists.

Price 25 Cents.

Iyl6

COSPEL HYMNS,

Weakness of the back, diseased “Kidneys,
Lung
and Chest
difficulties,
Rheumatism,
Neglected Colds, Female
affeetions, and all
local aches and pains, it is simply the best

remedy ever devised.

41.21

Tres.

N. Pierce. of Compton,
and Miss Asenath Mosher,
of
H. Junel, Mr. Edville A. Watson, of Norway, Me,,
and Miss Annette F. Poruell, of Rolly.

Introduced by Messrs.

will find]

Lameness

50

J.J. BEUTLER,

Mich,

The

dies whatever.
Itcontains entirely new ele
ments which causeit to relieve pain at once,
strengthen and cure, where other plasters

For

5.00
500
80.71

Married

POROUS PLASTER

relieve.

Society,

per Rev I. A Crandall

In Amesbury, Mass,, June 18, by Rev. J.D, Wald ren, Mr.Jeremiah
FE, Jackson und Miss Emma ¥,
Morrill, bo th of Salisbury.
In Edgewood, lowa, May 22, by ReviN., W. Rixh,
Mr. Ransom J, Bixby and Miss Flora R.
Bla claro,
both of E,
.
.
In Nassau,at the home of the bride's parents, June
IL by Rev. I. B. Coleman, Mr. Schuyler C. Waterbury
#nd Miss Lillie F, Upham, both of N,
In East Tilton, N. H., June
6,
by Rev, J. Herbert ©
Yeoman,
Mr, Alvin 8, White,of Shirley, Maxe., and
Miss Martha J .Clark, of E, T.
In Manchester, March 8,
by
Rev G.M, Park, Mr.
Wilbur M. Keyes and Miss L.A, Browa, both
«of M,
March 19, Mr. C. W, Cram, of Williamstown, Vt. and
MariaE. Rice, of M. April30, Mr. E.G. Flanders aud
Miss Nellie, Hovt,both of M. May 22, Mr, Avthur N.
Tircrill and Miss Clara M. Cota, both of M.
In Phoenix, N.Y, April 26, by Rev. J. H. Durkee,
Mr. W. 0. Lee and Miss ‘Filla E. Welles, hoth ot P.
In Contoocook, May 3, at the Free Baptist parsonage
by Rey. C. W, Grifin, Mr. Edson Upton and Miss Enma S. French, bothot C,
:

electrical appliances, and to all external reme

even

Education
Kent City Mich

:

that the above is true. It is far superior tu
the ordinary porous plaster, all the so-called

will not

2,

NY,

Ch Minneapolis Minn per M F Dague
Western Contributions through Rev 8 Curtis

"This article is one which really possesses extraordinary merit. . By
consulting
reliable

physicians in your own locality, you

Mo.

Peck Adrian

Miss Libbie Cilley

active

principles

plants which investigation has

of

proved

those

to be the

most reliable and specific for all diseases of the

Liver and Biliary organs. For family use they are
unsurpassed ; safe
-_
and
sure
their work, with
£5
out «causing
pain or uneasiness
or interfering with

diet. They are of 8
tance to every in.
subject to Head ness, Piles, Rheu-

z=

Vat
a

:

in

“eal

Skin,

matic

Indigestion,

Jaundice,

Biliousness,

Colds,

An overdose

of Dinner often deranges the sys-

tem, brings on flatulence and wind colic, and sub.
jects the patient to great bodily suffering.
A sin-

gle dose of

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient,
will correct the acidity, relieve the paim, Say of
the offending cause, and save sometimes a long

spell

of

illness.

Its

effects

thorough, and its general

suffering.
2625
SOLD

BY ALL

ave

gentle

and

use would prevent much

.
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3, That we hurubly submit to this act of Providence
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Ri
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KIb~
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SKIN
eu
BLooD.
Entirely

.

Post-Office Addresses,
E.N.FERNALD
(to whom all contributions

es of failure;
where. Send

from the ¢hurches for our Benevolent Societies shonld
a2
be sent) Lewiston, Me.
Rev Thomas Armour.Berwyn, Chester<o, Pa.
Rev N L Rowell, 375 Park St, Manchester, N H.

| Boston,

|

Vegetable. ternal and externa k
use. Mone
rned in all gas
mone for twenty
Sold every
for pamphlet. H. In FOWLE,
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1679 SUNDAY SCHOOL MUSIC BOOKS. 1679
{ By R. G. STAPLES.

GOSPEL
Meetings.

an

MORN

A new and

choice

collection

of sparkling, bright,

Praise
i cheerful Hymns and Songs for the Sunday-school Prayer and
ECHOES.
Gives perteet satistaction wherever used. Px ice, 30 cts. ; $3.00 per doz.; $25 per 100.

PEARLY GATES,
e. Every
i

STAR.

)
¢
A very choice collection
of
S.'S, Musio, mostly
I
{ By J. H. ROSECRANS.
| new, and adapted to the needs of the Sunday-Schools; Prayer.meeting
sunday-School can afford it. Price 25 cts.; ; $2.50 per doz. $20 per 100,
By KNOWLES SHAW.
The last and best work by the lato’ Knowles
Shaw, the successful revivalist, Author of Sparkling Jewels, Shining

Pearls, Gelden Gate, ete. Price 85 cts.; $3.60 per doz. ; $30 per 100.
BA
You will make no mistake in adopting either of these books.

SE

copy of either send by mail
ceipt of price, or) one of each jor 75 cts. Specimen pages free. Address
CENTRAY, BOOK CONCERN, Cincinnati, Ohio, or Oskaleosa, Iowa,
d
and

OLIVER

DITSON

§

and Neu-

Suppressions, etc. Send 25 cents by mail and get
a box. For saleby all druggists. CASWELL &
Co., Boston, Proprietors.
1y3

in taking from us our brotherand iniplore the favor of
God upon us that others strong aud faithful may be
raised up to take his place.
CoM.

REV.

]

#

in the bowels,
travel, laber or

E-vital impor= dividual who is.
ache,
Dizzi-

service, led by Rev. M. H, Tarbox. 8, Sermon by Rev.
S.C. Whitcomb.
WEDNESDAY.
81:2, A. M., Prayer meeting, led by Rev. F, IH. Peck-

felt. sympathy, and we will remember them
prayers to God who doeth all things well.

3

2

ralgic Pains, Disa greeable Breath, Pains and Soreness in all parts ¢f'the body, Sallow and Eruptive

under the direction of the Ohio Free Baptist
ham,
91-2, Business session.
10 1-2, Reports of cor=
Asfdociation, visited the churches of this Q. M.
responding delegates. 11, Sermon, 2, P.M. MemoriShe lectured on the subject of missions, and
al service led by Rev.J. Boyd.
3,Main State Mission.
did what she could to introduce the * card
Addresses by Rev. R. LL. Howard.and a collection for
system” of regular payment.
Her lecture was
the same.
EVENING,
Sabbath-schools, Addresses by
Rev, D. Boyd and E.G. Eastican, and singing by the
well received, and it is to be hoped that a new
children.
3
interest has been awakened for our Foreign
THURSDAY,
Mission.
Fathers Rogers and Griffith, from
French Creek, added much to the interest of
the meeting by their prayers and counsel.
F. H. Peckham, and Educational interest,by G. C. JorSermon on Sabbath by Rev. O. Johnson, Cor,
dan. 2, P.M. Woman's Mission meeting. 3, Sermon.
Mes. from French Creek.
Text 2d Cor, 5:
d
EVENING.
Social meetingund
communion service,
conducted by the pastor of the Bangor church.
17. The sermon was full of excellent advice
2126
O. PITTS, See,
to the young convert.
After sermon the conregation repaired to the water side where
The La Grange Q.M,at its late session adopted the
Whaley administered the ordinance of
following resolutions:
baptism to eleven young converts, and in ‘the
‘Whereis, Since we, the La Grange Q. M., last met,
evening seven of them gave their names to
death has entered our
ranks aid borneone of our
the church.
It wasa good day for the Spring
number away,
Bro. Harvey Coldren.in whom we have
Creek church, and for Bro. Whaley, their pasconfided
and
relied upon asone true to the cause
tor. May the Lord continue to bless them,
of Christ and tothe interests of the
F.
1. Baptist
church, therefore,
|
:
Next session with the Sparta church, com1. That we deeply mourn his loss as one of
Rev. E. H. Baldwin to | ourResolved,
mencing Aug. 29.
long-tried and most trusted members.
preach the opening sermon.
i
2, ‘Chat we tender to the bereaved friends our heart=
OSWEGO Q. M.—Held

Niangua

Rochester QM N Y

er, and J. H. Baldwin, of the Harmony Q. M.
the preparation was of high intrinsic value. The
Rev. O. D. Patch is serving the Cleveland
combination of the Phosphate of Lime with
church as pastor and under his eflicient servPure Cod-Liver Oil, as prepared by Dr. Wilbor,
ices, by the blessing of God, the church is
has produced a new phase in the treatment of
being built up. Bro. Striemer, lately from N.
Y. State, is engaged with the Hinckley church, Consumption and all diseases of the Lungs. This
for the present yegr, and is giving good satisarticle can be taken by the most delicate invelid
faction both in a
ut of the pulpit, and a without creating the disgusting nausea which is
good religious atmosphere pervades the comsuch an objection to the Cod-Liver Oil when taken
munity, and high hopes are entertained of a
without Lime.
It is prescribed by the regular
prosperous year’s labor.
The Liverpool and
faculty. Sold by the proprietor, A. B. WILBOR,
Royalton churches are both without preaching.
1t is their purpose, however, to unite in tbe. Chemist, Boston, and by all druggists.
pp
support of a minister who shall preach for
both churches.
Rev. J. H. Baldwin of the
PREESCRIPTION
FRE
Harmony Q. M., O., was present,by invitation,
For the speedy cure of Seminal Weakness, Loss
of Manhood,
and all disorders brought on by inand preached twice during the meeting with
discretion or excess,
Anv druggist has the ingre.
good acceptance, he also preached in the Liverdients.
Address DAVIDSON
& CO., 78 Nassau
pool church to the brethren, Sunday evening,
St., New York.
1y24
and then again at Royalton, on Tuesday evening following, andit is hoped that these two
West’s Liver Pills cure Sick Headache.
churches will be able to secure his ministerial
il
services, We are satistied that this session
will bea great source of encouragement to the
Royalton church especially,
and indeed to all
~."

During the

R B Coy

Rev Wm

Business Flotuees.

the

MAIL,

Jesse D Towle Laconia N H.

.

This could not be

WW illinms—J

Forwarded.

BY

W. L. Noyes, Clerk.

appreciation.

N Hall-C F Hardin, ~R Ingham

Books

session

with the Sheffield church, May 31, June 1.
The attendance was very good.
The meetings
were interesting. Good work was done.
The
women held a missionary meeting with good
results.
Sister Willy was present
from N.
H., and gave them her words of cheer and of
encouragement.
Resolutions were
passed on
Temperance, Home Missions and
Denominational Literature ; which were well worth earrying
into practice,
Collection for missions

sixth anniversary, Sunday evening, June 15.
Though stormy the house "was !packed with
interested
auditors.
The
exercises
were
largely by the little fotks, and brief addresses
were made by Rev. E..W. Porter, W. H,
the churches.
Parker, Esq., A. C. Russell, Esq., the Super.
Next session with Hinckley church, Friday
before 4th Sabbath in Aug., 1879.
intendent,E. A. Thissell, Esq.,and the pastor,
G. H. DanON, Clerk.
Rev. G. S. Ricker, Mr. Thissell has had the
office of Supt. since the organization of the
ROCHESTER Q. M.—Heldits lust se sion with
school, and Dea, G. W. Knowlton has served | the North Parma church, June 6—8.
Mr.
Luther
Collamer was elected moderator.
Rev,
continmously as chorister. The school bas a
C.
B.
Hart
preached
the
opening
sermon
from
membership of 210 with an average attendPs. 51:12, 13, and Rev. Jbbhn B. Randall deance of 140.
livered the Subbath-school address.
The other
New York.
sermons were preached
by brethren J. M.
Crandall,
H.
Whitcher,
C.
B.
Hart,
Isauc
Rev. H. N. Plumb writes that he bas recovHyatt, and Joseph Kettle.
Letters were reered his health in a good measure, and has
ceived from all the churches except Fairport,
commenced
preaching again, He baptized
which reported by their delegates un assurthree at Indian Falls, June 15, and gave the
ance that a letter would be forwarded to the
clerk. The letters, though regretting so little
right band of fellowship to four.
fruit had been gathered as a result of the labor
Rev. V. Beebe died May 28. An obitnabestowed, expressed hope and determination
ry notice will soon appear.
to toil on till directed by the Master to cast the
net on the right side of the ship. An encourThe Lord is still blessing and leading his
aging interest was reported in the Sundaychildren at West Parishville. Notwithstardschools. Rev. C. A. Hilton offered his -resiging this church is small in numbers, there are
nation as clerk, which was reluctantly acceptvisible signs of its being a useful working
ed. Resolutions of grateful appreciation for
church for the precious cause.
Sunday,
the the faithful discharge of his official duties the
8th inst., was a happy day to us; after the last three years were adopted. A collection of
over $18.00 was taken for missions.
The hosusnal
preaching serviee—and—Sunday=schoot
pitality of the church was generous, the singthe congregation
repaired to the Raquette
ing by their choir excellent, the services well
attended ; only one thing seemed lacking, which
river, where the pastor, Rev. Juy W. Hoyt,
was the gracious outpouring of the Holy
baptized fourteen, to eleven of whom with
Spirit to convince the people of sin, righteousthree others who had been baptized, he gave
ness, and the judgment to conie,
Isaac Hyarr, Clerk.
the right hand of church fellowship at the
river side. It is hoped that others will soon
WiNoNA & HoustoN (Minn.) Q. M.—Held
follow their Lord in this blessed way.
its June session with the Houston Branch of
the Money Creek church.
We were some disOur church in New York city is now with- appointed
in not seeing the clergymen we bad
out a pastor and it is probable that the preachreason to expect.
Christ’s Spirit was in our
ing services will be suspended during July and midst, and we feel good was accomplished.

Under the labors of Bre. C. M. Emery, the
church at Province round, Belmont, has been

4

ably by brethren O. D. Patch, A. Striem-

~

Ward
-A
Westgate—~R C
M_Wells=-L D Ward—=D N
Wi'des—M iss ). Wheeler—G Woodard -C F Wood -A
Jd Wood-B H Warriner—B
F Zell=J
Young=D
Young,

@uarterly Ileetings.

and

Be

Wheeler—J C Waro—C Woodroff—

Clerk.

its June

Buates—J

=D Johnson=~J8 Jones~8 C Kimball—
iE T Knowl
ton—A A leach—I J Lambert—A L LibbyHH J Lewis
—A Losee—A Libby—D Lilby—=B F Matteson—C B
Mowry—W Miles -G
Mende 11—-C A Merrill—H D Miner—Mrs O P Muson—O WW Moulton—J M Nelson—M
Nichols—D) D Mitchell =H
Noyes~W J Ore~G W
Otis—C F Penney—H C Packard—8 Philbrick—A Poasley—E Pinney~ WV Ehilting- U P Pease =M I, Pratt -N
8 Purinton—8 A Reed~T
L Rui nells- 8 Russell—J M
Sm ith-H Simpson—C 8Sm'th—M P
Stockwell-G B
Shorey—) Sm ijth—N H Savage—=Mre.
L Sm ith—BJ
Smith—J Tinkham—B
_F Tattaishall-H A Thorp—F

Ten Cts. Sample Bottles of Adamson’s Botanic
Balsam may be had of your druggist.
Pleasant
1 and never failing remedy for Coughs, Colds, Bleeding from the'Lungs, Asthma, &c., &c. Large bore
CLEAVELAND, O.,
Q. M.—Held its session,
tles 75 and 35 cts.
May 23-25, with the
Royalton cburch.
The
>
——
chutches were all represented by letter and delTo Consumptives.—Wilbor’s Ced-Liver
egation.
Very much interest was manifest
Oil and Lime has now been before the public for
during the entire session in all the religious
meetings,
The word was preached faithfully
twenty years, and has steadily grown in favor and

On Sunday morning, June 8, a council met
| at the call of the Willistown church in Chester
Maine.
Co.,to take into consideration the propriety
A correspondent writes : The chur<h in Ban-

Avery of the Theological school, supplies the
pulpit at Sabattus.
i
"V. D. Sweetland wus ordained to the work
of the gospel ministry at Palmyra, June 18, by
a council called by the Palmyra church.
Rev.
James Boyd,of Pittsfield, preached the sermon, Rev. R. L. Howard, of Bangor, offered
the consecrating prayer, Rev. M. H. Tarbox,
of Burnham, gave the charge, and Rev. John
Cook the hand of fellowship:
Other parts
were sustained by Revs. David Boyd, J. P.

the women of Illinois in their effort to secure
the passage of the Home Protection law.

held

Campaign

9: M.—Held

ard—P R holden—J

i

erected.

in fconnection
with

Two were recently baptized at
Rev. A. Losee, pastor.
:

abstain from both liquor and tobacco: (3) to

(4) affirming that the church is the best temberance society, and a pledge of fidelity to
God the best temperance pledge ; also express
ing approbation of the course of President
Hayes and wife in banishing spirituous liquors
from their table, and praying for the success of

concert,

:

‘withhold our support from
liquors, by refusing to sell

manufactories of
them grain; and

florul

with the

WHEELOCK

church, was more than usually interesting.
Among other ministers present were Professors Dunn and Davis, and Rev, D. Powell.

it congregational singing that can not be easily
surpassed,
The church is well united and the
society is in an excellent financial condition.
The Sunday-school is prospering under the
superintendency of Henry G. Elliot, Esq.
whose father, Dea. Volney Elliot, has long
been well-known in many parts of our denomination, and is now living in quiet and comfort
at Bloomfield, N. J. May the Lord soen send
the right man to this important field.

a lady of our company, well known in the denomination, as we were returning homeward,
tizat :2iv attention she had received while at L.
was ample compensation for all her journey
had cost her, to say nothing of the enjoyment
of the meeting.
E. OWEN.
Portsmouth, N. H.
’

by political

wire-pulling what they failed to accomplish by
arms.
Also, we endorse the action of our noble President, and the men who are laboring
with him in Congress and elsewhere, to prevent the repeal of the election laws, and to extend
protection to American citizens upon
American soil, and we demand that, if necessary, the ariny and navy, and the whole force
«of the generul Government be used to protect
the ballot box, North or South.
After mature deliberation they were adopted
‘and voted they be published in the Star, with
4 request that copies of the paper. containing
them be sent to the President and Vice-Presi«lent.

.

Laconia

‘treason can not be too severely reprimanded.

2. That we will earnestly pray that God will

g-

ing, patient, thoughtful sisters of the

sion of Meigs Q. M., held

Massachusetts.

cancy.
Prof. 8. was very popular with the
students and the Board were very reluctant to

It having been ascertained that McLean Q.
M. bad lost its visibility, it was voted that the
name be stricken from the list of Quarterly
Meetings.

of the For-

until its July session.
Rev. D. Powell, of Flemington, W. Va.,
has recently visited several churches in Athens
and Meigs counties, this State....
The last ses-

On June 15, three converts, all heads of families, were baptized by Rev. C. D. Ayers, pastor, and added to the church,
The good work
is still in progress.

nual

H. L. Kina,

are

N°

—N D Bedell-Mrs' M J Batchelder—®
Carkill—RB
Coy—W F Crangle~B Y Coffin—=J M Carr—E Cosins
~-A D Corse—D Cox—R Cowstock—L
oughenoiir
~M H Cutting~=D Pysincer: Mrs 8 H Don forth—1
Day=MrsIJ Ellingwood—B F Furguson—J M Farnham—T Files ~Mrs ME Goodrich—C Gray—F M Hall
—W'M Hinman=L 8 Hill- J ¥ Hart (2) =N_ R How-

JOEL SPOONER, Clerk.

Co. Fair Grounds, as it was to commence June
20,and to continue ten days....Rev, Jesse Robinson of the Harper's Ferry Q. M. is visiting
the churches in the Shiloh Q. M. He was well
received by the 2nd Middleport church, June
8. He will remain in the bounds of the Q. M.

Connecticut.

the va-

AO.

J. Willis,

house, whieh it is hoped will soon be

churches

Ames~ Mrs P

Brown—A Rel) ~N © Brackett—A Blacker) Baber

Ft, Scorr (Runsus) Q. M.—Held its last session with the York
Center (Kansas) church,
beginning
May 23. Delegations were present
from the Walnut Creek, the Lebeck, and the
Barton City churches.
The last three are located in Mo., and from 85 to 50 miles distant
from York Center, It was an interesting session.
Lrenching by
Revs
8. Keyes, W,
Griggs,
E. V. Merritt and M. “W. Campbell.
A collection was taken at the close of the seryice, Sunday evening, for Foreign and Home
missions. Amount $20.17, paid. = |
Next session with the Lebeck (Mo.) church,
commencing on Friday before the fifth Sunday
in August,
:

probably holding a camp-meeting at the Meigs

Three months ago a Freewill Baptist church
was organized at Long Hill. It now numbers
twenty-six members, has a lot all paid for and
some money in the treasury for a meeting-

incep-

prospects

Ohio.

the finest in the place. The church and society
are well united, and laboring harmoniously
and earnestly with their pastor, Rev. P. W.:
Perry.
:
Tot
5

The Board of Trustees elected Prof. A. A.
Moulton, President of the college.
Prof. (i. A.
Slayton resigned on account of ill health, and

Prof, J. M. Davis was elected

chureb, but owing to want of means to support a pastor, to hold them together, Bro. Edmunds did not organize a church in their
midst.

eign Mission.
;
The church in Great Falls has recently been
closed for renovation and repairs. An addition has been built at the rear for the organ and
committee rooms, and the entrance remodeled.
The audience room is to be frescoed in modern
style. New seats, cushions, and carpets will
be put in, and the church will be made one of

Rio Grande Anniversary.

its

by Rev.

2d Strafford church on the work

ohz/;s-ino
Lo

fested in the institution from
tien.
fe

hood in the southern edge of Minoesota last
winter. These wished to he organized into a

The Pomeroy and Middleton

W Andrews—Angell& Barney—G ¢_Abboti—HW

to a, ‘ ficliection Sakon for F. M. of BN, 11.
the chureh at Whitefield
Next session with
BL
September 5-7.

munds reported finding and preaching to some

of E. Washington; Prayer, Rev, WV. L. Noyes,
of Lyndon, Vt.; Sermon, Rev. A. M. Freeman of Tunbridge, Vt.; Ordaining Prayer,
Rev. C. F. Jefferson of Strafford, Vt.: Hand
of fellowship, Rev. A. Sargent of Wilmot
Flats; Charge to candidate by Rev. G. M.
Park, of Manchester; Welcome to church by
Rev. D. Moody,of Sutton; Charge to church
by Rev. C. W. Griffin, of Contoocook, and
benediction by candidate.
)
On June 22, Mrs. D. F. Smith addressed the

pledges, amounted to
B. A. GURNEY, Clerk.

The

change

lows: Reading Scriptures

The total amount of both collec’

money

W.

tended to their respective duties. There was
a large audience, thirteen ministers present.
The church was most beautifully and tastefully
adorned with plants and flowers.
1t was asgerted by the clergymen present that ic wus
the best floral display they ever saw in a
church, The order of exercises were as fol-

Partic-

accept his resignation.

The subject of the proposed

twenty F. Baptists among others in a neighbor,

¢.

council met according to agreement at the
church at Sutton Mills on the 18 inst. and at-

ular mention is made of the Saturday afternoon
Conference, which is spoken of as a rich time.
The Lord’s Supper was observed after preaching or Sunday morning, and a colleetion was
taken for Home and Foreign Missions, and in
the afternoon a special plea was made for the
Foreign Missions, and a collection taken for
tions, in
$109.

pastors, and

would like,

and the preaching was to edification.

Hancock & Quincy has been pained - at the
low state of Zion. Too many of the churches

tian Temperance Upion. We are still trusting, and willing to toil on for the Master.

can

John Willis and A. Sargent for the purpose of
ordaining the above mentioned brother. The

Revs. D. Moody, G. M. Park,

only that they are men of piety and exemplary
lives; pay them as much as they can raise, and
sustain them by their prayers, sympathy and
influence, because they are their pastors,
Rev, M. B, Felt was appointed Cor. Mes.
to Towa Yearly Meeting.
The moderator and
standing clerk were appointed a committee to
locate the next term of the Yearly Meeting.
‘
The meetings for devotion were spiritua

that object.

“The cause of temperance is gaining ground
under the influence of the Woman's Chris-

they

Griffin,

At the session of the Little Scioto Q. M., just
closed with the Union church, Rev. i. R. Ed-

Money Letters Received.

H.
Winslow,
Revs, 8, 8. Nickerson,S. Bowles,
H. Lockhart, and G.. H. Pinkham, all of which
were listened to with attentivear
e and
profit

Towa.

The examination proving highly satisfactory,
it was voted to appoint a council consisting of

ment of a committee to perfect such plan; (6)
recommending to the churches, that if they

(181

Rev, R. B. Coy visited Harmony
church in
the southern part of the State, and preached to
them on Sunday, June 8. He met a large congregation, and they feit the presence of the:
Lord in'their midst.

At the last session of the Weare Q. M. Conference, Bro. A. B. Drew, by request of the
Sutton chureh, was examined for ordination.

tem for supplying weak churches with preaching, and bringing into active service the unemployed ministerial talent, and the appoint-

can not get such ministers as they

Missouri.

church as pastor,

resolution and hold ourselves amenable to
God and the conference thereto; (5) recoramending the adoption of some organized sys-

Nickerson, Prayer and preaching ‘meetings
td teresting, Sermons preached by Levi

Western,

Rev, E. G. York has entered upon pastoral
labors with the Nottingham church under favorable auspices....Rev, 0. J. Pettigrew has
éngaged with the
Strafford & Barnstead

ing ourselves, individually and collectively, to
labor to carry out the principles of the above

wut,
are without pastoral labor. There are but
two pastors employed in the Quurterly Meeting. The Sabbath-schools (mostly union), are
marching on, Not much interest in missions.

keep

UE

a kind’

affectionate hurband, the children

to

&

Co.,

Boston,

Mass,

Vd

on re.
!
13414

A

an

nest young minister ; and his widow

orable means on all proper occasions,

before the brethren and sisters the distinctive
doctrines of the Freewill Baptists; (4) pledg-

a
EE NE

the Y. M. a promising, devoted, and ear-

i

V. Ross the church lost a worthy member,

|

“THE MORNING

only eight years old, daughter of Li- | Dubois was the morning succeeding the
sette Vaillant. Lisette was the wife of day of his trial. The result of the interPierre Vaillant, a sergeant in Jerome's view with Marshal Lefebvre was made
own regiment,
and accompanied the known to him, and he was not at all dis-

Poetry.
THE SUMMER.
Oh,

happy

are the

children

on

a pleasant

army as nurse.

appointed.

:

summer day,

* Why, how i8 this, my child? said
Jerome
taking the little one by the arm.
at their play!
See them running, jumping, dancing, hear ** What is it about your mother?”
¢ Oh, good Jerome, yon can hear her
them as they shout and sing,
While notes of perfect gladness in their child- now.
Hark!"
:
ish voices ring.
The sentinel bent his ear, but could
The waving grass of summer, and its skies so hear only the wind and the rain.
How it rests the weary worker to watch

them

softly blue,
:
And the flowers, so thickly springing, of loveliest form and hue,
And the birds, whose joyous: music floats
abroad from tree to tree—
All these make not the sweetness which summer brings to me.

But to see the little children as they gather

up

‘ Mamma

is in the dreadful mud,” said

the child, ** and is dying.

away.

Jerome
with,

To see them stretched upon the grass

had lost the path

the maple trees,
)
Telling of the wondrous things which a childish fancy sees,
Receiving all the grasshoppers, and the caterpillars, too,
As their chosen friends and playmates, without the least ado—
Oh, this to me is Summer, and in this she
speaks to me,
With accents low and gentle and with ten-

d’rest sympathy,

3

And I never can forget, however busy

be

day,

the

:

To look out through the window

on

the

chil-

dren at their play.
— Youth’s Companion.
a.
Bho pp) LL.,AY:éz/;I bm

SONG OF THE FIDDLER MAN.

The fiddler man was old and gray,
The fiddler man was thin;
And his fiddle it had a gruesome crack
All up and down its poor old back,

And it let a discord in.

The fiddler man had neither lands,

Nor flocks, nor herds, nor gold ;
He earned what he had of meat and drink,
- And lodging, and clothes, and a bit of chink,

"With his fiddle so cracked and old;
As up and down through each street and lane,
In the sultry sun or the chilling rain,
‘With twanging string, but with cheery strain,
He fiddled, and sang the old refrain:
¢ The sun may shine, and the rain may fall,
But the good God ruleth over all,
And all are fed by his hands.”
The fiddler man had wealth untold;
Ay, sure he had great gain;
For he came and he went, as free as air,
And his brows were bent with no brooding

;

And o’er city pavements, hot and dry,

Ah, fiddler man, the grass is green

Above the graveyard hill;
that

had

such

a

gruesome

crack
:
All np and down its poor old back
Forever more is still.
But, wherever they name the fiddler’s name,

_ Its kindly welcome is ever the same;
In the rose-hedged lane or the city’s.street,
‘Where oft went straying his weary feet,
Fond hearts re-echo the cheery sound
Of the fiddler’s song, with its faith profound:
“ Though the sun may shine, or the rain

may

fall,

Yet the dear God ruleth over all}?
8o they keep his memory green.

:

g

the edgeof the morass,

where

she

sunk into the soft mud.
‘ Oh, good Jerome,” cried
one, seizing the man’s hand,

hear her? She will die
come and help her!”

off to
had

the little
** can't

if you

you

do

not

At that moment the sentinel fancied he
heard the wail of the unfortunate woman.

What should he do? Lisette, the good, the
beautiful, the tender-hearted Lisette, was
in mortal danger, and it was in his power
to save her. It was notin his heart to

withstand

the

pleadings

of the

child.

He could go and rescue the nurse,
return to his post without detection.

and
At

all events he could not refuse the childish
pleader.
¢ Give me your hand, Natalie; I'll go*
With a cry of joy the child sprang to
the soldjer’s side, and, when she had se-

— Christian Union.

family Circle

length,

however,

she was drawn

forth,

a voice

"had
stationed
been
at the

post

he

had

left. The relief had come while
been absent.

he

had

* Friends with
answered
sentinel.

the

to the

countersign,” he

last call of

the

new

He was ordered to advance, and

he had given the

‘¢ountersign

when

he found

himself in the presence of the officer

of

the guard. Ina few hurried words he
told his story, and had the officer been
alone he migh. aave allowed the matter
to rest where it was; but there were
others present, and when ordered to give

up his musket he obeyed without a murmur, and silently accompanied the officer
to

the

camp,

where

he

was

put

in

irons.
;
On the following morning Jerome DuA cold, stormy night in the month of
bois was brought before a court-martial
March,
1807, Marshal Lefebvre, with
unde: charge of having deserted his post.
twenty thousand French troops had in-

.- THE CONDEMNED SENTINEL.

vested Dantzic.

The city was garrisoned

by

thousand

seventeen

Prussian

soldiers,

and

Russian

and

these, together

with twentyor thirty thousand well-arm-

11e confessed that he was guilty, and then

permission was granted him to. tell his
own story.
This he did in

a

few

words,

but

the

court could do nothing but pass sentence
ed citizens, presented nearly double the
of death, but the members thereof all
force which could be brought to the assigned a petition praying that Jerome
sault. So there was need of the utmost
Dubois might be pardoned, and this petivigilance
on the part of the sentinels, for
tion was sent to the general of the bria desperate sortie from the garrison,
- made

unawares,

might

prove

calami-

tous.
;
At midnight,Jerome Dubois was placed
“upon one of the most important posts in
sthe advance line of pickets, it being
upon a narrow strip of land raised above
the marshy flat, called the Peninsula of

Nehrung.
paced his

gade, and through him to the general

of

the division, by whom it was endorsed
and sent up to the marshal.
Lefebvre was kind and generous to his
soldiers, almost to a fault,

but

he

could

not overlook so grave an error as that
which had been’ committed by Dubois.
The orders given to the sentinel had been
For more than an hour he
very simple, and foremost of every nelonesome beat without hearing
cessity was the order forbidding him to
more than the moaning of the leave his post until properly relieved.
the driving of the rain. 'At To a certain extent the safety of the

anything
‘wind and
length, however,
upon his ear.

another

sound broke

He stopped and listened,

whole army rested upon the shoulders of
each individual sentinel, and especially
upon those who at night were posted

and presently he called: * Who's there?
The only answer was a moaning nearest the lines of the enemy.
sound.
>
*¢ I am sorry,” said the gray-haired old
! He called again, and this time he
warrior, as he folded up the petition and
heard something like the crying of a
handed it back to the officer who presentchild, and pretty

soon

an

object

came

was

the prisoner.

This was

would

gladly

his

feelings

as

to see

a visit which
have

dispensed

were

already

wrought up to a pitch that almost unmanned him; but he braced himself for
the interview, and would have stood it
like a hero, had not little Natalie,

in

the

eagerness of her love and gratitude,
thrown herself upon his bosom and offer
ed to die in his. stead. This tipped the
brimming cup and his tears flowed freely.
Pierre and Lisette knew not what

They wept

and

they

prayed,

to

say.

and they

would have willingly died for the noble
fellow who had been thus condemned.
Later in the evening came a companion
who, if he lived, would at some time return to Jerome’s boyhood home.
First,

the condemned thought of his widowed
mother, and he sent her a message of love
and devotion. Then he thought of a
brother and sister. And finally he thought
of one—a bright-eyed maid—whose vineclad cot stood upon the banks ofthe Seine
—one whom he had loved with a love
such as only great hearts can feel:
0 my dear friend,” he cried, bowing
his head upon his clasped bands, ‘you
need not tell them a falsehood, but, if the

thing is possible, let them believe I fell
in battle.”
Sei
His companion promised that he would
do all he could, and, if the truth would

literally torn in pieces by a shell that exploded against his bosom.

The point upon

;

the

peninsula

now

reached by the head of the assaulting
column was not more than a hundred

yards wide, and it was literally a path of
death, as the fire from twelve heavy guns
was turned upon it. The colonel had
fallen, and very soon three other officers
went down, leaving the advance without
a commissioned leader. The way was
becoming blocked up with dead men and
dead horses, and the head of the column

stopped and wavered.
Marshal Lefebvre, from his elevated place saw this, and his heart throbbed
painfully. If that column were routed and the Russian infantry charged over
the head of the peninsula,
the result might
be calamitous.
Bat—see!

' A man in the uniform

of

a

French private, mounted upon a powerfal
horse caparisoned in the trappings of a
Prussian staff officer, with

his head

bare

and a bright saber swinging in his hand,
rushes to the front and urges the column
forward. His words are fiery and his
look is dauntless.
“For France and for Lefebvre!” the
strange horseman cries, waving his sword
aloft and pointing toward the battery.
The Marshal will weep if we lose this
day I”
The brave troopers, thus led by one
who feared not to dash forward where the
shot

fell

thickest,

gave

an

answering

shout and pressed on, caring little for the
rain of death so long as they had a living
leader to follow. Hoping that he might
take the battery, and yet courting death,
Jerome Dubois

spurred

on;

and

edit.

‘Iam sure

the

man

meant

no

toward him out from the darkness. With wrong, and yet a great wrong was done.
a quick, emphatic movement he brought He knew what he was doing—he ran
‘his musket
to the charge, and ordered

out in full force.

Let this thing be stay-

ed. The marshal directs that you shall
face about and advance upon the peninsula!”
:
In an instant all was changed in that
division, and the brigadier-general who
had temporary command thundered forth
his orders for the countermarch. The
gloom was dissipated, and with glad
hearts the soldiers turned
from
the
thoughts of the execution of a brave comrade to thoughts of meeting the. enemy.
What shall we do with the prisoner?”
asked the sergeant who had charge of the
guards.
* Lead him back to the camp,” replied

resistible force.

It was not in the power of canoniers to

the captain.

:

The direction was very simple; but the
execution thereof was not to be so easy,
for hardly had the words escaped the captain’s lips when a squadron of Prussian
cavalry came dashing directly towards
them. The division was quickly formed
into four hollow squares, while the guard
that held charge of the prisoner found
themselves obliged to flee.
:
«In heaven's name,” cried Jerome,
¢¢ cut my bonds and let me die like a sol-

dier!”
:
The sergeant quickly cut the cords that
bound his elbows behind him, and then
dashed towards the point where his own
regiment was stationed. The rattle of

musketry had commenced, and the Prussians were vainly endeavoring to break the
squares of French troops. Jerome Dubois
looked about him for some weapon with
which to arm himself,

and

presently

he

saw a Prussian officer not far off reeling
in his saddle as though he had been
wounded. With a quick bound he reached the spot, pulled the dying officer from
his seat; and leaped into the empty saddle.
:
Dubois was resolved that he would sell
his life

that

day—sell

it

in

behalf

of

France—and sell it as dearly as possible.
But he was not needed where he was..
He knew that the Prussians could not

break those hollow

squares; so

he rode

away, thinking to join the French cavalry,
with whom he could rush into the deepest
danger. Supposing that the heaviest
fighting must be upon the Nehrung, he
rode his horse in that direction, and- when

he reached it he found that he had not
been mistaken. Upon a slight eminence

to the general of the division, and the gen-

eral of division
applied
to Marshal
Lefebvre.
_ * What shall we do with Jerome Dubois ?”
“God bless him!” cried the veteran
general, who had heard the whole story.
* I'll pardon him to-day and to-morrow
I'll promote him !”
And Jerome Dubois, in time,

when he went he wore

captain.— Selected.

HOME

guns,

supported

by

two regiments of infantry, and already

with shot and shell immense damage had

the

went him-
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vivified by the bat and ball, the oars, the
bow and arrow, or the skate, as much as
is the boy, and she needs, and her family

need, the sparkling vivacity which only
out-door amusements can give; but the
girl who has two beds to make has not so

much time for recreation as the boy, who
.uses, but who makes none.
The care of

one room for each would be a happier
adjustment. At a school which 1 lately
visited, the boys, under the care of a ma-

tron, were taught to make their beds

and

HONEYSUCKLE.
There are few . plants
in the garden that demand less care than
that favorite climber, the honeysuckle,
which

it can

be

more advantageously bestowed. Itneeds
roomy trellises and does best when the
branches are prevented from twining:
about each other. Whether allowed to
remain on the trellises through the winter,
or laid down under cover, the best time

prominent

Baptist

churches

in applying it 10

the

various

needs

late fall would be a better time, but there

appearsto be little scientific information
in regard to the subject. If any of our
readers can furnish any facts or hints concerning the honeysuckle they would be
very welcome.— Boston Journal.
DRESSING FOR CHURCH.
Is it not time
our ladies learned to think it a breach of
good taste and decorum to deck themselves ous, as so many do, in gay clothes
and finery that attract the gaze of even
the most devout and sober-minded?
Are

Sunday-school

fitting

places for long, sweeping trains, heavy
with fringes and trimmings, gold chains
and lockgts, velvets and
thread laces,

jaunty hats and bonnets ? If such things

including

pastfiveor

of those

experience

as associate editors. The new monthly magazine proposes to embrace the art of our own
time as well as of the pastin all its branches and
in all countries, aud will ive special attention
to the history and archmology of art in America. In its treatment of contemporaneous art,
the Review will not be the organ of any: one
school, but will strive hry
to present the
claims of all schools, leaving its reuders to

The. pub-

lishers present

attractive

work

in

very

form.

juss for themselves of the merits of each.

lications,

another

to etching in America.

evangelists than that of Mr..
was an unlearned man, a bluff,
with no other grace than the
Spirit. His zeal was intense

life, as

told

the nephew,

with such

we

have

all

along been kept in mind of John Bunyan and

Vassar’s

passage

into the

Christian life, like theirs,was long and stormy;
and the peace, the assurance of faith,the wholesoul devotedness,the unqg:ienetizble love for lost

were

also

like

theirs.

“ Uncle John’s” Christian service began as a
tract distributer iu the sparsely settled districts
of a Western State,but he worked also in towns
and cities, meeting men everywhere, whether
poor or rich, learned or ignorant, as men who
were alike as sinners, and needing the one

His

great

work

was in the army.

Here, his opportunities for helping men were
constant, and his labors incessant,and yet,when
the war was over, he slackened nothing of bis
zeal and labor. He went everywhere preaching the Word, among the freedmen, the poor

whites, the miners of the distant West, the
Mormons, the new settlers of Kansas, the
mountaineers of Kentucky and Tennessee,

the

inhabitants of our Eastern cities, and our New
England communities. He conquered men of
every grade of culture

and

roughness by his Christian

of every

grade of

sympathy

and his

overwhelming solicitude for their salvation.
It was a wonderful life, and the story as here
told is one of the most powerful arguments for
The book

religion

ought

which

to find

its

men
way

can read.
into

every

household of the land.
Lessons or Trust.
By the author of “ How
1 Found Jesus.”
Boston: James II. Earle,
publisher.
This is one of those books born of a human
experience in sorrow, doubt, temptation, and
that trust in -God which can alone overcome
these. It is stimulating to faith, and comferting and strengthening to Christians in those

daily wants

and infirmities of

which

every

heart knows full well. The merit of the book
is in its simplicity and directness of style and
thought, and in the childlike spirit which

pervades it.

The publisher has made the book

in its tinted paper

and golden-stataped cover a

in the form of a story, for a life of abstinence
from the intoxicating cup.
The peril of the
moderate drinker, the overmastering power of

habit, the sufficient grace in Christ,—these

are

set forth in a way that moves

No

the

heart.

better temperance book, especially
young, can well be written.

for the

Entertainments is an admirable selection of
pieces and exercises which can be used with
effect in missionary and Sunday-school
concerts, temperance gatherings,
Thanksgiving

on Accessions,
Decorations
and
Scenery,
which furnishes all needed information upon
these matters,
The hook is not only fitted for

Sunday-schools, but it is admirably sdapted to
meet the wants of children in the household.’
Many a family would be happier, and wonld
furnish a strong bond to hold wandering ones
within its circle, if the entertainments which
this book furnishes were adopted there. The

book is handsomely published by D. Lothrop &
Co. Boston. ($1.00).
ONMr

American

Definite arrangements

for original etched plates have already been
made with Messrs. A. J. Bellows, J. Foxcroft
Cole, Henry Farrer, Edwin Forbes, R. Swain
Gifford, Peter Morun and Jas, D. Smillie, and
similar plates have been promised by Messrs.J,
W. Champney,Wm. M. Chase,F. 8. Church, S.
Colman, ¥, Dielman, Chas, H. Miller, Thomas
Moran, Walter Shirlaw,
and Geo, H. Smillie.
The American Art Review will be published
in monthly parts, at $1.00 per part, each containing three full-page plates and forty pages
of letterpress, illustrated with cuts, ete., size
9 1-4x12 1-4; payable on delivery by the carrier,
who is not entitled to collect money in advance
or to give credit. No ‘subscription taken for
less than one volume of twelve parts.
For
the convenience of subscribers not living on
carriers’ routes, the .publishers will send the
Review post-paid, monthly, for one year, on
receipt of twelve dollars.

type of

Pentecost.
He
outspok«n man,
grace of God's
aod consuming,
He fairly hungered for human souls. His one
absorbing, never forgotten aim was to bring
men to Christ. . As we have read the narrative

The illustrations of The

Art Review will consist of first-class etchings,
engravings, heliogravuies, wood-cuts, photoengravings, ete.. but its especial feature will
be a series of *‘ Original Painter-Etchings by
American
Artists.”
Original etchings being
the direct production of the artist himself,without the intervention of the engraver, it will be
seen at once that such plates offer a much
greater interest than even the most skillful reroductions.
The revival of etching in Europe
s largely due to the efforts of the well-known
art journals, published there, and it is hoped
that the Review will render a similar service

UNCLE JOHN VASSAR; or.The Fight of Faith,
by his nephew Rev. T. E. Vassar.
With an
introduction by Rev. A. J. Gordon, D. D.
The American Tract Society.
($1.00).

represents

Its

eading articles will be original contributions by
well-known American art-writers, and selections from the most important European
pub-

2

Christ.

of New

own

In his preface, the ¢u-

tentious volumes on this subject.

followed

LL. D.,

of his

man nature, and an earnestness and simplicity
of spirit which spring from a deep personal
faith.
:
As a hand-book for Bible study, or for
prayerful meditation, we regard this book as
greatly superior to many larger and more pre-

men which

Prime,

York, and Charles C. Perkins,A. M.,of Boston,

study,an aptness of statement and illustration
which domes from a wise understanding of hu-

Newton.

C,

the above

of Christians with the Word
of God; to jot
down in permanent form the Biblé arguments,
appeals and information which he had so successfully been using. ' Every page glows with
life; every point is well taken and firmly established ; the entire range of fact and argu.
ment is intensely practical.
What the Bible
is, and how 0
‘use it, he sets forth with a
wealth of knowledge begotten of painstaking

"John

Wm.

bears

gles of the convicted, and the discoursgements

by

& Lauriate, pub-

to the practice, theory, history and arch®ology
of art. S. R. Kochler is to be the managing ed-

had confronted the skepticisms of the unbeliey-

of this extraordinary

ten years, Estes

of es.

during the

American Art Review,a journal to be devoted

ing, the ignorances of the unlearned, the strug-

graphic power

States

lisher s, of Boston, send out prospectus of the

thor apologizes for his volume, as being prepared ‘ amid incessant evangelistic labors.”
But to our mind the superior merit of this
* little volume” is owing to this very fact. He
came from his * inquiry meetings,” where he

Vassar

in the United

which

in preaching the Word.

John

.

thetic culture

itor, with

the

ones published

Taking into account the rapid growth

ly power.

title is the outgrowth

principal

almost unparalleled depression in the English

of the Spirit,and he has wielded it with master-

The book

the

book trade.

whom he addresses.
The Word of God has been to him the sword

to trim them, according to the experience
of some gardeners, is in the spring after and Christmas celebrations and on other like
the sap has begun to flow, The dead occasions.
wood should then be cut nearly to the livMrs. Champney has shown unusual skill in
ing part, but it is best not to cut so close’
as to cause the branch to bleed. It would her arrangement and compilation of these dinseem that for more artistic trimming the logues and, recitations. She adds a chapter

and

and

here und in Canada, contains more than six
thousand titles. And the past year was one of

in Boston, and more especially by his larger
and more fruitful ministry as an evangelist in
many communities.
His distinguished success in saving men is to be attributed to his
profound faith in the Word of Goud, his inti
mate knowledge of it, and his skillful use of it

to keep their rooms in order. They
showed no incapacity for the work. Their gem in itself. (75 cents).
clean beds with white covers were as well
By Mary J. Hedges.
New
made as though done by their sisters. No DANGER.
York: National
Temperance Society and
Neither boots, stockings, jackets, shirts’
Publication House.
($1.25).
;
nor collars were on the floorfor somebody
This is a simple, pathetic, powerful appeal
else to pick up.— Selected.

but there are none on

Great Britain and Ireland during vhe year 1878,

through-

out New England by his earnest labors as pastor of une of the

NOTES.

M. Taine is said to be finishing the last and
most important of the three volumes of his
“ Origins of the French Revolution.”
A catalogue of all the books published in

Printing House.

Rev. Mr. Pentecost is well known

the Christian

TOPIOS.

MurUAL USEFULNESS IN THE FaMmiLy.
The co-operative principle in education is
nowhere seen to better advantage than in
the family. The girl is strengthened and

toward Haglesburg,the enemy had planted ‘the church
a battery" of heavy

i

Fiterarn

finally

the troop came upon the battery with ir-

self to

vw

\

been gained when from the hill came a
storm of iron that plowed into the ranks
of the French. The colonel fell, his body:

withstand the shock, and the Russian incured his hand, she hurried him along,
fantry that came to their support were
toward the place where she had left her
swept away like chaff. The battery was
not be kept back, it should be so faithmother. It seemed a long distance to
quickly
captured, and when the guns had
fully told that the name of Jerome Dubois
Jerome, and once he stopped as though
been turned upon those who had shortl y
should not bear dishonor in the minds of
he would turn back.
He did not fear
before been their masters, the fortune of
those who had loved him in other days.
death, but he feared dishonor.
the day was decided. The Russians and
Morning came, dull and gloomy, with
« Hark!” uttered the child.
the Prussians—horse,
foot and dragoons—
driving sleet and snow, and at "Aa" early
such a8 were not taken prisoners, made
The soldier listened, and plainly heard
hour Jerome Dubois was led forth to meet
the voice of the suffering woman calling
his fate. The place oftsexecution had the best of their way back into Dantzie,
| for help. He hesitated no longer. On
having lost much more than they had
been fixed upon a low barren spot tohe hastened through the storm, and found
gained.
wards the sea, and thither his division
Lisette sunk to her arm pits in the soft
Jerome Dubois returned to the guardwas being marched to witness the fearful
morass. Fortunately,a tuft of long grass punishment. They had gained not more house, and gave himself up tothe officer
had been within her reach, by which
than half the distance when the sound of in charge. First a surgeon was called to
means she had held her head above the soms strange commotion broke upon the dress several slight wounds which he had
fatal mud. It was no easy matter to ex- wintry air, and very shortly an aide-de- received., Next his colonel called to see
tricate her from the miry pit, as the camp came dashing to the side of the gen- what should be done with him. The
colonel applied to the general of the bri-:
workman had to be very careful himself eral of the brigade, with the cry:
gade,
and the general of brigade applied
that he did not lose his footing. At
“A sortie! Asortie! The enemy are

« Heavens!” gasped Jerome, stopping,

As he cheerily sang to the great and small

nadie

wandered

and trembling from head to foot.
*“ Who comes there?” repeated the
voice.
:
Jerome heard the click of the musket
lock and he knew that another sentinel

Of the God who ruleth over all,
And whose love is better than gold.

the

and

from the gloom.

°

The children hasted his steps to greet,

ANd

with no trouble.
The way, however,
had become dark and uncertain, and she

and Jerome led her to his post.
« Who comes there?’ cried

As he trudged through street and lane.
Or in grassy lanes, neath the open sky,
As he toiled along on his busy feet,

after her. The sergeant
send a man back to camp
but she preferred to return
sure that she should meet

with you.”

But wherever he went, or wherever he came,
The fiddler’s welcome was ever the same;
And the song that he sang had a cheery sound:
All day as he traveled his weary round:
*¢ The sun may shine, and the rain may fall,
But the good God ruleth over all,”
Sang the fiddler old and gray.

care

on her

and

his wife and child, were admitted

evening when the

storm came

He blamed no one,

only sorry that he had not died upon the
battle-field.
:
‘1 have tried to be a goodssoldier,” he
said to his captain. ‘I feel that I have
done no crime that should leave a stain
upon my name.”
The captain took his hand and assured
him that his name should be held in respect.
—
Toward evening Pierre Vaillant, with

By degrees Jerome gathered from
Natalie that her father had taken her out
with him in the morning, and that in the
mother came
had offered to
with his wife,
alone, feeling

beneath

She is not far

Oh, I can hear her crying.”

the flowers,
.
To hear them calling to the birds up in their
leafy bowers,
To note with what untiring zeal they dig the
dusty road,
:
The ecstasy with which they greet each ugly
“ hoppy toad;”
4
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A

ON THE CHOICE OF BOOKS.

|,

Every book that we take up without

a

pur-

pose is an opportunity lost of taking up a book
with a purpose—every bit of siray information
which we cram into our heads without any
senss of its importance,is for the most part a
bit of the most useful information driven out
of our heads and choked off from our minds.
It is so certain that information, i. e., the
knowledge, the stored thoughts and observations of mavkind, is now grown to proportions
so utterly incalculable
and
prodigious that
even the learned whose lives are given to study
can but pick up some crumbs that fall from the

table of truth. They delve and tead but a plot
in that vast and teeming kingdom, whilst those
whom

active life leaves with buta

ed hours of study, can

hardly

few cramp-

come

to know

the very vastness of the field before them, or

-how infinitesimally small is the corner they
can traverse, at the best. We know all is not
of equal value.
We know that books differ in value as mach as diumonds differ from the
sand on the sea-shore, as much as our living
friend differs from a dead rat.
We know that
much in the myriad-peopled world of books—
very much in all kinds—is trivial, enecvating,
inane,even noxious. And thus where we have
infinite opportunities of wasting our efforts to
min ds without
no end, of fatiguour
ing
:
ing them,of clogging
the spirit without satisfying it, there, I can not but think, the very infinity of opportunities is robbing us of the
actual power of using them. And thus I come
often, in my less hopeful moods, to watch the
remorseless cataract of daily = literature which
thunders over the remnants of the past, as if it
were a fresh impediment to the men of our
day In the way of systematic knowledge and
consistent powers of thought; as if it were destined one day to overwhelm the great inherit

ance of mankind in prose and verse.

I remember, when I was a very young man
at college, that a youth, in no spirit of paradox
but

out

of plenary

maintain before

conviction,

undertook to

a body of serious students the

astounding proposition that the invention of
printing had been one of the greatest misfor-

tunes that had ever befallen mankind.
He argued that exclusive reliance on printed matter
had destroyed the higher method of oral teaching, the dissemination of thought by the spoken word to the attentive ear. He in~isted that
the formation of u vast literary class looking to

‘the making of books as a means of making
money, rather than as a social duty, had rmil--

tiplied books for the sake’of the writers rather
than for the sake of the readers;
liance en books as a cheap

source had done much

tbat the re-

and

common

to weaken

of memory ; that it destroyed the

re--

the powers
craving

for a.

general culture of taste, and the need of artistic
/ expression in all the surroundings of life, And
he argued,

lastly, that the

sudden

multiplica-

tion of all kintls of printed matter
fatal to the

orderly

arrangement

had

been.

of thought,

and bad hindered a system of knowledge and
a sheeme of education,
:
I am far from sharing this immature view.
Of course I hold the invention of printing tohave been one of the most momentous facts in.
the whole history of man. Without ituniversal.
social progress,true democratic enlightenment,.

und the education of the people

would

been impossible, or very slow, even

have

if the cult--

ured few, as is likely, could have advanced the
knowledge of mankind without it.. We placeGutenberg amongst the small list of the unique
and special benefactors of mankind,in the sa-

cred choir of those whose works transformed
the conditions of life, whose work,. once done,
could never be repeated. And no doubt the
things which our ardent friend regarded as so:
fatal a disturbance of society were all mevitable

and Jeceasry, part of the great
mind through

revolution
of!

which men grew out of the

me-

dieval incompleteness to a richer conception of
life and of the world.
:
:

Long Life and How to Reach It is the tiYet there is a sense in which this boyish
tle of the second of the American Health Prim- anathema against printing may be true to us by

ers,published by Lindsay & Blakiston,Philadelphia. Dr. Joseph G. Richardson, Professor of
Hygiene in the University of Pennsylvania, in
this little book states in plainest language those
laws which science and experience unite in
enforcing as necessary for the securing of

out own fault,

‘We may create

for ourselves

these very evils. For thisI hold; that the art
of printing has not been a gift wholly unmixed:

been done.
;
with evils; that it must be. used wisely
if it is-.
the risk—he was detected—he has been | Marshal Lefebvre rode up shortly after must be worn at all let it be on occasions
to be a boon to mun at all; that it entails on usand
in
places
suitable
to
them,
such
as
the intruder to halt.
heavy responsibilities,
resolution to use it
Le]
1” exclaimed a childish voice; tried and -condemned. He must suf- this battery had been opened, and very drawing-rooms, parties, and receptions,
with judgment and self-control, and the will
fer!"
quickly
made
up
his
mind
that
it
must
be
—
Christian
Register.
to
resist
its
temptations.anil
perils, Indeed.
+ don’t shoo me! I' am Natalie. Don’t They asked Lefebvre if he would see
sound, healthy bodies and long, happy lives. we may. easily so act that. we.itemay
make it »
taken
at
all
hazards.
A
great
deal
of
needed
information
is
given
in
you know. me?”
!
clog on the progress
of the human mind, a real
FasaioN Notks.—Black satin sashes
the condemned.
i
¢¢
Take
the
battery,”
he
said
to
a
colonel
« Heaven!” cried Jerome, elevating
are worn with white and bright-colored respect to the care of the sick, the preparation curse and not a boon. The power of flying at
will through space would Jrobubly extinguish
“ No, no!” the marshal cried quickly. | of cavalry, “and the battle is ours.”
dresses,—The fashionable stocking in of food, security against infectious diseases, civilization
of his piece. “Is it you,
the muzzle
society, for it would release
“clothing, exercise, sleep, and so forth, The us from the and
¢ Should I see him and listen to one-half
Paris
is
of
two
colors—salmon
for
the
leg
|
wholesome bondage of localities.
Dubois heard the order and saw the nedear child?”
Tian
and foot and pink for the heel and toes,— cost of the book is but fifty cents, Its value The power of hearing
every word that had
“ Yes; and yon are good Jerome. Oh, his story, I should.pardon him, and that cessity. Here was danger enough, sure- Kid gloves may now be had in several is far greater.
ever been uttered on this planet would annihi-must
not
be
done.
Let
him
die,
that
late
thought,
us
the
power
of knowing all rely; and determined to be the first at the different lengths ; the longest have twelve
0-4
you will come and help mamma! Come, thousands may be saved.”
corded facts by the process of turning
u handle
=
buttons,
the
plainest
fatal
battery,
he
kept
ag
néar
to
the
leadare
in
two
buttons.
Madame
Michelet
is
preparing
a
history
of
she is dying!”
:
would annihilate: true
science.~Frederick:
—American
Traveller.
(The time fixed for the execution ‘of er as he dared. Half the distance had
the childhood of Michelet.
Harrison.
It-was certainly Natalie, a little girl
8
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business.— Plutarch.

I have found nothing yet which
and

independence

requires

than

to

rise

even u little but decidedly above the par of the

which the New Testament talks of.—Dr. J. W.
Alexander.
What science

calls the uniformity

the

fidelity

course, not),

Itisa

wonderful sermon that science is all the while
preaching to us from this text, * God is faithful.” Letus lay to heart the lesson, and be
thankful
for the teaching that has
brought it
home to us with such power and impressiveness.— Martineau.

SED. Gh

0a are

THE HOMELESS GIRL.
Just before the late adjournment, the
Illinois Assembly enacted a law that half
sancels the reproach of its failure to convert into law the Woman's Home Protection Temperance bill.
It made special
and wise provision for the homeless,
dependent girl of

the

State,

taking

companies, - which

houses,

rr

the half-decayed
consume them
also.
And it is remarkable that, at this advanc-

lll MA

mem

enjoined

from

diverting

the

waters

of

A ROMANTIC MARRIAGE, It is ramored
that a very romantic marriage will soon
be solemnized at Sitka. A well-known
and bighly-respected sergeant of the
marine corps is about to lead to the hymenial altar the lovely and accomplished
daughter of the Indian chief, ** Sitka
Jack.” We understand that this is a case
of love at first sight. The bride-elect
having paddled alongside the Alaska with
her light canoe loaded with fish, the gal-

Bent, bishop-elect to

the
the

Rev.

W,

au-

thority to the women of that State to orZanize in each county an ‘* Industrial
School for Girls,” to whose lawful care,
upon proper petition, notice and hearing,”

J.

be an oratorical virtue, and almost

quoise.

hope-

any

upon them

at any required

angle, as

the

tee consecrated it- to the founding of an
industrial school for girls, and when, at
the end of the first year, this school

struck its balance-sheet between young
humanity saved, helped and made
happy
— coupled with the culture of that grace
which blesseth her that gives and her
that takes—and its year's expenditures. of
money and energy, it proved that the outlay had yielded a handsome net income,

developed the State's need of others like
it in other sections, and awakened the

same noble women to seek public support for their enlarged enterprise.
They
drew their bill and secured its introdugction in January, and fostered it through
four months and both Houses to approv-

al by the Governor,

The law states its object to be to provide homes and training-schools for dependent girls of all ages below eighteen.
And its idea of a dependent girl is one
who publicly begs or accepts

alms,

or

is

an habitue of streets and alleys for plunder
or charity, is without a steady and

prop-

er home, or who keeps bad compuny.
Lhe county must pay ten dollars per
month for the support of each girl so

schooled, and provide a proper outfit.

George the Third by the grace of God of great
Britain France and Ireland, King Defender of the

Faith, &c To the Sheriff of Fait

Greeting

we

command you that you attach George Washington
Esqr ithe be found within your Ballwic and him
safely keep; that you have his body before our
Justices of our County Court of Fairfax at the
Court house in Alexaudria on the third monday
in next month to answer us as well of a certain
contempt by the said George to us offered as it is
said as upon those things which to him shall be
then and there objected

and further to do

and

re-

Clerk

of

ceive what our said Court shall in that part consider, and this you shall in nowise omit und have
there this writ.

Witness Peter Wagoner

of our said Court, this 28th Day of July In the 6th
year of our reign 1766.
P. WAGONER.
By Rule of Court
for not PPpessiug as a
arnishee in the soit

Wm Holy.

between

Kirkpatrick

and

P. WAGONER.

PETER THE GREAT AND THE HOLLANDER'S WiG.
On his second visit to a town
in Holland, he and the burgomaster of
the place attended divine service, when
an unconscious action of the czar almost
upset the gravity of the congregation.
Peter, feeling

his

head

growing

great little man's

flowed

down

over

quities.

sen’s

as a domestic, or to

‘learn a trade,

'sub-

when he returned it to the insulted burgo-

practical joke at all that his” majesty

It certainly does. Who
mun

committing

murder

Texas papers

are bragging

about

in thht State which has n't a prisoner in it.

We wonder if any effort will be made to
recapture the fugitives.— Boston Post.
An Indian has applied for a divorce in
Bangor, Me.
Thus does the light of civilization dawn upon the beclouded—redclouded—intellect of our swarthy brother.
—N. Y. Commercial Advertiser.
Editor to foreman:
Why is it that you
gave the weather quotations
wrong ?”
Foreman to editor:
*¢ We did the best
we could;

used up all the

figures

we

had

in the office and then quadded the line out.”
—N. XY. Graphic.
One of nur Hudson River exchanges persists ip using the phrase ¢ funeral. obse-

had

,

“The wedding day appointed was,
The wedding clothes provided,
But ere that day did come, alas!
span

of

horses for sale, says: ‘“ They are being
sold for no fault, only the owner is a deceased gentleman. A trial of thirty days

played, that his usual custom, when at | will be allowed with either of
chureh, if his head was cold, was to seize will sell them low for cash, and
The owner can be
the nearcst wig he could clutch, —2Zelgra- harness.
time after eight o'clock Monday
via.
|
PRP 0-4
Pe
_ Itis related that a young man

SUGGESTIVE WARNINGS.
In. a tavern
jeet to recall for neglect. The schools
dre placed under the general direction of in Calcutta there is a notice hung on the
the State Board of “Charities, and the halls, * Guests are requested not to beat
trustees or State Governor may discharge the Waiters and servants.” This recalls
an inmate.
So
im the supplication in a London inn, ‘Do
This new law thus seems well hedged not kiss the servants on the stairs; it
against abuse, and the women who have makes them drop the dishes;” and the
been prominent in its behalf promise gen- solemn admonition printed and stuck on
eral acceptance and work under it by the the doors of the only ¢* hotel” in Blue Dog
women of their State.
The rest of the Gulch, Arizona,
*“ Gentlemen are earcountry will watch with interest the re- nestly requested to remove their boots besultof ‘this experiment to save weeds fore retiring.”

a

married

under some

difficulties

them,

and

buggy and
‘seen any
morning.”
in Iowa was
the

other:

day. The parents of the young woman refusing to allow him to see her, he had himself
arrested for breaking

into a building,

Ivory

boiled in oil and buried

buried in a stable becomes

comet, conducted

by Mr.

Christie

The Greenwich men alsa found the brightest band of the spectrum

of that

comet.

to

coincide witk the green band of carbon.
Last
May
the
phenomenon
called
‘¢ blood rain” occurred ip the Jebel Sekra,
asummitof the Rist,at the western extrem-

so

live

and

which

walk

die

J+'W, BURGIN.

WEYMOUTH

and united with the ¥.

the rocks in the form of bright red spots.
It consisted of a mixture of silicious sand
and a very flne lime, with abundance of
unicellular alge of the species Protococcus
Jhivialis, and
containing a large proportion of peroxide of iron.
a
Compound

Oxygen Cure?

Most remarkable cures have heen made
in Consumption, Asthma,
Catarrh, Bronchitis, Dyspepsia, Headache, Rheumatism,

Neuralgia, Oz@na, Debility, Paralysis, and
a large class of cnronic and nervous diseases
which
have
for
years
baflled
the skill of our best: physicians.
Send

for our ¢ Treatise on Compound Oxygen.”
It will give you the
amplest information
and the most conclugive
testimonials.

Sent free. Drs. Starkey & Palen,
Girard St., Philadelphia, Pa.

and

By
then subpoenaed the girl as a witness.
this means he secured access to her long
enough to complete the arrangements for
the marriage.
A lady in Madrid, Me., who carried a
valuable gold watch, was in a house when

it was struck by lightning. = The watch
stopped at the time, and although jewelers have repeatedly examined it and pro-

hair

to

its

youthful

died

and

dandruff;

and the scalp by its use becomes white and clean.
As a dressing nothingshas been found so effectual or desirable.
)
Dr. A. A. Hayes, State Assayer of Massachusetts
says of it: “I consider it the best preparation for
its intended purposes.”
:
b)

in

Buckin gham’s Dye

in |

|
|
|

For the Whiskers.
This clegant preparation

may

change the color of the beard

be

from

relied

on

gray

to

or any

other undesirable shade, to brown or black, at dis-

cretion, Itis easily applied, being in one preparation, and quickly and effectually produces a
permanent color which will neither rub nor wash
off.

|

MANUFACTURED

BY

R. P. HALL & C0O., Nashua, N. H.
om
No.5.)
TRUTHS.

|
Hop

Bitters are the Purest and Best
Bitters ever made.
They are’ compounded from Hops, Buchu,

Mandrake

and

Dandelion,—the

oldest,

best,

and most valuable medicines in the world and contain all the best and most curative Yopertite of
all other Bitters, being the
greatest Blood
fler, Liver Regulator, and Life and Health Restoring
Agent on earth, No disease or ill health
can possibly long exist where these Bittersare
used, so varied and perfect are their operations,
They give new life and vigor to the aged and
infirm. To all whose employments cause irregularity of the bowels or urinary organs, or who re.

>

his observations ofthe wonder-producing
circumstance.
The *‘ rain” appeared
on

Will

faded

It removes all eruptions, itching

¢hildren

“blood, sreconeuosed by this powerful, purifying, and

ANNA, daughter of Benjamin Gordon, died
of quick consumption,in Abbott, Me., May
11, aged 19 years and 8 months.
The subject
of this notice professed faith in Cbrist nearly
three years ago, was baptized by the writer,

ity of the Atlas range in Morocco.
Prof.
Brun of Geneva has given an account of

What

satisfactory as

Christian duty. Possessed of deep piety, her
conception of real moral excellence was of the |
highest type. For nine weeks she was confined, to the bed, and during all the pains of that
dreadful disease, consumption, not a murmur
escaped her lips, but, with a consciousness of
her condition, with a firm trust in God, she
passed peacefully over the river.
At the same
p'ace, on April 11, occurred the
not cure or help.
death of MR.
Isaac REED, aged 80 years,
: Donot suffer yourself or let Jouririends suffer,
For several years
his
health
had
been
but use and urge them to use
Hop Bitters,
failing, and he was constantly looking forward
Remember, Hop Bitters is no vile,
to his heavenly home.
Only a few days before
drunken ny
bi the Purest and Best
Medi
his death he related to the writer a Christian
the ¢ Invalid’s Friend and
cine ever made;
experience of sixty-five vears, during which
Hope,” and no person or family should be without them, Try the Bitters to-day.
x
Christ bad been his constant friend.
His
chief anxiety seémed to be in behalf of the
Try Hop Cough Cure and Pain Relief.
church, of which he was a worthy member.
FOR SALE BY ALI DRUGGISTS,
MR. JOHN MERRILL died on June 12, aged
73 years. As the above were both worthy
Hina 048 to il
members of the F. B. church in this place, so
Bro.
M.
was
one
who had carried the
interest of the church in bis heart, and had
borne a very prominent part in its sustenance.
‘He was the first to advocate the erection of
our present house of worship, investing more
largely than any other.
When near its com- |
pletion, he purchased the bell,at an expense of
several hundred dollars, and gave it to the society,
He was baptized in early lite by Rev.
Theodore Stevens, maintaining his profession
and exemplifying in his life the principles of
Dy its great and thorough blood-purifying propertrue Christianity.
When he was called away
thes 5E Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery cures
all
Mumors, from the worst Scrofula to a common
he was ready to go, and said to those standing
Blotch, Pimple, or Eruption.
Mercurial disease,
at his bedside,
* Let me go, "do not hold me
Mineral Poisons, and their effects, aro eradicated,
and vigorous health and a sound constitution estab
back.”
¢ Blessed are the dead that die in “the
lished.
pelas, Salt-rheum, Fever Soi
Sealy
Lord.”
B-G.B.
or Rough Skin, in short, all diseases caused by bad

a simple and
the difference
artificial tur-

B.

church

in Nov.,

1876, since which time she has maintained a
very devoted Christian hfe, Though of delicate health, yet her friends hoped her illness
was not of a dangerous character, until a few
weeks before her death.
On the day of her
departure, she called her friends around her
bedside, and talked freely of her future prospects, making special request of her tather to
meet her in heaven.
She has but crossed the
narrow valley and entered the pearly gates of
that beautiful city, where doubtless ere this
the shining angels have uttered their cordinl
welcome; and Christ; her Saviour, has said,
¢ Well done, good and faithful servant, enter
thou into the joy of thy Lord.”
She leaves a
father, one sister, and a large circle of other
relatives und friends to mourn their loss.
Mary E., only child of Wm. P. and Emma
F. Cook, died in Rockland, Me., May 29, aged
9 months.
‘Thus the promising
flower was
nipped in the bud, and may this new light,

invigorating

Ay

medicine,

Tetter, Rose

has it manifested its, potency in curing

Rash, Bolls, Oarbuncles,

Bore Eyes,

Scrofulous Sores and Swelllngs, White Bwellings,
Goitre or Thick Neck, and Enlarged Glands.
1f you feel dull, drowsy, debilitated, have sallow
color of skin, or yellowish-brown spots on face or
body, frequent headache or dizziness, bad taste in
mouth, internal heat or chills alternated with hot
flushes, low Spisits, and gloomy forcbodings,
irregular
appeiite, and tongue coated, you are sutfering frome
orpld Liver, or “Billousness.”
In many cascs of
“Liver Complaint? only part of these symptoms arc
experienced.
As a Joly for all such cases, Dr.
Jirevs Golden Mean! Discovery has no equal, as
effects

perfect

and

rac

ure.

Franadl
and the
In the cure of Bronchlhits, Severe Cou,
curly stages of Consumption, it has aston shed the
medical fheulty, and eminent physicians pronounce
it the greatest medical discovery of the age. While
it cures the severest Coughs. it strengthens thesystem

and purifies the blood.
Sold by druggists.
R. V. PIERCE, M. D., FPropt: Worid’s Dispensary
and Invalids’ Hotel, Buffalo,
N. Y.

placed in heaven’s window, be sanctified to the

spiritual

1112

good

of

the

afflicted

parents,

and

prove a strong attraction to draw them thither
us their future home,
E. G. EASTMAN,

ap
Waorkingmen.
Before you begin your heavy
spring work
after a winter of relaxation, your system needs
cleansing and strengthening to prevent an attack of Ague, Bilious or Spring Fever, or
some other spring sickness that will unfit you
for a sea~on’s work.
You will save time,
much sickness and great expense if you will
use one bottle of Hop Bitters in your family
this month.
Don’t wait. See another column,
©

@brtwartes.
PARTICULAR
BRIEF and

NOTICE.

for the

Obituaries

public.

For

should

the

excess
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HARVY COLDREN died at his home on the
Haw Patch, March 19. Death came very suddenlw but we trust he was ready and waiting.
In 1837, he moved from Fairfield Co., Ohio, to
La Grange Co., Ind. He embraced religion in
1832, and joined the C. Baptists. Soon after

coming to Ind., a F. B. church was

organized

on Haw Patch, and he was one of the number.
He has been one of the faithful pillars in the
church, and always kept an open door and
bountiful entertainments for pilgrim travelers. No one was ever turned hungry from his
door. - The church and Q. M. feel deeply their
loss -of his counsels and financial aid, He
leaves a wife and ten children to mourn their
loss.

AMY G. RITTER, daughter

of Solomon

and

Mary Ritter, died on the Haw Patch, Jun, 4,
aged 7 years und 3 months.
She was grand
daughter of the above.
No one could get acquainted with Amy without loving her, and,
oh, how sad is that group of parents and
brothers and sisters as. they gather in the
evening around the fireside, and Amy's voice
not heard.
May the good Lord comfort and
console all their hearts, Mav they all so live

they can meet her on the evergreen mountains
of life.
I. S. JONES.

He sickened and he dieded.”’

A Chicago party, advertising

the

and Mr. Maunder, at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, without any knowledge of
Prof. C. A. Young’s work,
have given an
important and independent confirmation of
the conclusion arrived at by Prof. Young.

at

a jail

the

master, bowing his thanks.
The great
man’s fury was not appeased till one of
Peter's suite assured him that it was no

The school trustees become - the fora

a

Glass

sons who do

after he was hanged ?— Buffalo Express.

shoulders, to his own

the petition of any personof good repute.

guardians of the girl, and are required to
afford her good support, fair education,
and a knowledge ol domestic: duties.” To
this
end,
the girl may be called
upon to assist in the school work, or
she may be apprenticed to proper parties

of

hanging

skill Recorder.
An epitaph in a Maine cemetery asserts:

head, and sat so till the end of the service,

ianship the County Eure is to inquire on

ever heard

in

water of which has wonderful chemical
properties, has been sold as old Roman
glass.
Observations on the spectrum of Bror-

quies,” and another one speaks of * green
verdure,”
Sha'n’t be surprised to see ’em
advertising soapy soap presently.—Cat-

guard-

Into the facts of dependency and

prevent murder?”

‘* Does

used

iridescent,and many a bottle ofthe time of
Charles II., fished out of the Thames, the

cold,

turned to. the heavily-wigged chief magistrate at his side and transferred the wig,
the hair of which

inquired,

turbises

He places a portion of the miner-

Modern pottery

flery article.”
An exchange

BROTHER

in wood-ashes
soon
becomes very old.
Ivories
boiled in honey and hang up the
chimney
quickly become venerable anti-

jects as well as transparent ones, as the
light can be conveniently allowed to fall

any description or laudation, just

*‘ de-

brothers,

Lyman, April 23, aged 74 years and 10 months,
He became a Christian when he was 22 years
of age, wus baptized by Rev. James Emery,
and joined the F. B. church in Hollis, of
which he remained a worthy member
for
some years, He then moved to West Parsonsfield, and joined the .church in that place,
‘where he remained a worthy member until the
church lost its visibility ; since then he has not
seen his way clear to join’ any other. Bro. W.
was a Christian, I do not say that he was
faultless, for that can hardly be said of anv
finite being.
I visited him often during his
sickness; he wus always ready to speak of his
hope in Christ and his longing desire for that
rest that remains for the people of God.
Just before his death, I asked him of his prospects, and how it appeared ts him us he was
drawing near the close of life. His answer

powder is left. Artificial turquoises do not
crackle, and the remaining mass is a greenish-blue solid.

as the definition is exceedingly sharp.— Boston
grander moral virtues should be present- Transcript.
pendent female infunt” under eighteen ed in their own simplicity, without embelI.
years of age.
There, practically, the lishment of language. There would be
Tey
AcaiN,
Industry
and
honest
' county is to support her with the protecno advantage in speaking of George
will not always
make
‘a
tion and inspiration of religion, and the Washington, LL. D., or of the Rt. Rev. endeavor
instruction of a common school education
Jeremy Taylor, D. D.; nor would a quo- boy Dux in mathematics or Virgil, but
and wholesome womanly industry, rather tation from the great New England orator there are higher prizes in the world which
If you are conthan at its poor-house, in idleness, or at be strengthened by prefacing it with ¢ It they are sure to gain.
its more vicious ‘ reformatories," or, has been well said by the Hon. Daniel vinced that Nature has not fitted him to
finally, in the State Prison, when, left up- Webster.”
The shock which this undue win in this race, enter him in another.
on the streets, she has ripened into a explicitness of description gives the read- Find out for yourself the sterling qualities
1f he
hardened and hopeless criminal.
And er has been very cleverly cet forth by which he has, and cultivate them.
this new opportunity for the neglected Thackeray in this passage in one of his have a sound judgment, upright princigirl of Illinois is the product of woman in burlesques : -¢ It was Sir Wilfred of Ivan- ples and a good heart, the world is full of
the legislative lobby of that State.
If hoe, I need scarcely say, who got the roads leading straight upward for him,
she be such a power for good behind the barons of England to league together and in which text-books play only a small
:
throne, what new notions of value will extort from the king that famous instru- part.—N. Y. Tribune.
she not stitch into the stutute-book when ment and palladium of our liberties, at
(hint
seated upon the throne itself!
present in the British Museum,
Great
For the past year and a half Illinois has Russell Street, Bloomsbury,—the ~Magna
_ possessed one such school which, depend- Charta.” Belittling descriptions, nearly
Boyesen calls
Goethe's ¢¢ Faust” the
ent wholly upon charity, has "afforded as absurd as this, may too often be heard ¢¢ heart history of the century.”
home influences and home knowledge to in public addresses ; for not all speakers
A large emigration of Swiss ribbonits hundred girls,has placed about half of know that a needlessly full explanation weavers to the United States is announcthem in
Hy families, and has fcrly now of a subject so great as to be perfectly ed
atits tables. The success of this one familiar, shows that the speaker has just
Hope is the sugar coating on the pill
trial has been the inspiration of the new" made a discovery, or that he regards his of life.— Whitehall Times.
law.
This school,
in the vicinity of audience as lacking in common intelliA school-boy says he has just begun disShicago, has a little history which reveals gence. An effort to gild refined gold mal fractious.—XN. Y. Herald.
Providence and the sagacity of woman.
seems to any intelligent beholder, as-it
The mosquito, like the rest of the naIndirectly, it was a kind of Centenuial
did to Shakespeare, ** wasteful and ridicu- bobs, will soon make his hum hy the sea.
aftermath, The women of Illinois gave lous excess.”—&S. S. Times:
— Waterloo Obgerver.
.
liberally,and made unexcelled’ representAccording to the homeopathists, like
i
ation of their domestic arts and
induscures like; but does
love cure
love,
tries at Philadelphia in 1876. Their com- A WRIT FOR GEORGE WASHINGTON.
Ma'am ?—N. Y. Herald.
mittee proved to be wise public econo:
The following is clipped from the Low$ Yes, Agnes,
I'm going to have a
mists, and returned home with five huncream-colored summer silk, provided pa
dred dollarsabove all bills payable. They ville (N. Y.) Journal:
doesn’t veto the appropriation
ma
has
debated long over the disposition of that
We have at this office the original writ passed.”
— Waterlvo Observer.
slender balance; it did not seem Tage
of attachment served on George WashingThe Mississippi valley immigration comenough to effect any. great good; a lady ton, for contempt of court, in Fairfax, Va.,
pany has been organized in Louisiana to
might wear it all upon her Suger.
But 113 years ago, being in the year 1766, induce
the councils that supplemented little mon- and in the sixth year of the reign of State. white laborers to come to that
ey with large faith prevailed, and that George III. The document belongs to
An ambitious young writer having asktive hundred dollars became the seed of Squire H. Oliver, of Glendale, and any
‘“ What magazine
will give me the
the present Western reform for the un- one can see it by calling at this office. It ed,
highest position quickest ?” was told: ‘“ A
fortunate among women.
The commit- reads as follows :
:
powder
magazine,
if you contribute
a
the County Court may commit

It restores gray or

A good wom-

dead

the Lord.”

and

and community
| €010™

that it may properly be written on their tomb-

stones, ** Blessed are the

be real turquoise,a peculiar crackling noise
will be heard and a deep-brown earthy

By this means scientists and others using

lessly belittles the subject in hand. Some
great names should be mentioned without

Its effcets are as wonderful
ever.

and |

The loss is most heavily

remaining

May the surviving friends

’

Free Press.)

alin a colored crucible and heats it to redness over an ordinary Bunsen burner. If it

either the Stanhope or Codrington lenses.
ob-

greatest core.

When

and grandchildren. May grace be given them
to endure the burden of sorrow to the end.

Prof. Pohl has described
sure method for detecting
between
the natural
and

vention are that it focuses three times as
from the object under examination as far
opaque

best.

was. “Though I walk through the valley of the
pressure, do not last over a year.
of death I will fear no evil, for thou
Gov. Fremont, of Arizona, has been urg- ‘| shadow
art with me,”
He leaves a wife, three chil
ing a plan to reclaim the desert lands of
dren, one brother, and three sisters, besides
that territory by the cutting of two camany relatives and friends to mourn their
nals, one ten miles long and the other fifloss.
Jas. 8, POTTER.
teen, which would lead the waters of the
Gulf of Califoraia to the great basin,part of
Mgrs. CYNTHIA P. ROBERTS died in Springvale, Me., March 15, aged 51. Sister R. was
which are 350 feet below the sea
level.
not
one who sought pubticity, but loved reSix months are required for this work, and
tirement, though faithful to her convictions of
the cost will be $1,000,000.
.

Sitka Indians.

the microscope can examine

magni-

faithfully,

the church

felt by her two

St. Gothard Tunnel, which makes 155,000, 000 turns per annum,
after four or five
years’ service require but slight repairs.
Turbines of iron and steel, under the same

fraction from the surfaces of the curves.
1 The peculiarities of this remarkable in-

A preacher or other public speaker
should not forget that these are times
when explicitness of utterance ceases to

She

her

Christ

sustain a heavy loss.

a

to, or tick-tack-tow.

The small bronze

knew

she confessed

an is gone, and

tomatically the wellknown game of tit-tat-

The marine guard are invited to attend in
full uniform and the steam -launch has
been fitted up to take the happy pair on a
bridal trip to the North Pole to cool the
ardor of their love. The bride will of
course wear the inevitable black silk
head-dress common to thé higher class of
Sitkan ladies. No cards. No pie.—A4las-

+

Detroit

1834."

.‘* being dead she yet speaketh.”

Freeland,
of the seuior
class in the
Towne
Scientific
School,
Pennsylvania,
has constructed a machine for playing au-

lant serxeant was immediately smitten
od fascinated.
The marriage ceremony

by

for

living

A new process of nickel-plating = is
anaounced by professor Strathbo.
Itis
said to be simple and effective.
A few kilograms of carbon desulphide,
burned on the hearth of a chimney that is
on fire, have been found sufficient to extinguish the fire without injary to the house
or furniture.
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will be performed

sevves

SOIENTIFIO.
(From the

of their just share of the water.

as

word

deepest on those who

PD
ror

Kern river from their natural channel, the
etfect being to deprive the riparians below

BELITTLING A SUBJECT.

ed stage in human government, this humane movement to save the stumbling

that a single

1st;

to duty, she left a lasting impression for good
on the memory of those who knew her,—

dozen when transcribed,

We are glad to have study and thought
given the theological creeds, if they
are not made standards. We also confess ourselves amused at the respectful
way in which these State conferences are ‘ka Herald.
learning to memorialize the National
O-0-0- 0-6
Council. That is one indication of the
AN INGENIOUS MICROSCOPE.
An inprogress of Congregationalism in. its effort, as Dr. Bacon says, to be ¢ like the genious English optical instrument maker
[denomi}nations around” it. It is fast has just invented a wonderful pocket mifinding a use to put its new-fangled Coun- croscope, upon which scientific writers
cil to. Ttis not long since Zhe Congre- are conferring much praise. The ‘new
gationalist and Dr. Dexter were very cold lens consists of three lenses, the interior
toward the Council. Now he is quite grooves of which are almost transparent;
converted to it and is on three ofits stand- they are lined by transparent cement,
ing committees.
It will be a denomina- which has a refracting index correspondvery
nearly
with
the glass.
tion yet,in spite of Dr.Bacon.— Independ- ing
In this way no light is lost by reent.

her

It gives

recommended

with

many millions, and some first-class legal
talent.
Plaintiffs ask that defendants be

that faxity of belief will thus be corrected.

from the alley, from the poor-house, from
vicious companions, frog) brutal parents,
and from every other place of temptation
to ruin, and giving her into the legal
custody of Christian women with tine
and talent for the work of organized
charity.
:
The most remarkable feature of this
law is its novelty.
It is the pioneer
movement to Separate society's canditates for crime from its confirmed criminals—to cull from the exposed barrel of
pippins the sound and slightly bruised,and
lay themin a dry place lest contagionfrom

trom falling should be new.

only

canal

and

1s extremely fertile when so watered, but
desert and valueless without.t.
These defenders represent an aggregate wealth of

expressing the judgment (of course, nothing more) of the National Council as
to
what Congregationalists
believe.
It
is remarkable
that
in
Ohio
and in Michigan,
wae believe,
both
conservative and liberal Congregationalists agreed, though from different motives.
A correspondent writes us that the motives expressed in Mr. Brand's paper before the Ohio Convention were not those
of The Congregationalist, which rejoices

of nature,

of God.

but

irrigated

others,

draw the waters from Kern river to irri
ate a broad area of rainless land, which

the Ohio Conference has the proposition
urged upon it, and urged successfully;
and now that this is followed by the adoption by the Michignn Conference of resolutions of the same sort, one is temptedto
ask whether the plan of a campaign is not
being developed the object of which is to
draw the lines tighter and to correct laxity of belief. The proposition now is to
memorialize the
National Council to appoint a committee to draft such a catechism which shall not be obligatory (ot

religious world around us. Surely, the way in
which we commonly go on is not the way of
self-denial and sacrifice
and
cross-bearing

faith accepts as

ten

many writers in faver of a new catechism,

I know nothing which life has to offer so satisfying as the profound good understanding
which can subsist, after much exchange of
goed offices, between two virtuous men, each
of whom is sure of himself and sure of his
friend. —R. W. Emerson.
more cournge

are codefendants, with

March

Sins

and me

sboro’,

lived. = Noted for her gentleness of spirit, integrity of heart, purity of life, and faithfulness

a ae

oppression. Their wealth can not be
less than thirty millions. Haggin & Carr

desirable to apply such atest? For suggesting, some months ago,that there were
as might bave been is half owing to the number
signs abroad of a plan fo tighten the bonds
who
lived faithfully a hidden life, and rest in
generally, we were made the victim of
unvisited tombs.— George Eliot,
considerable severe abuse, which warns
If you light upoy an impertinent talker, that
Buc now that
sticks to you like sj burr, to the disappointment us to be careful now.
of your important occasions, deal freely with | about the time that The Congregationalist
him, break off the discourse, and pursue your
publishes its score of articles from as
That things are not so ill with you

in Star

an an-

sewer to his dispatch sent to
Shanghai,
six
hours
previously.
Thirty
thousand miles in six ‘hours is good time,
even for the telegraph.
The, charge
to Shanghaiis $2.80 per word; to Yokehama, $3.05; but the code, or cipher is so
well systematized by certain mercantile

Miller, plaintiffs, besides vast herds of
their own, hold complete monopoly of the
meat market of this city.
It is a huge

Congregationalists, if iv should be

recently received

i

among

great mind’s great bribe.—Dryden.

York.

Ee

Schiller. |
:
The secret pleasure of a generous act is the

street, New

was baptized and united with the I. B. church

fied her galling as a Christian by the life she

Lucy HiLL, widow of the late Wm. Hill,
died suddenly in Starksboro’, Vt., May 20,

ALBERT H., only son of Hiram P. and
Martha 8S. Tuttle, died in Strafford, March 28,
aged 4 vears and 4 months.
He was a/smart,
active little boy. O lovely ehild, so good, so
pure, thy friends could wish thy longer stay;
such were earth’s trials to endure, thy Father
called thee hence away.
R. M¢cDoXALD.

Dra.

BENJAMIN

R.

MOULTON

died
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CATARRH

“has ever been his guide,

and

by

the advice

which he has ever given us, we know that

shall meet him again in a brighter
er world than this.

we

and happi-

His CHILDREN,

DR. SAGE’S CATARRH REMEDY
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ing to clear the throat, ulcerations, scabs from uloers,
voice altered, nasal twang, offensive breath, impaire:
diz~
or total deprivation of sense of smell and taste,indigesziness, mental depression, loss of appetite, Only a
etc.
cough,
tickling
tonsils,
tion, enlarged
few of these symptoms are likely to be present in any
cause at one
[A

H. M.

18113

radical cures of the worst cases of Catarrh,
git of low long standing. The liquid remedy
may be snuffed, or better app ed by the use of Dr.
This is the only form of instruPIERCE'S Douche.
ment yet invented with which fluid’ medicine can be
carried HIGH UP and PERFECTLY APPLIED to all

rts of the affected nasal passages, and the cham-

hers or cavities communicating therewith, in which
sores and ulcers frequently exist, and from which
generally proceeds, Its use
the catarrhal discharge
ions
from
is plensant and easily unders
r. SAGES Caaccompanying each instrument
cures recent attacks of “Cold in the
Remedy
tarrh
Head”by a few applications. It is mild and pleasant

10 use,
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Greenwich
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at Chicago with Railroads for all points East and South, and at Council

Ei 8T: JOHN,

that sends

their address will receive something of great

Connecting at Cameron with Hannibal & St. Joseph R, R. and in Union Depot at Beverly with Kansas City, St. Joe & Council Bluffs R. R.; at
Nebraska, and Central Branch Unlon Pacific Railroads; at Leavenworth with Kansas

Atchison with Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Atchison &
¢ Pacific, Kansas Central, an Missouri Pacliic Rallroads,

or

druge
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A. KIMBALL, Gen’l Supt.

in

Embden, April 9,aged 71 years and 10 months.
e
eX]
Our father was the youngest child of Dea.
power of these Purgative Pellets over so
remedial
Jonathan Moulton, and * was the first white
Kfeat a Nabior tof distaset it Sale sald that Shel
action upon
imal
§
child known to have been born in the town
Shelr sanative impress.
or tissue escs
of Concord. "Atthe age of seven
years he * gland ob
Yiopertus of these Pellets,
fwpair
with his parents moved to Embden, in which
They are sugar-coated an
thelr virtues being thereby
town he has ever since resided.
He embraced
nin any climate,so that they are
any length of ti
the Christian faith at the early age of 18 years,
Is not the case with
always fresh and reliable.” This
was baptized by Rev, L. Hathaway and united
wooden or pasteboard boxes.
cheap
in
ills put up
For all diseases where a Laxative, Alterative, or
with the F. B. church known as the Embden
. Indiested, het Hite] elieta will give
& Lexington church, of which he remained a - Purgative,
i
ction.
Sold
ggists.
member until nine vears ago, wken he joined
CEM.
D.. PROPR, World's Dispensary
and Invallds’ Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.
the F. B. church at Concord Cornér, of which
he was chosen deacon, ‘and was ordained by
Revs. L. Savage, M. Merrill, Bucher and Carr.
Of that church he remained a member until
called to join the church above.
He leaves an
invalid wife to whom he had been united in
PTOMS._ Frequent head
marriage for upwards of fifty-two
years, a
_ ache, discharge fulling into throat,
son and six daughters to mourn the
of a
sometimes profuse, watery, thick
mucous, purulent, offensive, etc.
kind father, but we mourn not as those withIn others, a dryness, dvs watery, weak, or inflamed
out hope, for we know thut our loss is his
eyes, stopping ‘up, or obstruction, of the nasal pasgain, and if we only live by the Bible which
sages, ringing iu ears, deafness, hawking and cough-
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thy youth.—

true to the, dresmsof
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Both parties are gigantic land monopolists, say 600,000 acres. each.’ Lux &
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an.

commenced in that city :

Would it now be offensive to snggest
that there is a concerted movement
being carried on. to have a new creed or
catechism prepared, such as would be appropriate to be used as a test of fellowship

Truth may be outraged by silence. —Anini-

Keep

lawsuit involving millions of dollars, just

A SUGGESTION.

°IPON MIUF ST Io) 8

THINGS TO. REMEMBER,

not be made to move. It is so magnetized
that watch.-makers say no'part of it could
ever be made to do duty if taken out and
put into another set of works.
A merchant sitting in his office in South

A San Francisco letterthus refers to a

S->b
0+

aged
64 years. She had been at one of her
neighbors on a visit and started for. home at
evening, and expired before reaching home.
Apoplexy 1s Siibposed to be the cause of
death. Sister Hill was converted when young;

Gen’l Tht, and Pans; Agti, Chleagm

SHO OW OF

Wiscellany, :

| Titer

nounced it perfect in every particular,it’¢an

A GREAT LAWSUIT.

We run Palace Sleeping Cars for Sleeping purposes omy
and Dining and Restaurant Cars for Eating purposes.

from goiny to seed and to’ transfer them
into fruit and dowers.—Christian Union.
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T HE MORNING

crats, violating their pledges, insisted on
proceeding.
This imovement was resisted
by the Republicans, who commenced filibustering to prevent further discussion.
This was successfully accomplished, and
at two o'clock, Thursday, the Senate was

from God which reaches its ¢limaax in his Son.

Let the enthusiastic naturalist who trembles
with admiration and delight at the discovery
of some exquisite mystery of skill or life force
transmitted through endless generations of ants
and beetles, bow himself with profounder ad-

still in session. ' During the night, a most

exciting passage-at-arms occurred between
Senators Conkling and Lamar.
— The
dead-lock
in the Senate - on the army
appropriation bill was terminated at 3
o'clock Thursday afternoon, after a nearly continuous struggle or about twentytwo hours.
Nothing of special moment
occurred subsequent to the Lamar-Conkling episode, the time being chiefly spent
in efforts to secure a quorum.
Finally the
Democrats consented to an adjournment.
The House adopted the conference report
on the judicial appropriation bill by a

miration in the presence of the fact that in one

all the creation,

of

crown

being,

earthly

has been at once the hiding and the revealing of the infinite God our Creator, One being
lived to reveal God as our Father, who bas
been with him,who does the things he has seen
with the Father, who tells the things he has
* heard from the Father.” His message brings
the reason for worship, the assurance of the

Father's infinite Jove and forgiveness. He told
all the human mind was prepared to receive;
but more than by hisspoken word
vealed to us in his life the nature of
for he is himself the word of God.
learn that the Personal Omnipotent

has he restrict party vote of 102 to 79, and passed
the Father, | without division the bill for the exchange
In him we | of trade dollars for legal-tender silver dolBeing who | lars.——The debate on the army approhas made this world is always observing with | priation bill was not concluded in the
until nearly -2 o'clock, Saturday
interest the creatures he has made, is sympa- | Senate
thizing with human experiences, struggles, de- | morning, when it passed by a vote of 33
The discussion was devoid: of inAll those who know the | to'19.
sires and failures.

divine Logos, and

exercises

of the

afternoon

|
i
|
|
|

ing of bills on the private calen®ar.
Iutelligence is received from Cape

coucluded

of the killing

with the singing of the class ode.

of the

youthful

Town

Prince

Im-

‘| perial of France by the Zulus,on
the 3d
Sunday evening, Professor,Fullonton deliverinstant, while on a reconnoitering expedivd a discourse before the Theological School, | tion.
The body of the unfortunate prince
The follcwing is an abstruet:
was recovered from the enemy. Napoleon
ie

Text, Job 22:13, *“ And

doth

thou

sayest, how

Eugene Louis Jean Joseph,’ Prince Imperial, was the only child of Napoleon IIL

God

know? Can he judge through the
To one conversant with this
dark cloud?”
most interesting theological
discussion, of

and Eugenie, and was born in the
ies, March 16, 1856, and
his age

which the text forms a part, it must be appar-

very adroitly and very

And

then

prince in esposing the cause of the

arms in the Zulu

campaign

said to have caused
frisnds

of

scene

be-

British

was

the

much

at the root of this infidel question. The Bibletakes two views of man, opposite, but not contradictory. The one exalts, the other depresses. Man, as lest as he confessedly
unworthy of any divine recognition, as he may
be regarded to be, possesses still high and commanding capabilities.
Look at him inteilectually. Where will you limit his possibilities in
progress and improvement? Yesterday a helpless infant. To-day immortal Kepler, stalking
among the stars, measuring their distances and
ascertaining their weights.
Man harnesses
the mataral elements to his machinery and

of

- dynasty

sucha

being as this, exercising over him ne. jurisdiction and holding him to no respensibility?
Surely, God doth know and the H e ly One will
consider.
God’s comcernment with men is
manifest in human consciousness.
He lifts up
‘his veice in justice or in mercy.
Not always
heard, it may be, but certainly it i# by some,

and might
be by all.

This is comfirmed in the

second place by revelation.

The

Word is per-

‘vaded with the sentiment that Ged does have
actual dedlings with men. God in the present
actually co-operates with his trath by an influence which pervades all things, and which es-

pecially communicates with the -souls he has
made. The missionary finds in the wildness
of the jungle a Christian altar and a little band

of saints.

We find it verified that the individ-

ual or church, that bases himself or itself simply upon the written Word, and relies for suc
cess on the simple truth, devoid of human invention, becomes, in so far, an Enstrument of

God in the world.

One lessonat least, muy be

drawn. from this disctission, sulted to the -occasion.

Bad as the world is, the man

lies himself with God for

who al-

its redemption, has

this vantage ground.
Men have their intrinsic convictions and, in their better moments, a
sense of obligation. The religion of Christ is
-eminently adapted to a felt, if not. a confessed,
want.
Go, them, young men and brethren, to
- the lost and straggling souls of mee, and with«out ignoring reasoa address largely the human
«conscience, and you will awaken respends that

“you never have hoped for.

Li

the South

African

war

still more
death by

ident

Mary Clemmer thus speaks of Pres-

Hayes:

“ As

ever, we hear

no

smilingly amiable as

more

about

the

weak-

ness of the President’s
vertebre or his
willingness to bless the South, solely because everybody has found out that le
will do as he sees fit, do as he thinks
right, despite his own smiles or

the

loud-

est howls of the * stalwart’ Republican or
the uncivilized Democrat.
Besides, he
seems to thrive on ¢ malaria’ (whose chosen bed is supposed to be in the rear of the
White House),

on

the

stabs

inflicted

by

his friends and the tomahawk wounds
of his enemics; for he is at least a third
larger man in person than when he came
here. He looks well-fed and well-bred;
and his face is smiling apd serene, as if
every night he slept the sleep of the just.
At least, thus he looked to your friend, as
she encountered him and Mrs. Hayes, un-

church.”
:
:
Five hundred cabin passengers sailed from
N.Y. for Europe, Saturday. Among them
were Rev. Dr. John Hall,Rev. Dr. W. M.
Taylor, Edward 8. Pierrepont, George M.
Rebeson, . ex-Secrtary
James Grant Wilson,

of the Navy, Gen.
Clarence Seward,

Prof. Willard Fiske of Cornell University,
Rev. George B. Gray, Prof. H.P. Cornwall
of Princeton, ex-Gov. Salomon, Prof: A.
Prentiss, Rev. J. G.,Townsend, Rev. Dr.
P. V. Harvard,

Prof.

L.

C.

Loomis

and

Prof. Charles Babcock.
4
:
Good news comes from Cincinnati.
One
of that city’s ex-councilmen has been
sentenced to imprisonment in the county
jail for three months, and to pay a fine of
$3500, for inducing

a man to cast

an

gal vote at the election last fall.

ille-

Colonel Forney declares in his Progress

that Gen.
‘ are

Butler

backed

cies.”

and

by

Wendell Phillips

colossal

constituen-

i

Princeton College has signed

an

agree-

ment not to contract any debts hereafter—

having had all
up.

her

pressent

debts

paid

meets at Madison,July 23.
Hon. George

Bancroft,

:

the

historian,

his cottage home in Newport, R. I.

is at

Three hundred hands of the Allentown (Pa.)
rolling mills are on a strike for more wages.
Ex-President Grant will be the guest of Mr.
After a protracted discussion, the SenChilds at Long Branch in a few weeks.
ate, Monday, passed, by a strict party vote
Bishop Littlejohn laid the corner-stone-of the
f 27 against 15, the supplemental or *¢ lit- Stewart Cathedral at Garden City, Wednesday.
A mass of rock, the removal of which will
tle” judicial apprepriation bill. Ia the
take a year, has fallen on the Mount Simplon
House, Mr. Springer, from
the elections
committee, made an ineffectual attempt to road over the Alps. A temporary passage. is
being made.
intreduce a bill making it unlawful to use
Captain Prado, sonof the president of Peru,
federal troops for the preservation of has just arrived in New Yark in the steampeace at the polls. A bill was introdueed | ship Clarabel, direct from South America.
The Standard’s dispatch from Rome states
providing that all illegal or irregular nat- |
uralizatien papers shall be valid unless ac- “that the Pope is endeavoring to bring about the
restoration
of diplomatic relations between.
Congressional.

tual fraud ean be shown and proved;

also

4 bill prohibiting the hoarding of money
in the Treasury and against the further in- crease of the interest-bearing debt of the
United States.——Nearly
the whole of

“Tuesday’s session of the Senate was de~wvoted to a discussion of the army approriation bill, and several proposed! amend-

“ments

were rejected.

The

House

con-

England and Mexico.
Ex-Surrogate John W. Mills,of White Plains:

Oneida county, N. Y., is under arrest for robbing an estate of $12,000. He was a prominent
politician and'church member.

It is announced that ex-United States Senator Wadleigh has relinquished his design of
settling at

Manchester,

and

will

resume

practicé of law in Boston instead.

the

adopted an article providing that the State tax,

1itical contributions

not exceed five mills. The city tax rate was also
fixed not to exceed ten mills on the dollar.

The bill prohibiting

by

po-

government em-

ployes was considered at

ng,

an excitduring the

on property, for all purposes whatsoever,

shall

Latest News.
Robert Heovey, seven years old, and John
Rulman, six years old, were drowned at Newark, N. J., while bathing, Sunday.—~—The
bride of A. Roland,

a Belgian,

fell

from

the

i | bank of one of the Three Sisters at Niagara
courts.
jurors in Uni
bill was discussed in
army app ropriation
the

Senate,

Wednesday,

the

Democrats

monopoliziug nearly the entire session.
It was understood that thuse Republicans

who desired to speak on the measure were

many

insec

a most enand can do

from
over

tionably bad its influence upon the practice of
many, if not of all, farmers.
The current of
opinion bas been changed, and there are a few
who do not hold, at least in theory, that earlycut hay is best,though some yet doubt its being,
on the whole, the most profitable. Before it can
be put in practice with the surety of reaping
all its advantages, we 1aust abandon some old
ideas and take in some new ones.
We must
cease to look upon the grass crop as a free gift
of nature, and begin to regard it as a cultivated
crop; one not to be stolep—from the ground
after a full yield of grain, but to be made a
primary object in our culture, the same as

corn or potatoes.
The proper complement and conclusion of
the theory of early cutting are that we must
have two, and sometimes three, full crops of
grass from the same land in one season.
We
can only get them by manuring and seeding
for them.
It isof no use to talk of early cutting and two crops upon land in such poor
heart that the early quick-growing grasses,
like June-grass and orchard-grass, can not
mike a crop on it, and where timothy, weak
and scattering, does not get strength to head
out before the middle of July.
On such land

we must wait for the grass to * thicken up,” or
we shall not beable to see it after the machine
has passed over the field.
!

There are farmers who say

that June-grass

is worth nothing for hay; and we have seen
farmers cutting it at the rate of two tons to the
acre the first week in June.
It would be a
good thing to bring these two kinds of farmers
together in a farmers’ club, and have the latter tell the former how it was done. Orchardgrass and clover will usually be fit to cut
about June 12, and ull that)-will dry on the
ground may be grown exit, if one knows how.
Directly adjoining such a crop, with only a
board fence between, on land equally good by
nature,we have seen about six spears of’ timothy
‘to the square foot struggling with sorrel, «aisy and five-finger, all together making perhaps one-third of a tan of ** good horse hay”
to the acre, about the last of July.
It was of
no use to talk to the owner of that tield about
early cutting, for there was nothing there to
cut early.
;
In the good old times, before mowing ma-

chines, tedders and horse rakes,it would
But

now

that the handling

Tan
item,
there is no difficulty about it, if we ean raise
the grass. Can we do it?
Is it all * humbug” to talk about carrying a herd of 25 cows
onthe feed of a 50-acre farm?
We know a
practical dairyman
who keeps that number
on 25 acres, but he soils instead of pasturing
them. There are thousands of farms better suited to dairying than his,yet we will not frighten
our readers Proposing to stock up at the
same rate. But we do think any of us might.
be smart enough to make50 acres carry a herd
of 25, if we would only make a study of the
subject. It will take manure to do it, and
knowledge and skill as well.
No farmer who
wastes all or half the liquid manure of his
stables, will even make hay at the rate of four
tons to the acre. Nor will he do it by the usual routine of seeding timothy and clover. with

grain.

The objective point cn all dairy and stock
farms shouldbe grass, and every process of
the farm should have the grass crop in view
above everything else. When we have learned
how to grow four tous of hay in two or three
cuttings, we shall be early *“ cutters,” and late
cutters too. On moist meadows we shall still
grow single’ crops of timoth , red-top and
fowl-meadow grass; on all arable upland we
shall learn the value of rye-hay, oat-hny and
Hungarian, as well as of clover and of fodder
corn properly grown for forage; while on our
permanent mowings we shall learn what Junegrass and orchard-grass can be made to do by
the use of manure and primary seeding—that
is, sebding without grain. There are lands of
an intermediate character, moist and rich, yet
well-drained naturally or by art, where two
heavy crops of timothy may he cut every season. It is just as true that we go over too
much ground for our grass us that we do the
same
for other
crops.
But the change

in either crop is not

so easily

made.

PIGS.
The pig must be kept growing thriftily from

its birth till it is slaughtered

if the greatest

profit is sought. There is no period in the
life of a hog when so great a return for the
food consumed is possible, as during the first

six months, and it is here that the advantages
of skillful feeding are apparent. - Unless
great care be taken, the growth of the pig
will be seriously checked when it is from three
to five weeks old. The milk of the dam,
which was ample to promote a rapid growth

the first two or

three weeks, is not sufficient to answer the demands of the same litter as they grow older.
Much should be furnished in addition to what
the sow affords. After they are taken from
the mother, they should receive plenty of food
such as is well adapted to promote growth,
for which milk and clover are excellent. After the pig
has attained the desired growth,
corn meal and potatoes are good for fattening. The secr
of et
success in pork raising is
to

keep the

swine

growing

all

the

time.—

La

house, containing several hundred kegs of pow-

looked after constantly, and

if taken prompt-

der and valued at $15,000, blew up at Jermain,

ly at their first appearance will be less troublesome by far than if allowed to multiply and
produce a second or third geperation in geo-

The watchman was buried

under the ruing, but was rescued alive,
r

and

lettuce

especially

metric ratio,

need

evergreens.

Great care

should

be

the process, as much exposure

sun

to

fre-
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Oranges, lemons, oleanders,
should now be planted out as

and if turned out of the
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.
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face with your eyes open; startling revelations showing the enormous amount of iniquity,
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Is the great remedy for General Debility.

dollar. The actual sale of thirty thousand copies
in a little over eighteen months is a gratifying
guarantee of its Paphlarity, and rates at the most

reach of all, we sell it at the nominal
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POTATOES. —The market for old bas taken
stronger turn owing to small receipts, and therea
are indications of still higher prices. New Southern Potatoes have not
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small andin bad order, and only light supplies ar»
rived this week. There have been
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Central Rose at from 90 @ 95¢ ¥ bu, and Houlton
stock at #1. As the close, best Eastern Rose are
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VEGETINE
STEVENS,

Your nearest

it at our-price, or

price

an

and Vermont, and only Joy lots of Franklin
County, Vermont, bring 15c.We gyote fine cream.
ery at any material difference
price. Choice
dairy packed Western is coming along in splendid
order, and Sommands just about the same as best
Northern, 13 @ 14¢
1b. Choice ladle packed
Western has been selling at12 @ 12 5c # Ib, but it
is not safe to count upon getting mech more than
12¢ for the bulk of the Western stock. Medium
grades are beginning to accumulate, and prices
are somewhat easier. Sales range from 9 @ lle,
and some common lots go lower. The markets

5 @ 6¢, common from 2 @ 4c ¥ 1b.
EGGS.—The demand for Eggs has been equal
to the supply, and prices have been firm at 14¢
for
Eastern;
18) @ 14¢ for Northerd; 12% @ 13¢ for
Western; and 13) @ l4c ¥ dozen for P. Island.
BEANS. —Pea have been in good demand, and
sales of choice Western and
Northern at $1 40
$1 50
¥ bu. and fine lots are scarce and readi
command the outside price. Mediums have
moving off freely at $135 @ $137% ¥ bu, with
some extra lots a little higher. Yellow Eyes con.
tinue scarce and choice lots readily
command $2
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0OaT8.—The sales of No 1 and extra white have
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Effectually cures Kidney Complaint.
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shipments,

for
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Cures Pains in the Back.

CORN.—The sales of mixed and yellow have
been at 46)¢ @48;c¥ bu,as to quality." Most of the
receipts ate on account of exporters and stocks

for
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TIDINGS,
:
By LOWRY, DOANE and BLISS,

SONGS OF LOVE;
By H, R. PALMER.
EVERY SABBATH,
By T.C. O’KANE.
THE PRIZE,
By GEo, F. Roor.
GOSPEL and TEMPERANCE SONGS,
By KINZIE and GABRIEL,
GOSPEL HYMNS, No. 1.) By BLISS, BANKEY,

Will cure the worst case of Scrofula.

he has given up all his property
and will while satisfving their
to retain the custom which he
years of enterprise and fair

bu....

Western

VEGETINE

_ The main cause of nervousness
is indigestion, and tha
is caused
t
by weakness of the
stomuch.
No one can have sound nerves and
‘good
health without using Hop Bitters to
strengthen the stomach, purify the blood, and
keep the liver and kidneys active, to carry off

Wheat,

$11;

Is the great Blood Purifier.

Indigestion.

Corn Meal, ¥

@

are compounded in such a manner
astonishing results,

he gives assurance that they will be cheer.
fully and faithfuily executed and that all whe
desire to make purchases _may depend upon
securing bargains.
Mr. Waters has business
experience and integrity, and with these and
indomitable energy he will assuredly retain
his old business fiiends, and speedily re-establish his aftuirs on a firm basis.
Mr. Waters
has signed over his private property to be
held in reserve to meet any deficiences.
—New York Weekly Times, June 4., 1879.
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at $10 75

~ VEGETINE,

He has made arrangements toact as

Insure with
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Says a Beston physicivm, “ bas no equal as a
blood puritier.
Hearing of its many
wonderful
cures after all other remedies had failed, I visited
the Laboratory, and convinced myself of its genuine merit.
It is prepared from barks, roots and
herbs, each of which
is highly effective, and they

agent for a person who hus furnished capital
to do a cash business.
He will furnish for
cash, instruments of precisely the same quality hitherto sold by the firm of Horace W aters
& Sons, selling them at a great reduction from
former prices. To those who send their or-

tem.
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npon receipt of 35.cents;
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dersto him at 40 East 14th St. P. O. Box
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press,

an assignment while he could pay 100
the dollar than to go on and be obliged
day to compromise with his ereditors.
not intend to let circumstances keep

him down, but
to his creditors,
demands seek
acquired by 80

mess

Western

Succeed.

21, made

8

and Western and (0 & 10% for fancy in bags.
LARD.~TLe
sales of Bostqu have been at 6%

In several of the largest cities of this country there are a few business men who,for many
reasons, have been kept constantly and fumiliarly before the people; men whose good
names have not always been sufficient to protect them from business adversity, but have
repeatedly assisted them to rise again from
conditions of misfortune.
Among these men
Horace Waters, lodg identified with the music
trade, is a conspicuous example.
Horace
ment for their creditors,
heavy expenses.
This

.

county choic€......covunreesst

SMOKED

Put atablespoonful of sulphur in the nest
as soon as the hens or turkeys are set.
The
heat of the fowls cause the fumes of the sulphur to penetrate every part of their bodies,
every louse is killed, and, a~ all nits are hatched within ten days, when the mother leaves
the nest with her brood she is perfectly free
from nits or lice.

Must

8
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8
4 856

for Hams. with sales at9 @ 9c

ter,

who

ABBATH-SCHOOL
INGING BOOK
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Western mess and extra mess ; and plate at 812g
$12 50 ¥ bbl.

the ground till the latter part of June; and if
then planted in pots, will be in just proper
condition to transfer to the house. and will
prove no mean ornament to the window garden. 7'he tuberose should be treated in just the
sume manner, and will flower in early win-
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fertilizer,the result
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PORK.—There has been a moderate demand
from the trade and prices are Steady, The fluctuations in Western markets have had not much influence hers. Sales of extra prime have been at

during the
If watered

The Maderia-vine tubers may be kept

veeriieess

common to good

Common....eus.s

potted again in the fall,
Bearing strawberry-plants should never be
disturbed with the hoe till after the fruit is
gathered. There is no other crop of the garden that pays so well for watering
bearing season as the strawberry.

common to 00d.
eXtra... .ccoeeesssses

Worcester

planted,

they will do much better, and can easily be
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pretty sure death to the tree or shrub.
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taken

to let the roots be exposed to the
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pices. There e ha hag b been

potato-beetle, as
will need to be

Pa., Friday night.

e

do not exactly believe what we read about
it; we have too few visible examples
fdr our
encouragement and
instruction.
Yer
we
ought to Jerseveringly experiment in this direction.
Those of us, especially, who are perforce * small farmers” with our 10 to 0 acres
apiece, must try to learn how these things
are done, and surprise our big neighbors, with
barns filled with big crops from small areas of
ground.—Rurul
New
Yorker.

Lewiston Journal.

small lots. The market
remains quiet und
quote :

June is the best of all times for transplanting

have

-currant-worm
and
well as the tent-caterpillar,

aract.—&The Moosic powder company’s glaze -

Cubbage

quent hoeing to grow in perfection and
ity.
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beea cruelty to talk about two or three bayings

in one summer.

FRESH MEAT.
The market continues dull,
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because Mr. Waters believed it more honorable

Falls, Saturday, and was carried over the cat- | : The
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of the effects of the

in the litter of pigs @uring

The Louisiana Constitutional Convention has

‘curred
in some and rejected other of the
Senate amendments to the legislative ap-

~ propriation bill.

is

no injury by its peculiar strength,
the fact that it is scattered so thinly

recently
disease,

The Wisconsin State Republican Convention

OURRENT EVENTS.

is

pings of the fowl, two, have
‘riching effect upon the land,

onlya

Miscellaneous.

Sebos Summary,

Telegraph says:

that infest the apple tree and its fruit.
All these insects more or less inhabit the
ground and hence in all stages they are
subjected to the searching eye of the fowl,
and are thus destroyed before they are
capable of attacking the tree
The drop-

in

which had hardly heen
contradicted before the news; whieh—is-in—all probability
correct, comes of his death at the hands

pendent,

compels them to grind his mills. He seizes the:
most pewerful and refractory of all elements,
this universe

be made

to the

of the enemy.
is, and as |
In her last Washington letter to the Inde-

God would let loose on

It

have no doubt that it

ple orchard has a strong influence in securing a good crop of fruit, and, as a consequence, tends to give health and vigor
to the trees. The insects of various kinds
indeed multitudinous
in number—have
niore to (do with weakening the trees and
emasculating the fruit than many have
the least idea of. Just think of the havoc
the littl@red spider produces upon stalwart evergreens as well as the plants in
the greenhouse, and some estimate may

a great

regret

Napoleonic

short time ago, and
a rumor came uf his

Now I propose to strike, if I can,

—steam; and the subtlest.of all elements,—
electricity. Now, is it rational te suppose that

and we

Golden

break ground, or very soon after.

true, that the keeping of fowls in an ap-

France, to whom the idea thata young
prince who might one day become their
ruler should begin his career in English
uniform was far from agreeable.
This
course seemed % have been the following
out of his own inclination and tastes for a
life of adventure and possible military
glory.
He departed from England for the

tween the lips of Job, the skeptical sentiment
of the text.

The Germantown
asserted,

the

Weeds are the easiest killed before they

CHICKENS IN ORCHARDS.

trial to his mother,
and
was entirely
against the advice of his
friends,
and is

Eliphaz

fraudulently slides

Tuilerat his

death was accordingly twenty-three years
and three
months.
‘The action of the

ent that Job never uttered the language in
question or accepted the skeptical sentiment it
involves. This sentiment has at one time and
* another been accepted and avowed by whole
sects of philosophers. It isa practical denial
of all divine recognition—it is virtually shutting up the eye of Providence and turning God
himself out of the universe.
Itis a practical,
downright,
stark atheism.
Job had been
charged with
great wickedness.
Eliphaz
broke out ina sort of rhapsedy, saying, “ Is
not God in the hight of heaven? liehold the
hight of the stars, how high they are!” To
which, doubtless, Job nodded assent, not see-

ing the trap laid for him.

"(From

terest beyond the surprise created at the
Democrats suddenly changing front and
voting down all the amendments to the it.
measure which had been adopted in comS40
mittee of the whole,
Details of the pro- |
HAY-MAKING
THEORIES.
ceedings are given in the regular report
The much that has been said and written
in the news columns.
The House session
in dispos- about the value of early-cut hay has unques| was almost entirely consumed

the truth about the unseen

(iod which he reveals, may say as against all
other religions or non-religions: We know
what we worship, for we know in whom we
To become the spiritual worhave believed.
hippers whor
shippers
whom the Father seeks is the ‘acme of
human development,—the true end of all culture.
:
The

TIMELY RURAL HINTS.

Rural and Domestic,

(Continued from first page.)
. | to be accorded that privilege, and an adjournment was to be taken until Thursday
groping in nature after God, and the unsatisfor the purpose, but when the usual hour
fied longing of him, we are prepared to see
of adjournment was reached, the Demo-

how the world should welcome that revelation
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| The Star goes to press Tuesday morning,
| and communications Jor insertion ‘ought to be
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order a change in the direction of their paper.
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